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CELOTEX IS TELLING AMERICA— 

OW IS THE TIME 10 BUILD! 

BECAUSE: 

v Financing is Easy v Interest Rates are Low 

wv Material Costs are Low 

v Labor is Plentiful 

Portland, Oregon, home 
planned by Architects 

Cash & Wolff 

Celotex Insulation Guards the Owner’s Investment 

Because It’s Guaranteed for the Life of the Building!* 

I EVERY Celotex national adver- 

tisement, from now to the end of 

the year, we are telling America, 

“NOW IS THE TIME TO BUILD!” 

With economic conditions changing 

rapidly, we firmly believe that the 

ownership of a new home is today’s 

safest investment and a ‘‘hedge”’ 

against the future. 

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION 
919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. 

Guaranteed Insulation Products. 

Name 
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Published monthly by Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corporation, 105 W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill. Subscription price, United States, Posse 
e 3 J $7.00. Single copies, 25 

1879, with additional entry as second-class matter at Mount Morris, II. 
2 years, $3.00; foreign countries: 1 year, $4.00 
under the act of March 3, 

AB 10-40 

Please send complete information on all Celotex 
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>; 2 years, 

Builders tell us that prospects are 

quick to appreciate the soundness of 

this reasoning. Many are going ahead 

with their building plans. 

Prospective home owners in your 

community will ask you for the facts. 

And when you have shown them that 

this is the time to build, they will ask 

you sow to build. Show them how 

Celotex Guaranteed Insulation pro- 

tects investment, because it’s guaran- 

teed in writing for the life of the build- 

ing.” And it means low-cost protec- 

tion, because Celotex Insulating 

Sheathing and Celotex Insulating 

Lath replace other needed materials. 

Ask us for complete information! 

*When issued,applies only within Continental U nited States 

CELOTEX 

REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

BUILDING PRODUCTS 

INSULATING SHEATHING, LATH, INTERIOR FINISHES 

ASPHALT SHINGLES, SIDING, ROLL ROOFING 
HARD BOARDS - ROCK WOOL BLANKETS, BATTS 

GYPSUM PLASTERS, LATH, WALL BOARDS 

Sales Distributors Throughout the World 

We favor adequate preparedness for National Defense 
ew a yy $2.00; sssions, and Canada 1 year, >- 

25 cents. Entered as second-class matter Oct. 11, 1930, at the Post Office at Chicagé _ 
Address communications to 105 W. Adams St., Chicago, Il. 
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yh HOME OWNERS ARE MAKING 

NEW CLIENTS FOR YOU! 

The NEW INSULITE 

WALL OF PROTECTION 

When home owners are satisfied 

with a product they don’t keep the 

name of that product a secret. 

Thousands and thousands of 

homes have been built with the 

New Insulite Wall of Protection. 

These owners talk with pride to their 

friends and neighbors. 

And no wonder, for Bildrite 

Sheathing applies quickly, easily, 

thus reducing labor costs. Bildrite 

has four times the bracing strength 

of wood sheathing when applied 

horizontally. It offers insulation 

against summer’s heat and winter’s 

cold, saves fuel and gives lasting 

comfort and protection. 

by Insulite 

Sealed Lok-Joint Lath, the other 

half of the Wall of Protection, is a 

smooth, safe plaster base. Its pat- 

ented “loks” form one continuous 

strong wall with more than twice 

the bond of wood lath, thus re- 

ducing the danger of plaster cracks 

to a minimum. 

Write for samples & specifications. 

In the U. S. address Dept. AB100, 
Insulite, Minneapolis, Minn. 

In Canada, address Dept. AB100. 

EASTERN CANADA: Robert 
Bury & Co. (Canada), Ltd., King 

Street West and Sudbury Street, 

Toronto, Ontario. 

WESTERN CANADA: Kee- 
watin Lumber Company, Ltd., Ke- 
nora, Ontario. 

INSULITE 

THE ORIGINAL WOOD FIBRE STRUCTURAL 

Here’s how the New Insulite Wall of Pro- 
tection eliminates moisture and solves the 
condensation problem. Sealed Graylite Lok- 
Joint Lath, made with an asphalt barrier 
on the stud side of the wall, effectively stops 
vapor. Then, Bildrite Sheathing allows what 
traces of vapor may escape the barrier, 
to flow freely toward outside air. 

INSULITE PRODUCTS INCLUDE 

Structural: Sealed Graylite Lok- 
Joint Lath, Graylite Lok-Joint 
Lath, Ins-Lite Lok-Joint Lath, 
Bildrite Sheathing. 

Interior Finishes: Ins-Lite, Gray- 
lite, Smoothcote, Satincote in 4 
washable colors, Hardboards, 
Acoustilite, Fiberlite. 

—— 

MINNEAPOLIS 

MINNESOTA 

————, 
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This Is Not Recovery 

N A month there will occur a national 

election which may prove the most im- 

portant in the history of this country. 

The American Builder, being a business 

paper, has no politics. But, because it is a 

business paper, it is against all policies 

that it believes will restrict business and 

in favor of all policies that it believes will 

stimulate business—and it doesn’t care 

what politician’s or party’s policies they 

are, either. Also, being a business paper, 

it doesn’t know what policies will be good 

politics, but does claim to know at least as 

well as any politician what policies will be 

good for business—especially building. 

Accordingly, this paper began some 

years ago and has been ever since criticiz- 

ing certain policies of the New Deal be- 

cause it has believed them inimical to 

business. Who do developments show has 

been right about these policies? The peo- 

ple are going to show what they think 

about that by the way they vote next 

month. On what are they going to base 

their decision? Well, on what did they 

base it in 1932, when they turned the Re- 

publicans out? They looked at facts show- 

ing that business, including building, had 

been bad during the three years 1930-1931- 

1932; and on the basis of those facts they 

decided to make a change. 

If that was a sensible way to reach a de- 

cision in 1932, it is a sensible way to reach 

one in 1940. What, then, do the facts avail- 

able in 1940 show regarding the effects of 

the New Deal’s policies on business, and, 

therefore, what should be done with the 

New Dealers? 

E WILL use figures of the U. S. Bu- 

reau of Foreign and Domestic Com- 

merce regarding home building in answer 

to that question, because home building 

is the business in which this paper, its 

readers and customers are most interest- 

ed. Average annual expenditures for non- 

farm home building during the four peri- 

ods of five years each from 1920 to 1939 were 

as shown by the figures in the accompany- 

ing table. Which of these figures indicate 

Expenditures on Non-Farm Home Building 
1920-1939, Inclusive 

Annual average, 1920-1924, inclusive.........2,852 million dollars 
Annual average, 1925-1929, inclusive........ .4,170 million dollars 
Annual average, 1930-1934, inclusive... 964 million dollars 
Annual average, 1935-1939, inclusive... -1,315 million dollars 

what would have been a normal average 

annual expenditure for home building in 

this country during the last five years if 

good business and prosperity had been 

restored? Obviously, not those of the five 

depression years 1930-1934. Why not those 

of the entire ten years 1920-1929, inclusive, 

when the average annual expenditure was 

over 314 billion dollars? That seems rea- 

sonable, because you can hardly say the 

expenditures of an entire decade were ab- 

normally large. But if we are to conclude 

that an average annual expenditure of 34 

billion would have been normal in the 

years 1935-1939, inclusive, what are we to 

conclude from the fact that in those years, 

under New Deal policies, the average an- 

nual expenditure was actually only 114 

billion dollars, or 55 per cent less than in 

the ten years 1920-1929, inclusive? 

HAT the American Builder concludes 

is that the figures prove beyond any 

reasonable question whatever that the 

New Deal has prevented the normal re- 

covery of business in general and building 

in particular that would have occurred ex- 

cepting for its policies, and that the peo- 

ple should turn the New Deal politicians 

out—just as they turned out some other 

politicians in 1932. 

SamuP 0. Onur 
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NAVY’S SHIP-MODEL TESTING BASIN READY 

SIX MONTHS AHEAD OF SCHEDULE 

15,000 BARRELS of ‘Incor’ 24-Hour Cement, used in con- 

crete roof of U.S. Navy Ship-Model Testing Basin, Carderock, 

Md., aided in completion six months ahead of contract 

date. About 60,000 bbl. of Lone Star Cement were also used. 

13 YEARS’ performance: Over 10-million 
barrels of ‘Incor’ have been used. That 
means service and performance ; 2. based 
on the quality and uniformity of this first 
high early strength Portland cement. 

- 22 TYPICAL OF TIME-SAVING ON 

BUILDINGS, BRIDGES, HIGHWAYS— 

THROUGH GOOD JOB PLANNING AND 

USE OF ‘INCOR’ 24-HOUR CEMENT 

ITAL months saved ... new plants in production weeks 

Waa ... through good job planning and the use of 

‘Incor’ 24-Hour Cement. Forms are filled with ‘Incor’ con- 

crete one day, stripped the next, saving four to five days on 

each pour. Immediate form re-use cuts costs—fewer form-sets 

needed. And earlier completion reduces overhead expense. 

Navy Engineers, recognizing these economies, specified 

high early strength cement for the roof of the new Ship- 

Model Testing Basin (left). ‘Incor’ strengths exceeded 

form-removal specifications—helped Turner Construction 

Co., New York, general contractor, complete the structure 

six months ahead of contract date. 

‘Incor’s dependable 24-hour service strength saves time, 

cuts costs... and ‘Incor’ quality assures long-time durability. 

An ‘Incor’* engineer will be glad to confer with you on 

concrete problems. Lone Star Cement Corporation, 

342 Madison Avenue, New York. *Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

USE ‘INCOR’, FOR MAXIMUM SPEED AT MINIMUM COST 

TODAY: POUR CONCRETE TOMORROW: STRIP FORMS 

LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION 

MAKERS OF LONE STAR CEMENT= « + ‘INCOR’ 24-HOUR CEMENT 
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Housing for Defense 

TRONG support for this publication’s position on 

S industrial housing (by private building and not 

by the Government) is furnished by the special 

research report of the Housing Committee of the 

Twentieth Century Fund, recently released. This re- 

search has been conducted by a staff headed by Miles 

L. Colean, former FHA Deputy-Administrator, and will 

be accepted as unbiased and authoritative. It should 

help to turn the present wild rush toward “war housing” 

by direct government action into a more sane and or- 

derly encouragement of private home building and 

rental housing where needed in connection with defense 

industry expansion. 

“Private industry has the capacity to provide the 

major part of the housing needs of our defense program 

but immediate action is necessary if we are to avoid the 

delays and mistakes that seriously crippled America’s 

war effort in 1917-1918,” this research report states. 

“The housing crisis of the last war may lead us to 

think that the government is the only resort in an emer- 

gency, yet a careful study of that period does not prove 

it. Only in a comparatively few places did the ordinary 

processes of supplying houses break down sufficiently 

to create a necessity for direct governmental operation. 

These places were centers of high concentration of war 

activities where competition for labor and materials was 

intense, where transportation was overtaxed, and where 

the certainty of decline in industrial operations after the 

emergency discouraged private enterprise. 

“Even in the most intense year of war activity, how- 

ever, and after the governmental housing agencies had 

been set up, over 90 per cent of the total 200,000 dwelling 

units started represented private operations. It is also 

possible that if the need for housing had been clearly 

revealed in advance of the crisis there might have been 

less difficulty in maintaining housing production.” 

HE RESEARCH report finds that the private build- 

ing industry faces the present emergency with more 

favorable factors than in 1917-1918. “No general labor 

shortages in construction or manufacturing threaten us. 

Building materials of all kinds are readily available. 

There is, moreover, no likelihood of a general shortage 

of funds to lend for sound housing operations. In con- 

trast to the last crisis, there is real momentum now be- 

hind the house building program. Today, the skill of 

designers and the capacity of builders are both much 

greater than they were twenty-three years ago. This 

is especially true in the low-priced field.” 

However, the research staff sharply warns against un- 

Workers 

due optimism. ‘The experience of the last war, as well 

as these first warning signals from the present emer- 

gency, show that the work of providing adequate shelter 

for the workers in defense industries must parallel, and 

not lag behind, the expansion of those industries.” 

The report gives striking examples of how failure to 

do this seriously hampered the production of war mate- 

rials in 1917-1918. 

“No advance effort had been made to estimate the 

housing needs of workers in the war industries. There 

was no effort to enlist the full resources of the building 

industry while there was still time for these resources 

to count. There was much groping after facts and du- 

plication of effort on the part of many different federal 

bodies, no one of which had any authority to co-ordinate 

the others. Finally, after severe crises had developed, 

the government itself financed and built houses.” 

The government’s activities were carried on by two 

agencies, the Emergency Fleet Corporation and the 

United States Housing Corporation. 

Even more important than the actual construction of 

homes were some of the other services carried on by 

these agencies. They conducted registration and rental 

services to bring existing accommodations into the 

market, stimulated private building and remodeling and 

acted to improve transportation facilities to bring more 

dwellings within the work-commuting area. 

The research staff reports that the two housing 

agencies “together were able to take care of something 

like 360,000 workers. This figure may be roughly 

broken down in the following way: 46,000 workers 

housed by direct government construction (assuming 

two workers per dwelling unit) ; 30,000 by private build- 

ers through priority licenses (estimated in the same 

way) ; 100,000 by placements through the homes regis- 

tration service, and probably over 184,000 through 

transportation improvements. From this it is apparent 

that the great bulk of housing provided was in privately 

owned structures and that the most effective methods 

were the measures to extend and improve transportation 

and the homes registration service. 

Saves to needs of the present defense program the 

research report says, “The chances of maintaining 

private housebuilding should be greater than in 1917 

and 1918. We can see the obvious desirability of limit- 

ing, so far as possible, the administrative burdens of 

government and the general tax burden on the public. 

We can see, too, the probable greater speed, flexibility 

and economy of private as against public housing.” 
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“YOU CAN ANCHOR your living costs by building now. and turn your rent payments into home SAVINGS.” 

“The Best Investment You Can Make’ 

Advice of a father to his son and daughter-in-law on home ownership 

and here it is. 
“Of course, it’s a big step. That’s the way 

I felt 30 years ago. 
“It’s one of the big events in life, like getting married 

or having a baby, or saving your first $500. 

“Such things take effort and sacrifice—but they’re 

worth it. And as for buying a home of your own now, 
the strongest way I can put it is, it’s the best investment 

you'll ever make. 
“A home of your own is a secure refuge when you're 

old, and the best kind of a saving plan when you're 

young. 
“You young folks today have many advantages we 

didn’t have a few years back. You can buy a house with 

monthly payments the same as you would pay rent— 

only rent is an out-of-pocket expense, while what you 

pay on a home is like putting money in the bank. In- 

stead of just acquiring rent receipts you build up a 

savings fund in an equity in your own home. 

“Let me tell you, it’s the finest and safest investment 

you can make because it always has use value. Money 

you might put in stocks or bonds, or even in the bank, 

isn’t much good if something goes radically wrong. But 

no matter what happens to business or to the country, 
your investment in a home pays dividends because you 

ON sot hes asked for my advice on buying a home, can live in it and enjoy it, and your children will have 

the proper surroundings. 
“Of course, I expect you to be sensible and keep your 

obligations in connection with this house within reason. 

With a 25-year mortgage and lower interest rates than 

we've ever had in this country before, your monthly 

payments will buy a lot of house. But don’t let that 
give you a Cadillac appetite for your Ford income. 

Figure out all the cost: taxes, upkeep, heat, insurance, 

everything—and make sure that it is a figure you can 
handle easily just as though it were rent. You can do 

it if you set out to. 
“Right now there are some especially sound reasons 

for buying or building a home. With so many things 

uncertain, you need something you can tie to and count 

on, like a house of your own with your ‘Security Num- 

ber’ tacked above the door. 
“There’s a good chance that rents and prices in gen- 

eral are going to go up—you can’t spend 14 billions for 

national defense without setting off some far-reaching 
changes. Maybe it’ll mean more jobs and more pros- 

perity. Maybe a boom. Or, it may mean such a boom 

that we’d give it another name—inflation. In that case, 
you will be glad you are living in your own home with 
your monthly payments fixed for the next 20 or 25 years 

at a low interest rate. You may see people paying sky- 
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15 Reasons for Building Now 

1. You protect yourself against increasing rents. 

2. Prices are right—may go higher. 

3. Interest rates and financing charges are lowest in history. 

4. You make low monthly payments like rent—but instead 

of going to the landlord they pay for your own home. 

5. A home is your best protection against inflation or a 

boom that means higher rents and prices, as well as 

higher wages. 

6. Under the long-term FHA insured mortgage or savings 

and loan plan, your monthly payments are GUARANTEED 

not to increase, no matter how much rents or living costs 

go up. 

7. A home is a safe investment which always will have 

| some market value and can be lived in and USED. Be- 
cause of this it is a safer investment than stocks, bonds 

.* or money in the bank, which may decrease in real value. 

| 8. A home continues to provide SHELTER and SECURITY 

no matter what happens to political or economic condi- 

tions. 
| 

9. In case of war a home is a refuge against higher rents. 

10. Men with families are least likely to be drafted. 

1l. Interest and real estate taxes paid on a home are 

DEDUCTIBLE ITEMS from federal and state income taxes. 

12. A home of your own provides the kind of environment 

and surroundings you want for your children. 

is like money in the bank, an investment in the future. 

14. You get a better home and higher value for your money 
than ever before. Home ownership costs, including low 

interest, low heating and upkeep, are lowest in history. 

| 15. You protect your standard of living and fortify your 

| 
| 

| 

| 

| 13. Rent is an out and out expense, but payment on a home 

future by building now. 

high rentals, and you will be in the nice position of pay- 
ing off your mortgage with ‘cheap’ money. 

“Owning your own home in the years ahead will be a 

big help in maintaining a decent standard of living for 

you and your children. You'll ANCHOR your living 
costs by building now. 

“While we’re on this subject of protecting your stand- 
ard of living, don’t forget what it means to you and the 

children to be able to pick the kind of neighborhood you 
want to have them grow up in and have a house that’s 

one they’ll remember for all the comfortable, secure and 

happy days they spent there. You can’t get that kind 

of secure feeling hopping around from one rented place 
to another. As I look back over the 30 years since we 

bought our home, it seems to me this is one of the most 
important things of all. 

“All the time you’re living in and enjoying this house 
you also have the fine feeling that each month you’re 
reducing the amount of your mortgage and getting 

closer to owning it clear and free. 

“You get a lot of house today for your money, too. 
More comfort, convenience and built-in value than ever 
before. You get insulation, automatic heat, modern 

kitchens and permanent life-time materials that we 

couldn’t buy at any price a few years back. That’s an- 
other thing that makes owning a home of your own 

today so desirable. They’ve taken all the drudgery and 
unpleasantness out of it. 

“Another reason why you'll be wise to build a home 

right away is that building costs are mighty reasonable 

now: but they may not stay as low as they are for long. 

Photo: Stadler Studios for U. S. Savings & Loan League 

It looks to me as though there’s going to be a shortage 

of skilled labor in some sections that will send prices 

up, and these big batches of government orders for lum- 
ber, steel and other materials for national defense are 

likely to make shortages in some lines. Right now, the 

builders and material men are able to give you a lot of 

house for the money. They’ve made big progress in 

using power equipment and improved building mate- 
rials. I can remember the prices people were paying for 

houses back in 1925 to ’30, and I can tell you that the 

ones being built and sold today are a whole lot better 

at a lot less cost. When you figure it out, as I’m urg- 

ing you to do, in terms of the monthly upkeep of the 

house which includes low interest rates, low heating 
bills and low upkeep, you'll find that the total cost of 

home ownership today is 30 to 40 per cent less than it 

was then. 
“IT know some people—stock brokers and such—are 

saying some pretty scary things that may make you 
worried. No sane person believes many of them. But 

supposing the worst does happen, and we get involved 
in war or some unforeseen upsets to our economic sys- 

tem? You still have to have a place to live, and the 

money you have invested in a home will do you as much 

or more good as it could anywhere else. A war would 
mean, if anything, higher rentals, so that you’d be better 

off in your own home, and the chances of a man with a 

family being drafted are pretty slim. 

“T haven’t covered all the ground, but these are some 
of the important reasons for building now. I say, the 

sooner you start, the better off you'll be.” 



cc of the most prominent and successful builders 

in the Southeast, H. C. Fonde and Son of Knox- 

ville, Tenn., have adopted a straightforward way of 
showing what the person who buys one of their well- 

built homes for $1 a day gets. As illustrated in the table 
below under the title, “So Much for So Little !—$1 Per 
Day,” they show the complete breakdown of ownership 

costs in a striking fashion. For instance, they show that 

the cost of completely automatic oil heat and insulation 

in their houses is only 10 cents per day. 
This table is included in an attractive spiral-bound 

SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE! 

$1.00 PER DAY 

(Estimates on 25 Year Loan of $3,800.00 
in Knox County, Tenn.) 

HERE IS YOUR INVESTMENT 

Principal and Interest 70.4c.per day 

3.7c per day 

10.8c per day 

15.lc per day 

Fire and Tornado Insurance... 

HERE IS HOW YOUR INVESTMENT IS DIVIDED IN THE 
PURCHASE OF YOUR HOME AFTER THE REQUIRED 10% 

HAS BEEN PAID DOWN: 

Cost Per 

Day 
Including 

ITEM Interest 

Lot appraisal value $500.00 

Excavation, grading driveway, shrubs, walks, steps. . 

Superstructure of house 

Flooring and siding 

Plaster or wallboard and papering 

Painting or floor finishing 

Sheet metal and gutters 

Doors, cabinets, windows, shelving, trim, screens, 
bookcases, paneling, etc. 

Plumbing, including automatic electric water heater. . . 

*Automatic oil heat, Chrysler “Airtemp” 

*Insulation and weatherstrip 

Barclay tile walls, linoleum floors 

Electrical wiring and fixtures 

Miscellaneous items 

TOTAL COST PER DAY 

*Notice that the cost of “Airtemp” automatic oil heat 
including insulation is only 10c per day. You can add 
to the above an electric dish washer and garbage disposal 
for an additional 10c per day. 

THERE IS NOWHERE ELSE YOUR DOLLAR CAN DO AS 
MUCH FOR YOU 
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What $1 Per Day Buys in a Modern Home 

folder with the title, “Enjoy Better Living in a Fonde- 
Built Home.” In another part of the booklet is pre- 

sented a complete record of heating costs of a number of 

recent Fonde-built homes which shows that the average 
cost of automatic hot air heat, using fuel oil, was $33.28 

the past year. 
Another table of much interest included in Fonde’s 

folder is the one shown below with the title, “Put Your 

Rent Money to Work,” which shows that a person paying 

$50 a month rental would lay out $15,000 in 25 years and 

have only rent receipts to show for it. The same $50 rent 
would buy a Fonde-built home priced at $6,250, the table 

shows. The Fonde organization has several well-laid out 

and most attractive subdivisions in Knoxville which have 

been very successful. (The operations of the firm were 

described extensively in an article in the October 1938 
American Builder.) 

Prominent among the products featured by Fonde are 
the following: Airtemp oil furnaces, Chrysler Corp.; 

mineral wool, Standard Lime & Stone; Gold Bond 
board, National Gypsum ; weatherstripped windows, The 

N. S. W. Co.; brass hardware, Skillman Co.; Stream- 

line flooring, E. L. Bruce Co.; wallpaper and paints, 
Sherwin-Williams; Over-the-Top garage doors, Frantz 

Mfg. Co.; asbestos roofs and siding, Keasbey-Mattison ; 
asphalt roofing and building felt, Logan Long Co.; mill- 

work, building materials, Knoxville Builders Supply Co. 

PUT YOUR RENT MONEY TO WORK 

(The following is based on FHA 25 Year loan 
a 

in Knox County, Tenn.) 

These Same Pay- 

ments Will Pay 
For Expenses and 

300 Buy You a Home 

Months Valued at 

$3,125.00° 

3,750.00° 

4,375.00° 

5,000.00° 

5,625.00° 

6,250.00° 

6,875.00° 

7,500.00° 

Generally Not What Have 

Well Arranged; You? 

Needing Repairs; RENT RECEIPTS 

Not Well Suited 

to Your Need 

You Now Own Your 

Home, Which 

Represents a 

Saving as Shown 

Above 

*Indicates approximate values. 
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THE HIGH COST of a “pile of rent receipts” 

is graphically shown in the table below. At 

$40 a month, a renter pays out $12,000 in 25 

years and has nothing but regrets and rent 

receipts to show for it. This same monthly 

payment of $40 would buy him a modern, 

well equipped home especially planned for 

A HOME OF YOUR OWN—the basis of all security (floor plan on page 43) 

Home Ownership vs. Rent Paying 

his family. At the end of 25 years he OWNS 

the house clear and free, and from then on 

lives in it with no further payments except 

local taxes. He has PROTECTED himself 

against high rentals and has acquired a 

valuable property with money he might 

have frittered away in rent. 

The COSTLY Rent Paying Way 

YOU PAY $40 per month rent for old-fashioned, inconvea- 

{ent quarters and have nothing to show for it. The landlord 

MAY raise your rent. 

AT END OF 20 YEARS you have paid $9,600 and you are 

NOT getting any younger. 

AT END OF TWENTY-FIVE YEARS you are STILL paying 

rent—or perhaps getting ready to move in on your son-in- 

law. You have paid out $12,000 and still have NOTHING 

to show for it. This is the costly rent-paying way. 

NOTE TO BUILDERS AND DEALERS: THIS TABLE IS IN- 

TENDED FOR YOUR USE IN PROMOTING HOME BUILD. 

ING IN YOUR COMMUNITY, AND PERMISSION IS HEREBY 

GRANTED TO REPRINT OR REPUBLISH IT IN PART OR IN 

WHOLE. IT IS SUGGESTED THAT LOCAL FIGURES BE IN- 

SERTED SUITABLE TO LOCAL CONDITIONS. 

The THRIFTY “Security” Way 

YOU INVEST 10 PERCENT in a modern $5,000 home of 

your own built exactly to suit YOUR family. Your monthly 

payments on the 25-year FHA insured mortgage at 4% per 

cent are then as follows: 

IS GD Bie kk cede cccacesccdes $25.02 

FHA Mortgage Insurance Premium......... 1.81 

ED 25 0d cdwudsnsuncdagésas 8.00 

Pe ED NacGbbo sede stb cduwseewss 67 

Se TD a 6 000.5 cn dwe cceiwasasc’s 4.50 

Total Monthly Payment............... $40.00 

YOU ARE PROTECTED against rent increases or inflation. 

AT THE END OF 10 YEARS you have built up a SUB- 

STANTIAL equity in YOUR OWN HOME—dc valuable 

SAVINGS fund. 

AT END OF 25 YEARS you OWN house clear and free— 

a safe, inexpensive refuge providing SECURITY in your 

old age. 

ag * s , 
Photo oy Jonn ass 
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SUBURBAN COTTAGE PLAN with spacious rooms. Typical Nelbren 

living room below. 
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The only 

“INDESTRUCTIBLE 

Ml EAL estate is an imperishable asset, ever 
R increasing in value. It.is the most solid 

security that human ingenuity has de- 
vised. It is the basis of all security and about the 

only indestructible security.’—RUSSELL SAGE. 

The above quotation by the great Russell Sage 

appears on the cover of an attractive new booklet 
put out by Nelbren, Inc., builders and developers 

of White Plains, N.Y.,- describing the attractive 

houses they have built in Mayfair Acres, 

Chappaqua Ridge and Chappaqua Farms. 
The quotation applies with particular appro- 

priateness to the Nelbren-built homes, for they 

have the kind of charming Colonial appearance 

that inspires a sense of security in the minds of 
the home owner. The Nelbren houses are designed 

by Earl G. Nelson. In Chappaqua Ridge, the latest 
Nelbren development, the price range starts at 

$5,990, and the following minimum payment =r 
is advertised, using 4%4 per cent 25-year FHA 

insured mortgages: 
a ee, ee $5,990.00 
Down Payment on Contract.................. 299.00 

Upon Taking Title......... 300.00 

MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
Interest and Savings on Mortgage.......$ 29.26 

FHA Insurance....... piccidecanhensietela 2.16 

Fire Insurance.......... ‘at 61 
Total Taxes (approx. ) ) 9.80 

Total Monthly Outlay... $ 41.83 
Under the Nelbren building plan the firm ad- 

vertises that “there are no unknown or unseet 
costs.” They state, “We design vour home, at- 
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SECURITY” 

range the financing, prepare all plans and specifica- 

tions and build that home complete in every detail. 
even to the window shades,: screens, landscaping 

and shrubbery at a pre-determined cost which 

you are aware of before you commit yourself in 
any manner.” 

In addition to building houses on order in their 

own well laid out residential developments 

Nelbren offers to construct homes for clients on 

their own plots or will assist them in selecting de- 

sirable home sites elsewhere. It places at the 
(isposal of the prospective buyer a complete real 

estate and building organization with 26 years’ ex- 
perience behind it. The Nelbren-built plan includes 

a complete designing service with free consulta- 
tion to determine the needs and desires of the 

prospective home buyer. They handle all the details 

including real estate transactions, building and 
hnancing. 

Included in the specifications of the Nelbren 
homes are the following: 

Johns-Manville rock wool insulation 
3-coat plaster on rock lath 
Factory weatherstripped windows 

Full cement cellars 

Waterproofed foundations (with tile drains ) 
Factoty-finished cabinets 
Carrier air conditioning (hot water or steam 

heat optional) 
Plumbing and heating for future rooms 
Brass plumbing—copper leaders 
Briggs or Standard fixtures 
Overhead type garage doors 

Solid brass hardware. 

HOME AND SECURITY are expressed in the lines of this early Colonial cottage built by Nelbren, Inc. 

Beo Room 
10-0"x 1-6" 

{f-O"x1!-0" 

DininG Ro. 
10-0°*%11L0" |} 

16x18" LivinG Roo 
13'-0°X 23-0" 

P 
Pre MASTER 

Bev Room 
{2'-O"X15-0" 

66-0 

FLOOR PLAN features comfort and convenience. Typical Nelbren- 

built kitchen below reduces housework. 
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SECURITY on “an Acre of Good Earth” 

Big market seen in 

“House and an Acre” 

projects for people of 

low income who raise 

part of own food. 

By William W. Newcomb 

| =~ ss — N THESE Fateful Forties both the contractors and 

| the building materials industry have conclusively shown 
that homes can be built at a much lower price than ob- 

tained in the Troublesome Thirties. 

But few have figured out a way to bring land cost down 
within reach of low-income people. The answer is: acre-or- 

more plots in the country within commuting distance of jobs. 

Here lies real security for buyers. 

This is what Ralph Borsodi, one-time economist for Macy’s 
department store, believed. Borsodi was not interested in real 

estate developments, home construction, or building materials. 

CARAGE 
40 « 4 

FIRUST e 

FLOOR. e PLANe_. 

i aa Borsodi had only one interest: show America a better life 

‘ without government handouts. I think the story is worth BLL£L00M ° 
Belt telling. 

Ralph Borsodi asks John Roe and all his fellow-Roes : Why 

don’t you join together, and buy land that you can develop 
communally. Lay out the project as any realtor would; put 

ateneean in your own roads, water systems, sewerage plants or septic 
IS 2 18 tanks, and with your comfortable margin of land surrounding 

each of your houses, develop gardens and orchards ; exchange 
SECOND © your surpluses when you have them. Most important, use 
FLOOR. © PLAN®@._. = : the country’s wide network of electric power for your homes 

and outbuildings. Have miniature gentlemen’s estates with 
BORSODI project home near Suffern, N.Y. your workingmen’s wages. 

“THE LAND SHALL MAKE YOU FREE” 

(Extracts printed by permission from an article in Cosmopolitan Magazine by Louis Bromfield.) 

GU, THINK the happiest man I have ever known saved and invested. I saw rising taxes taking 

was a Frenchman named Victor Picquet.... away more and more of every man’s income: the 

In the midst of doubt and disaster he had provided bigger it was, the more the taxes took. Making 

security for himself and his family. It wasn’t the money, even saving and investing it, seemed to 

dubious security of stocks and bonds (even nations mean nothing. 

can fall and go bankrupt); it wasn’t even the “In the years ahead of us security, thrift, com- 

security of money hidden in the mattress. IT mon sense and consideration of the future are the 

WAS THE ONLY FUNDAMENTAL AND only things that can make life agreeable or even, 

ULTIMATE SECURITY THAT MAN CAN perhaps, possible for the individual as well as the 

PROVIDE FOR HIMSELF AND HIS FAM- nation. It seems to me that the security of Picquet 

ILY: HEHAD AROOFTOCOVERTHEIR ... is something to be worked for. 

HEADS AND A PIECE OF LAND WHICH “The earth is eternal and the fullness thereof. 

COULD PROVIDE THEM WITH FOOD. The folly is man’s. A MAN WITH HIS 

When he was out of work, even when he was CELLAR FILLED WITH FOOD AND A 

mobilized and at the front, his heart was content SOUND ROOF OVER HIS FAMILY’S 

because his family had security. HEAD CAN BE A KING, EVEN ON AN 

“I had seen friends lose every penny they hid ACRE OF GOOD EARTH.” 
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UTILITY ROOM, large kitchen and natural fieldstone construction feature this “House on an Acre of Ground” near Suffern, N. Y. 

Borsodi’s wife had an interesting experience 15 years 

ago that crystallized this idea of “rurban living.” Mrs: 
Borsodi decided to can some tomatoes. But the economist 

in her husband came to the front, and said: “You can buy 
tomatoes cheaper at the store. A big concern is able to 

(an tomatoes more economically than you can put them 
up at home. Here, you know, you have to figure in the 
value of your own labor, and not only the cost of the 

tomatoes, but also the wear on the utensils, the fuel, and 
80 on.” 

Mrs. Borsodi decided to can the tomatoes. Mr. Borsodi 
decided to check. The results—labor included—showed 
that Mrs. Borsodi had saved between 20 and 30 per cent! 

That experience started a new school of economics, or 
better yet a “School of Living.” Borsodi, with true 
Statistical zeal, discovered that between a housewife work- 

ing in a factory, store, or office and engaging in food, 
clothing and incidental production at home with modern 

electric home appliances, she always came out better in 
home production, if her former city job income came to 

no more than $1,000 a year. 

So Borsodi, figured it this way: The average family 

head earning less than $2,500 a year frequently permits 
his wife an outside occupation to augment his income. 

The two put off having children and a house—both of 

which they keenly desire. The sense of well-being that 

permeated our forefathers did not hold with many an 

urbanite. A personally owned home, a flock of children, 

duties around the house—why, the tenants of the big cities 
did not know what they were missing in life. 

Out of Borsodi’s researches he established the School 
of Living, located at Suffern, N. Y., thirty miles from 

New York City. At this School one can take courses for 
a week end, or for an entire season. Here one learns 

the significance of real home planning. Most of those 
(Continued to page 124) 



Home buyers need to be shown the fact 

that low first cost is not as important as 

low maintenance and operating cost. 

By Joseph B. Mason 

HAT this country needs is not more low-cost 

houses but more houses that COST LESS TO 
OWN. In all the hue and cry about building a 

house for $2,500 or some other absurd figure, the public 

loses sight of the fact that it is not the FIRST cost that 

is important but the ownership or OPERATING cost. 

The 20 or 25-year amortized mortgage popularized 
by FHA has changed a lot of things. One of these is 

that people can talk about home costs in terms of 

MONTHLY PAYMENTS rather than first cost. 
Most people figure on a certain monthly budget which 

allows a fixed amount for their rent or total home own- 

ership cost. They may live in a house that is cheap as 
far as the rent is concerned, but it may be sky high as 
to operating cost due to an inefficient heating plant. 

One of those who has gone thoroughly into the sub- 

ject of low first cost versus high upkeep is Clifford W. 

Stuart, manager of the General Electric Home Bureau. 
Through the far-flung research, engineering and service 

branches of that organization, he has been able to get 
together extensive data to show that high operating 

costs have made more people disgusted with home own- 

ership than any other factor. He believes that in figur- 

ing home ownership costs, builder and owner should 

carefully calculate total monthly outlay to live in and 
pay for a house—not the amortization payment only. 

When this is done it becomes readily apparent that a 
home buyer is penny wise and pound foolish to neglect 

quality to save a few dollars’ first cost. 

The heating plant offers a particularly good illustra- 

tion. A high quality, well engineered and properly in- 

stalled system might cost $200 more to install than a 

substandard job assembled locally with units of no name 
or reputation. But, as Stuart points out. if appraisals 

Quality Products SAVE More Than They Cost 

American Builder, October 1940. 

are accurate, the home owner does not PAY $200 more; 
he merely increases his monthly FHA payments by 

$1.20 for the life of the mortgage. In return for this 

$1.20 increase in his monthly payment he could easily 

get a fuel saving of from $2 to $10 a month, depending 
on circumstances, and the quality job also assures him 
lower upkeep and maintenance costs and a longer life. 

The same reasoning is true of many other types of 

products that go into a home, but it’s particularly im- 

portant in relation to OPERATING equipment where 

the fuel or power used amounts to a considerable item. 
Take, for example, the case of a water heater. There is 

a wide range of price in such equipment. But as anyone 
knows who has owned an inefficient unit, the cost of fuel 

is extremely important. A home owner who installs a 

water heater costing $100 more than some substandard 

type would increase his monthly amortization _— 
only 60 cents. But he may save from $1 to $5 a month 

in the cost of fuel. Certainly the extra investment for 

the quality. product was worthwhile. 
It is obvious that the above advice must be tempered 

with reason, for the amount a home owner has to spend 
is usually limited. The smart builder will try to keep 
the prospective buyer’s over-all estimate of the kind of 

house he wants in a low enough bracket to permit doing 

a quality job throughout in that class of structure. 

A SIMPLE WAY TO FIGURE MONTHLY 

FHA PAYMENTS 

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS added to the cost of any 
house under $6,000 will, if appraisals are accurate, in- 

crease the monthly FHA payments only 60 cents. This 

is arrived at by computing the monthly payment to 
principal and interest on a 25-year loan at 442 per cent 
interest, which is $5.56 per $1,000. To this should be 

added the FHA mortgage insurance premium of 40 cents 

or less per month per $1,000. The total monthly pay- 
ment is thus $5.96 per month for each $1,000 borrowed 

or, roughly, 60 cents per $100. 
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WHY CHISELLING, PRICE CUTTING AND SUBSTANDARD PRODUCTS DON’T PAY 

A few cents more per month covers extra first cost of QUALITY products, 
and this is MORE than offset by lower UPKEEP and OPERATING costs. 

QUALITY HEATING EQUIPMENT—The difference between 

a cheap substandard plant and a high quality, scientifi- 

cally engineered and fully automatic system might well be 

$200. This extra first cost, however, amounts to only $1.20 
A MONTH. The fuel saving and lower upkeep costs could 
easily amount to................ $2 TO $10 PER MONTH. 

QUALITY HARDWARE THROUGHOUT—For only a few 
dollars more, the buyer can have an overhead garage door, 

quality long-life hardware, 3 butts to a door and carefree, 

trouble-free locks, snaps and cabinet fittings. The increase 
in monthly FHA payments would be LESS THAN 40 CENTS. 

The saving in maintenance and upkeep costs over the life 
of the house would be........... $5 TO $20 ANNUALLY. 

A-1 PAINT JOB NEEDED—By skimping on paint materials, 

first cost of a house might be reduced $50. This would 
amount to 30 cents a month, but the UPKEEP COST result- 

ing from the inferior materials would probably cost the 
owner over a period of years...... $20 to $50 ANNUALLY. 

SHINGLES AND SIDING—Picking the best quality shingles 

or siding which will give years of service without high 

maintenance, costs only a few dollars more than cheap, 
short-lived products—probably less than 60 cents a month. 

The resulting economy in upkeep would save the owner 
Eee Pee en ee Te $10 to $50 ANNUALLY. 

QUALITY KITCHEN RANGE—The difference between the 
cheapest and one of the best would run about $50. This 

amounts to only 30 cents a month. But the cheap, inefficient 

fuel-consuming stove would cost the home owner an extra 
Oe ere er ee $1 TO $3 PER MONTH. 

ECONOMICAL WATER HEATER—This item of home equip- 

ment, if it's a substandard, inefficient product, can cost the 

home owner large sums for heating hot water. The differ- 

ence in first cost of a cheap model and a good one would 

amount to less than 60 CENTS A MONTH. The fuel saving 
would amount to................. $1 TO $5 PER MONTH. 

100 PER CENT INSULATION PAYS—tThe cost of a quality 

insulation job would run less than $1.50 A MONTH. The 

fuel saving in winter (not to mention summer comfort) 
would save the owner............ $3 to $8 PER MONTH. 
WEATHERTIGHT DOORS AND WINDOWS —The cost of 

weathertightness amounts to only a few cents per month. 
But the saving in fuel and doctor bills may run........... 

ides tale hance Scat Ac a aN a $1 TO $4 PER MONTH. 

BEST QUALITY LUMBER—Using the best quality lumber, 
well seasoned, graded and trademarked, of specified low 

moisture content, rather than green substandard material, 
would increase the monthly mortgage payments LESS 

THAN $2. But the resulting crack-free, trouble free house 

would be worth......... HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS MORE. 
ADEQUATE WIRING IMPORTANT — Overloaded electric 

circuits actually cost money. since they reduce the effi- 

ciency of electric equipment. The extra cost of larger sized 
wire and ample electrical outlets would amount to less 

than 30 CENTS PER MONTH. The advantage to the home 

owner is worth............ ee $1 TO $3 PER MONTH. 

MODERN KITCHEN—An efficiently laid out kitchen, com- 

pletely equipped with modern cabinets, work areas and 
labor-saving equipment, such as a dishwasher, would cost 

the home owner less than $1 a month more. But the con- 

venience, comfort and drudgery saving to the housewife 
| ear een ey ee THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 

QUALITY PIPING—The extra first cost of rust and corrosion 

resisting piping is less than 50 cents a month. The protec- 
tion against leaks is worth...... HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS 

RELIABLE CONTRACTOR—Don’t forget that the man who 

runs the job and is responsible for its multitude of details 

is worth a fair price. The difference quoted by a reliable 

builder from a chiseller would amount to only a few dollars 
a month, but the QUALITY result is worth............... 
MSIE Rk te an ea aaa THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS. 
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Public Told: “Build Now” 

Security Theme Gets Big Play in Leading Newspapers 

r LUENTIAL newspapers with a total circulation of 
nearly ten million have printed recent American Builder 

news releases distributed by this publication to further 
the “Build Now for Security” campaign. On July 12 an 

interview with the Editor was sent to every daily news- 

paper in the United States. This carried the title, “Peg 

Rental Costs Through Home Ownership,” and pointed 

out the advantages to renters under present conditions 

and outlook of becoming home builders and home buyers, 
applying their regular monthly rent payments against 

long term home buying contracts. Many leading news- 
papers published this interview and commented favorably 

on it. Among these were the New York Herald Tribune, 

New York World Telegram, Boston Transcript, Wash- 

ington Post, Atlanta Constitution, New Orleans States, 

Cincinnati Times Star, and Omaha World Herald. 
Following this release a second news and fact summary 

was distributed to the newspapers on August 2 carrying 

the title, “Avoid Rent Boosts by Buying Home Now, 
Building Authority Advises.” In this release American 
Builder was quoted as predicting an increasing shortage 

of homes and higher rentals because of national defense 

industrial activity, and again advised the shelter-renting 

public to protect itself against expected rent boosts by 

buying a home now and paying “monthly like rent.” This 
additional campaign material in behalf of local building 

likewise had exceptionally wide use in leading newspapers. 

The Chicago Herald-American, Los Angeles Examiner, 
Milwaukee Journal, Newark News, Indianapolis Star 

Journal, Detroit Free Press, and many other important 
newspapers gave prominence to this timely American 

Builder message. 
To Our Building Industry Readers: Your local news- 

paper will be glad to co-operate by publishing an inter- 

view quoting YOU on this theme, Build Now for 
Security. On the next page you will find two news 
releases suitable for your own use. Have them copied, 

putting in your own name and local news and call on 

your local newspaper today. 
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THIS entire issue is 

intended for the use 

of building industry 

men in promoting 

home building in 
their towns. Full 

permission is grant- 
ed for the printing 

or reprinting of any 

articles, in whole or 

in part, or for the 
quoting of passages. 
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HERE ARE NEWSPAPER STORIES THAT 

WILL HELP PROMOTE HOME BUILDING NOW 

(Fill in blanks in articles below, copy 

and take to your local newspaper) 

Peg Rental Costs 

By Building Now 

People who invest their rent money in a 
home of their own will be taking an impor- 
tant step to protect themselves against higher 

living costs, declared yesterday. 

“A home of your own is the best protec- 

tion against inflation or high prices,” he said, 
and pointed out that under the long-term 

FHA insured mortgage plan the owner of a 

home pays a fixed monthly rental that is a 

guarantee against higher costs. 

Rent Payments Total $12,000 

“When you pay rent it is an out and out 

expense,” he said, “but when you buy a home 

on the low monthly payments we now have— 
at the lowest interest rates in history—you 

are paying the rent to yourself because it is 
building up your equity in your own home. 

“If you live in rented quarters at $40 a 
month you will pay out $12,000 in 25 years 

—and all you'll have to show for it is a pile 

of rent receipts,” declared. “For 
that same $40 a month you can get a mighty 
fine modern home that is designed for your 

especial needs and in a community that you 

admire. Part of the $40 each month goes to 
interest and the other part applies on the 
mortgage, so that in 25 years you own the 

house clear and free. 

“You can get an up-to-date, well-built and 

well equipped house today at less monthly 

cost than you have to pay for rent. And each 

time you make a payment you have the satis- 

faction of knowing that it is like putting 

money in the bank—it’s an investment in 
home security. Experience has shown that 

a home of your own is the best investment— 
better than stocks, bonds or even money in 

the bank, because no matter what. happens it 

is an investment that you can use, enjoy and 
profit by.” 

Conditions Increase Security Demand 

Mr. ————— pointed out that there has 
been a sharp increase in home building in 

most parts of the United States in the last 
year as a result of the fear of people that 

they will have to pay higher rents. He said 

that the wars abroad and uncertainties at 

home only make people more anxious to have 

something like a home of their own which 
they can count on and which is not only a 

safe investment but something that will con- 

tribute to a better standard of living for their 
families. 
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Defense Program Aids 

New Home Building 

The national defense program has already 

had an effect on residential building, accord- 
ing to , who says that government 

reports show that 245,000 non-farm houses 
were built in the first half of this year in the 
U. S., and that the total for the year will 

exceed 1929. 
“You can’t spend 16 billion dollars with- 

out having some effect on the economic sys- 

tem,” he remarked, and said that many 

people were hastening to buy or build new 

homes as a protection against high rents 

and living costs. 

Have Low Fuel Bills 

“The low cost of new homes today makes 

them attractive buys,” declared. 
“Not only is the first cost low but the oper- 
ating and ownership costs are lower than 

they have ever been before. For example, a 

new house with an efficient heating plant and 
properly insulated will, in some cass, cost 

less than half as much to heat as an old house. 
“Another reason why home ownership 

costs less today is the low interest rates 

and long-term FHA insured loans. The 

low interest and the long term of years have 

brought the monthly payments on a house 
way down. Or, putting it another way, 

you get a whole lot of house for a small 

monthly payment. 
“That’s the reason a man now paying 

rent can buy a brand new house with all the 

latest improvements at the same amount or 

less than his present rent. 

Home Gives Security 

“IT believe one of the soundest reasons 
why so many people are thinking of home 

ownership today is their desire for greater 

security,” Mr. ————— said. “In a world 
of war and turmoil, a home of your own is 

one thing you can count on—it’s the best 

and safest kind of an investment, because 
no matter what happens it continues to 
provide shelter and security. 

“Owning a home of your own in the 

years ahead will be a big help in maintaining 

a decent standard of living for the average 
family,” he declared. “In case of a busi- 

ness boom or inflation, the home owner 

whose monthly payments are fixed for 20 
or 25 years will be lucky. He may see people 

paying sky-high rentals all around him and 

will be in the nice position of paying off 

his mortgage with ‘cheap’ money.” 
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Saltonstall 

MANOR 

IN EAST HAVEN 

Charming Small Homes 
. . with Apartment House Convenience 

OLSON and Jacocns 
Builders 

™ Wm. T. Beazley «o. 
REALTORS 

In Charge of Sales 
242 ORANGE STREET New Haven Field Office 4-0517 

City Office 7-2161 

“PROTECT YOURSELF against rent increases,” Olson and Jacocks of E. Haven, Conn., tell prospective buyers in this lively 3-page folder. 

How to Avoid Paying $10,500 Rent 

Builders Point Out High Cost of “Tall Stack 

30 Homes Are Sold 

Before Completion to Industrial Workers 

of Rent Receipts.” 

defense program is already having an effect on busi- 

ness, building of low-cost homes is on the increase. 

One of the most striking illustrations is Saltonstall Manor 
in East Haven, Conn., where builders Martin Olson and 
Abel Jacocks are selling 28’ x 28’ Colonial cottages faster 

than they can build them. They have built and sold 30 

|: INDUSTRIAL New England, where the national 

tay ot acapeee oe 
"RSF ee t eet 

houses in a few months to industrial workers in that area. 

A potent argument used by Olson and Jacocks in selling 

these homes is “protect yourself against rent increases.” 
“Where can you rent a new one-family home with 

automatic heat for $14.87 a month?” they ask. That’s 

the net monthly cost of a home in Saltonstall Manor, 
they point out, with a down payment of only $390. 

“Which would you choose to be when you want to 

retire,’ the builders ask the prospective buyer, “a renter 

or an owner?” They figure out that in 25 years as a 
renter (at $35 a month) he would pay $10,500, and all 

he would have would be a “tall stack of worthless rent 

receipts.” 
In a Saltonstall Manor home costing only $26.87 a 

AVILLAGE OF COLONIAL HOMES 

$399 Down = - $2697. 
SRF HULLOANS 

THE 
BEAziry 

ROW OF SALTONSTALL MANOR homes in East Haven, Cenn., under construction. Sales ran ahead of building crew. 
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month he would pay $2,439 less in 25 or 
years and would own the home absolutely 

free and clear. From then on he can 
live in his own home at no cost except 
the taxes of approximately $5.50 a 

month. 
Thus Olson and Jacocks and their 

sales agents, Wm. T. Beazley Co. of 

New Haven, appeal to the basic desire 

for security of every individual. 
The houses follow two typical floor 

plans, “A” and “B” illustrated below, 

although minor variations are made to 

suit clients. Plan “A,” only 28’ x 28’ 6” 

in size, provides a 12’ x 16’ 6” living 

room, 2 bedrooms and bath, a 9’ x 10’ 6” 
kitchen, and a stairway to the second 

floor. There is space there for the owner 

to add an extra bedroom or two later on. 
Plan “B” is slightly smaller but has a 

10’ x 11’ kitchen which provides ample 

space for a dining table. 
Houses are insulated with min- 

eral wool, have an oil-burning hot 
water heating system, full base- 

ments, copper water tubing, 
shower bath and set-in tub, steel 
kitchen cabinets, inlaid linoleum. 

eV“ TWO of the fast-selling Saltonstall 

Manor homes, at right, designed with 

minor variations around floor plan 
“B’ below. Floor plan “ A.” which is 

used in row of houses shown on 
opposite page, has stairs to second 

floor where there is space for addi- 

tional bedrooms to be added later. 
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= LEFT: Harry J. Dur. 

bin, designer and 

builder, presented 
this outstanding 

small home in the 

Detroit Builders 

Assn. “Models on 

Parade” 1940 exhibit. 

Detroit Approves Better Value Models 

was one of the 32 models displayed in the 1940 
demonstration project sponsored by the Builders 

Association of Metropolitan Detroit, and known as 

“Models on Parade.” It proved to be one of the most 

popular with the crowds, running as high as 5,000 a day, 
inspecting the exhibit; as a further mark of distinction, 

the builder, Harry J. Durbin, received an award for its 
planning and construction from the Currier Lumber 

Company. 
This year the annual Association exhibit was designed 

to demonstrate the high value and good security that 

sound construction would return to the buying public for 

its investment. This typical design offers comfort, con- 

venience and livability within a compact and smartly 

styled exterior. The practical 4-room plan for 5-room 

Te: attractive and secure-looking home shown above living features many extras such as snack bar separating 

kitchen and dinette, efficiently planned kitchen cupboard 
space, planning desk, closets and tiled counter tops, 

powder nook in bath, and wardrobes. The full basement 
provides plenty of clear floor area for laundry, heater 

and recreation and storage facilities. 

Construction and equipment include 10-inch poured 

concrete foundation; common brick veneer painted ex- 

terior ; Fir-Tex insulating sheathing and 4-inch rock wool 

over ceiling ; two-coat plaster on Rocklath, all corners and 
angles metal reinforced ; heavy asphalt shingles over 15 lb. 

felt; Bruce factory-finished Streamline flooring; white 

pine enameled interior trim; drawers, cupboard and in- 

terior doors birch; ceramic tile floors in vestibule, coat- 
room closet and bath, tile wainscot in bath ; Bard gas-fired 

winter conditioning system ; Savutime water heater control. 
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“Trade-In” Plan Offers Better Security 

William T. Richardson, Los Angeles Builder and 

Developer, Takes Old Houses in Exchange for New 

and Broadens Opportunity for Increased Value 

By S. A. Lewis 

BOUT 10 years ago William T. 

A Richardson, veteran Los Angeles 
contract and operative builder, 

adopted a trade-in system that enabled 

home buyers to exchange old houses for 

new. So successful has this exchange plan 
proved that it is responsible for at least 

50 per cent of Richardson’s building sales 
and has become the backbone of his sales 

promotion policy. How well it works too, 

is seen in a record of over 1,000 houses, 
more than half of which were sold on 

this basis. Many of these were put up by 
Richardson on contract work. Additional evidence of the 
workability of the exchange plan is the fact that this 

method of selling is being extended to Richardson’s 

newest subdivision—Colonial Village—a 70-acre tract in 

beautiful San Fernando Valley. 

Richardson’s first venture in home build- 
ing was with low-cost homes for industrial 

workers close to the Goodyear Tire and 

Rubber plant in Los Angeles. After put- 

ting up several hundred houses in this area 
he developed and built up other sections of 

Los Angeles and in his first subdivision 

disposed of 70 houses in less than five 

months. In earlier efforts the house and lot 

RIGHT: Typical Richardson advertising: arrowhead 

points to copy feature in small ad reading, “or will 

accept your old house in exchange.” At far right, 
sample pages from this builder’s own direct mail 

booklet sent monthly to a select list; the modern 
functional design built on speculation and shown 
here attracted many visitors; it was so well liked 

that two buyers ordered it duplicated. Below, office 
building at Richardson’s West Pico Heights project. 

CHAD WS 
COMMUNITY MARDEN ome 

WILLIAM T. RICHARDSON 

eee 

were sold as one unit. At one time the 

average price range was from $5,000 to 

$6,000. In the last few years the price 
range has been extended to $10,000 and 

the average is from $6,000 to $7,000. A 

short time ago, West Pico Heights, a sizable 
tract near the mammoth Douglas aircraft 
plant, was opened. This is now fairly well 

completed insofar as building goes. Within 
recent months 70-acre Colonial Village was 

levelled off and cleared for home sites. Al- 
ready 10 houses are under construction. 

In this builder’s experience, the exchange 
method of financing is of little value in 

marketing homes above $20,000. He says, 

“The price range in which we are interested 
is $5,500 to $10,000,” and further, “In 

the marketing of new homes by the ex- 

change method it is necessary always to 
trade down. In other words, accept only 

from 20 to 40 per cent of the price of the 

new home in exchange. We take in any old 

house in a good rental district provided it is 

clear of encumbrances or nearly so, as the 
initial payment. 

“Before the old house can be sold to advantage, how- 

ever, it must be reconditioned. Expensive alteration is 
inadvisable because it will reflect in too high a sale price. 

“Reconditioning items that do pay by reason of effect- 

"tein ing a} % Sanita Mod 
ie keel ac 
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ing a quicker sale at a better consideration are: Cleaning 

and pruning the yard and lawn; landscaping; installing 

proper ventilation under the floor if necessary ; repairing 

the roof; painting exterior and interior and installing 
linoleum and shades where necessary, as well as replacing 

defective lighting fixtures and locks. 
“Where such repairs are made a quicker sale results 

at a price more than enough to take care of the repair 

expense. Sometimes it is advisable to install additional 

kitchen cupboards and linen cabinets and to clean and 

refinish floors. 
“In the sale of an old house our rule has been to require 

from 15 to 25 per cent down payment, the balance payable 

at not less than 1 per cent per month.” 

It may be noted that this builder has worked out a 

method of disposing of “the paper” so that the invest- 
ment is realized and he is not burdened with too heavy 

a carrying load. Where the exchanged home is in a differ- 

ent locality than the development, it is turned over to a 
neighborhood broker for selling. If near the tract, it is 

handled by the builder’s own sales organization. 
Richardson’s exchange plan is prefaced on that which 

prevails in the automobile industry. “Our most successful 
merchandising firms use the exchange method of selling,” 

citing the automobile industry as an example. “How 

many new cars would you or I purchase,” he asked 

American Builder’s editorial representative, “if it were 

not possible to turn the old car in as credit on the purchase 
price of a new one?” 

One Price Regardless of Purchase Plan 

According to Builder Richardson, there is only one 

price tag on a house whether it is sold on the trade-in 

system or straight-purchase plan. “Our prices are based 
on the amount necessary to result in a reasonable profit. 

Quantity production is ever the goal,” is his way of 
putting it, and he should have added quantity-purchasing 

as well, for wherever possible Richardson buys material 

in quantity lots, and thus passes on lower construction 
costs to the home buyer. 

Advertisements like one of the specimens illustrated are 
typical of Richardson’s presentation of the exchange plan 

of purchase and the free appraisal service offered. 

Demonstration homes, completely furnished and 

equipped with household appliances, also, are a definite 

part of Richardson’s operative plan. They chalk up a 20 

per cent return in actual sales. The schedule calls for 

two to three such dwellings a year, so that there is always 
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THIS Richardson-built 

demonstration home 
was featured as Per. 

sonality House be- 
cause of its many in- 

dividual details, in- 

cluding an _ electric 

kitchen. Of California 
Colonial style, the ex- 

terior is rustic red- 
wood jointed siding 

and stucco with red 

cedar shingle roof. 

TERRACE 
ETE 

Covered Porcu 

FLOOR PLAN 

PLAN for the above house 

indicates garage doors open- 

ing to the side, with access 

for two entrances off long GARAGE 
covered porch. Designed by 

Architect Clapp: TruCost fig- 

! 

ures will be found else- 
where in this issue. 

one open for inspection at the tract. Model homes remain 

on exhibition for at least 90 days and are planned and 

furnished in co-operation with two leading downtown 

department stores. Richardson has sponsored about 15 
DE} 

Ping 
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of these co-operative type home demonstration projects. 

A nationally popular model home, outfitted in its en- 

tirety by the May Company-Wilshire branch, and adapted 

to California living, is the latest home on display. 
Personality House, furnished as a model home by the 

Broadway Department Store, Los Angeles, and illustrated 

on these pages, had a popular run at the West Pico 
Heights tract ; it sold within a week of its opening. The 

latter home cost approximately $7,900 and featured 
built-in electrical’ appliances, such as an electrical wall 

oven and electric range. Sanitas over plaster ceilings with 

paint over-all was a bedroom detail in this house. 
In developing his first big subdivision Richardson 

opened the area to builders as well as home site buyers 

and himself put up houses on either a contract, operative 
or speculative basis. To builders and potential home 

owners a complete file of home designs and floor plans, 
in addition to specifications, is available without charge. 

Richardson also handles sales and financing on homes con- 

structed on his developments by outside builders. 
And that brings us to the architectural planning service 

which this builder offers to other builders and home 

DEN of Personality House is made attractive with the novel use of knotty 
Pine for both walls and ceiling. Electric kitchen equipment is built in. 

55 

seekers alike. Besides the services of a staff designer 

who also acts as construction supervisor, Richardson 

retains the services of an outside certified architect should 

extra plans be necessary. This means that clients, in 

addition to free access to plans atd specifications on 
file, may also have plans drawn to order without extra 
charge. Anyone purchasing a home site receives a plan 

of his choice without charge, according to an announce- 

ment in one of Richardson’s ads. 
Another selling feature is that a client having a sketch 

or plan in mind that he wishes transferred on paper may 

have a plan drawn and house built according to his original 

draft. The Richardson organization encourages prospec- 

tive home owners to plan their homes as much as possible, 

on the assumption that by doing so greater buyer satis- 

faction will be the result. 
In addition to a free architectural planning and design- 

ing bureau, the services of a decorative consultant also 

are available, in the demonstration homes, and in the 
builder’s own office. The latter, however, mostly con- 

cerns herself with such details as the proper color scheme 

for walls, woodwork, etc., suitable selection of tile and 

paper, for it is Richardson’s belief that these 

are important selling points. 
Unless so specified in contract work, no two 

houses are built alike. Where the same floor 

plan may be followed, as in speculative building, 

the exterior, however, will be changed. 
Construction Practices: Plenty of ventilation 

under the house is stressed as well as keeping it 

high off the ground, as a termite prevention; 

No. 1 lumber is used in all Richardson-built 

houses and 2 x 10 floor joists mostly, with solid 

dwarf wall foundations through the middle and 

4” hardwood floors throughout. All houses are 

equipped with Schlage locks and floor furnaces 

vented through the roof. 

The policy of making ready-built houses as 
eye-appealing as possible is followed whether in 

reconditioning old houses for quick sale, or in 

new ones. Lawn and lawn sprinkler system 

are put in first and a gardener placed in charge 

of the grounds to see that landscaping is always 
fresh and trim-looking. 

Quantity buying of material with the view of 

effecting lower construction costs as mentioned 
is another consideration. When construction 

beg-n in Colonial Village, though only 10 houses 
> scheduled, lumber sufficient for at least 14 

j0.s was purchased and hauled to the site. At 

Colonial Village too, Richardson is experiment- 

ing with the use of cost-reducing materials, such 

as Johns-Manville wallboard in bathrooms and 
rubber tile in kitchens. 

The designing staff has also found a way to 

utilize stock members in novel effects and so cut 

set-up costs ; for instance, in the knotty pine den 

at the left, standard run material is inter- 

changed with detail members used elsewhere. 

Builder Subcontracts Most Favorably 

As happens with practically all reputable 
builders who do not have their own-maintained 

construction crews, Richardson finds it advan- 

tageous to employ subcontractors who are 

familiar with his construction methods. Many 
have worked with him for 10 or more years. 

By scheduling construction to a minimum of 15 

or 20 at a time (sometimes the figure runs as 
high as 50 houses under construction at a time), 

(Continued to page 122) 



SECURITY 

expressed in brick 

John S. Christian of Richmond, Va., 

Creates Buyer Confidence with Sub- 

stantial, 30’x24’ Brick Homes of Good 

Design. Large Sales Show Acceptance 

houses express an air of security and perma- 

nence, and this is exactly what Builder John 

S. Christian is giving them in his several successful 

developments. The houses illustrated at right are 
part of a complete street in which the excellent floor 

plan below was followed with minor variations of 

plan and exterior. Christian uses a 23’ 5” x 30’ 3” 

floor plan drawn by Architect Elmo Pearmon, the 

outstanding feature of which is a 16’ 6” x 21’ 10” 

living room. Walls are of brick with U. S. G. Rock- 
lath and plaster. Ceilings are insulated with 4 inches 

of mineral wool, and the roof is finished with Buck- 
ingham slate. White oak flooring is used. Heating 

system is 2-pipe hot water with an oil burner and a 
summer-winter hot water hookup. Included in Chris- 

tian’s kitchen equipment are Westinghouse Electric 
ranges and Crosley refrigerators. The attractively 

styled side porches, dentils, Colonial entrances and 

brick steps contribute much to the architectural appeal 
of these “security” brick homes. 

He buyers in Virginia like to have their 
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FIVE-ROOM Christian-built houses 

have unusually large living room— 

16’°6” x 21°10”. Covered porch is 

a popular feature. Cubage of house 

is approximately 22,000. 
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Room 
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Bevo Room 
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UNUSUAL Colonial charm 

is achieved in the houses 
at left and below, built by 

John S. Christian. He has 
built and sold several 
streets in this style, giv- 
ing minor variations in ex- 

terior with porch dormers 

and bay windows. 

TEXTURE of the old brick, 
combined with the slate 

roof and authentic Colo- 
nial style, gives the houses 

a substantial, settled look 
that appeals to seekers of 

long-term home security. 
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Security Homes Appeal to Chicago Buyers 

Attractive Designs in Colorful Brick 

Find Ready Market in Fred J. Walsh's 

Lincolnwood Estates; Over 100 Sold 

projects in the vicinity of Chicago is Fred J. 

Walsh’s Lincolnwood Estates development. 

Starting about a year ago, in a Northwest suburb, the 

site chosen to be developed had all appearances of a 
wide, open prairie. Today, over one hundred houses 

are completed here or are under construction, making 

a miracle-like change of the area. 

Other than having a model home for inspection, there 
has been no speculative building, all houses having been 
first sold and then custom-built. Lots have been laid 

out for 60-foot fronts so that the small homes could be 
planned for an attractive, rambling type design and the 

larger houses given a broad front with attached garages. 

The result has been streets of picturesque homes with 
plenty of variety in the styling, but harmonized through 

the use of brick of several types and many colors and 

patterns. Dunbrik, cement building units in brick size, 
have been used on some of these jobs, and because of 

their wide range of color, have added to the pleasing 
effect of the group as a whole; examples of the use of 

this material are illustrated on these pages. 
In the Walsh sales office at the site, sketches and floor 

plans mounted on large cards and bearing the legend, 

“Sold to Mr. and Mrs. (Owner’s Name),” line the wails, 

and exhibit the first group of several dozen designs to 
be built. From these, most of the subsequent sales have 

been made, the plans being changed in some slight de- 
tails according to the purchaser’s wishes. The original 

houses for the most part were of the basementless utility 

room type; now, however, some of these same designs 

have been built with the conventional basement, as was 

the house shown below on this page, with plan indicat- 

O' E of the fastest growing moderate priced home 
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ing alternate first floor and utility room. Hot water 

heating systems of special design for use in the base- 

mentless houses were worked out to function perfectly 

and overcome what might otherwise have been a major 

objection to this type home (one of the first homes built 

in Lincolnwood as shown in the September, 1939, issue 
of American Builder explains this system). 

Other materials and equipment used in the construc- 
tion of these Lincolnwood homes include USG 3-in-1 

asphalt shingles, Weatherboard insulating sheathing, 

kiln-dried pre-shrunk framing lumber, metallated Rock- 

lath under 3-coat plaster, rock wool fill at eaves, Stand- 
ard Sanitary plumbing fixtures, and unit kitchens of 

metal cabinets and bases. 
Now that the project is well under way, with enough | 

homes completed to indicate the trend in public taste, 

and the demand for well planned, well built security 

homes, even more rapid growth than that already expe- 
rienced is anticipated for Lincolnwood. The substantial 

character of this new community of moderate priced 

homes appeals to buyers. 
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THE floor plan of 

the above house 

shows how base- 

mentless design has 
been worked out to 
give good circula- 

tion and convenient 
stairway location. 
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KITCHEN 
{4-10°X 10-4" 

HALL 

snel 

Roof 

GARAGE = FUTiiTy Ru 10" 19" 10'x 19" 

KITCHEN 
10-0°X10* 

FIRST FLOOR PLAN pe | 

Cl. 

THIS is one of the 
larger homes in 

Walsh's _Lincoln- 
wood Estates devel- 

opment, containing 
6 rooms, 1% baths, 

attached garage. 
and utility room. 

La. \ 

BATH 4 Lin. Dining Room Beo Room 
12. 4"X 40-4" 17-9" X10"-6" 

_ 

LivING Room OOM 
(8'-9" x 11-10" 

BEeoR 
13-0" *12".0" 

Deck Bep Room 
(2-0°x8-4" 

Cl. / 

— SECOND FLOOR PLAN FIRST 

FLOOR 

WHILE the exterior styling of the house below gives it an entirely differ- 
ent appearance from the one above, the floor plan is quite similar; the 
three bedrooms are larger, however, one replacing deck over wing. 
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New Panel-Size Plywood Siding Demonstrated 

American Builder, October 1940. 

of closets and two cars can be stored in the basement. ROM the West Coast comes another demonstra- 

Pree: of a new trend in home building. It is the use For sub-floors and sidewalls 54-inch plywood sheath- yan 

of wide Resnprest plywood siding, and its employ- ing was used. According to the builder, the sound in- gs 
ment in residential construction is admirably demon-  sulating properties of the floor sheathing make it im- = 

strated by Carl E. Asbahr, Portland, Ore., builder, in possible to hear noises from the basement in the main I 

a recently complete attractive 114-story, five-room home. room. Similarly, first floor noises are not heard in the , 
The front view shown below indicates the clean-cut upstairs rooms. 

modern effect which was desired and achieved. The Kitchen built-ins are made of M & M flush cupboard Me 

styling required an exterior treatment which would stock with pine faces. The dining room has corner cup- = 

harmonize with the simple roof lines, modern corner boards of Philippine mahogany to match the trim which - 
windows, recessed front entrance and basement garage is of the same material. a 

door. A basement party room is equipped with a fireplace, 
For this, Mr. Asbahr required a wide siding that one 

would stay smooth and flat—that would not cup or ee = —_— er ye 

buckle under any circumstances. Resnprest was found ee ear ae po 
ideal for the purpose because of its crossply construc- Lj 32-6 : yes 

tion. Added advantages of the material were its ability PoRcHI NOOK 4 eo 

to lay up fast, its superior insulating qualities, and its rs 5 rs 

draft-proof, moisture-proof features. 3 — 4 a 

On this home, the 23-inch width is “V’d” on two CHAMBER KITCHEN s#< ‘ _ 
sides with the ends flush for a tight joint. “V” scoring N-Oxll-o + G-Ox6O |. ce 

through the center of the panel gives 12-inch siding =| er { 
effect when a 2-inch batten is nailed between each panel. : me - 

In discussing its construction Builder Asbahr says: DINING RM a - 

“The. new Resnprest wide siding, made by M & M ISOxloO-O [= 4 aa 

Wood Working Company, Portland, Ore., stays flat, is o nr 

- easy to work and lays up without waste as the panels are 

¥, inch wider and longer than specified to take care of the 
shiplapped edges. I was so satisfied with Resnprest on this 

job that I have since used it on three others.” 

The home has a full basement, hardwood floors 

throughout, and the interior of the house is papered. 
The five-room layout offers many plan advantages 

within its moderate size. Corner windows and fireplace 

in the living room give a nice decorative effect and leave 

wall space for furniture arrangement. Rear hall con- 

nects kitchen with other rooms in the house and stair- 
way to attic, allowing access without going through the 

dining room; efficient U-shaped plan in the kitchen and 

adequate breakfast nook space have been cleverly 

worked out so that doors are grouped. There are plenty 

CLOELIVING 
13-Ox 

"a — a % 

THIS five-room Port- 
land, Ore., home built 

by C. E. Asbahr is de 
signed to set up on 

the site and allow ¢ 

basement garage. The 

closeup rear view OP 

posite shows applica- 

tion of 23” x 96” ply- 
wood siding panels. 
TruCost figures for the 

floor plan above are 
given elsewhere is 

the issue. 
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dion Oregon Home 
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CAMMMEEEMMMME 
and there is also a fireplace in the living room. For 

general heating a Montag automatic oil burner and 
air conditioner is used. 

Upward-acting garage doors are made by the 

Q 
ITLLL LLL LL 

LB 
BATTEN . 

\ SaTTEN 

NIN 

: Iron Doorman Company of Portland. N N 

, The concrete foundation forms for the home \ NN paren 

i were made with the plywood sheathing that was Sis 

« later used for sub-floors. This eliminated the a peer 
h necessity of finishing the concrete in the basement 

as the plywood left a smooth surface. BATTEN EFFECTS 

e, 
BuILoINe 
PAPER 

Ry 

RIGHT: Construction 

4 details on method of 
installing plywood 

; around windows, and 

CLL LLL Nha 
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\ Le MMM AAM ATTA A 
(TTIOTLLLLLLLLOL j and six suggested | \wse nee N Shy N N RS 

4 joint treatments for the g| SS caviine NIN N SN NY re 

‘ new plywood siding N RX treo N N uy) N ws 

‘ panels; the upper left N 6” strip NN hi PLY wooo N N 

{ batten style was used N png eutaymne NIN 

a on the house shown LAP AND ¥ 

‘ here. Flush end joints ene FLUSH JOINTS SHIPLAP 

"4 ofthe panels are cov. | STOCK FRAME WALL SECTION AND 

4 ered with 3 coats of CUT DOWN WINDOW DETAIL FLUSH and SHIPLAP JOINT 
lead and oil paint. 

BELOW: The plywood siding panels are being installed on the Portland, Ore., home built by C. E. Asbanr: 

shiplapped all around, to form a weathertight joint, the 23” x 96” sheets are “Vd” on two edges and 

across the center to give a wide siding appearance, installed accurately and economically. 



POPULAR Garling homes, with lumber piled at the 

one vacant lot in the block. Asbestos siding creates 

feeling of permanency in minds of home buyers, 
many of whom work in nearby Ford Motor Co. plant. 

about 60 per cent of the city’s taxes, Dearborn, 

Mich., is not different from a thousand other 
average-sized communities. In Dearborn, Fred Garling, 

head of the Garling Construction Company, has sched- 

uled 500 houses for 1940. Several hundred are already 
completed and sold. The rest of the schedule is rolling 

right along. 
Through my conversations with Mr. L. B. Krogh of 

the Garling Company, who showed me around Dearborn 

and took me over the building sections, I wasn’t long in 

finding out the reasons for their home-selling successes. 
First of all, they advertise consistently—not big splurges 

of ads, but small, honest, straightforward ads. They 

regularly use both Detroit and Dearborn newspapers for 

their conservative announcements of Garling homes for 

| Deere for the fact that Ford Motor Co. pays 
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ASBESTOS 

By J. Harold Hawkins 

sale. Their slogan, “Full Value Homes,” is used always. 

They never say, “better” or “greater,” or any word 

which might indicate to the public that their homes need 

to be compared with any other homes. 
As in most localities, the rent situation in Dearborn is 

tough, which strengthens the demand for new homes. 

A recent newspaper ad read, “Garling Solves Your Rent 
Problem.” All Garling homes are available through 

FHA insured mortgages, with 10 percent down pay- 

ment. So, any family that can gather together the few 

hundred dollars necessary for the down payment and 
show income to cover the monthly payments can readily 

take advantage of owning a “full value” home. Monthly 

payments include taxes, fire insurance, interest and 

payment on principal. This monthly payment totals, on 
an average, twenty percent less than a duplicate house 
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SIDING Featured in “Full Value’ Homes 

Dearborn builder gives Ford workers “rent protection” and 

long-life security in well-built small homes 

would rent for under present conditions. This means 

“rent protection” and long-life security in home owning. 

The Sunday editions of newspapers are always used. 

Houses completed and ready for inspection, and their 

addresses, are listed. A salesman is stationed at each 
house, and stays there until the house is sold. In many 

cases, besides each house selling readily as is, the houses 

exhibited are used as samples which can be duplicated 

for buyers at other locations. There is always a wide THE GARLING 

choice of vacant lots for buyers. This idea of dupli- swinging sign is a 
cating any house almost always suggests minor altera- familiar sight in 

tions in the plan. Such plan changes are made but they _ Dearborn. A glance 

have occurred so often that the company usually has down any of the 

allt se 

oe te 
Nes 

we 
blueprints available which already incorporate the de- streets where the 

we sired alterations. These are shown to the client as well company is operat- 

a as the house or houses that have been built from the ing quickly tells 
S particular plan, as altered. whether there is a 

Approximately four out of five of the hundred and Full Value home for 
fifty odd Garling homes I saw were sided with asbestos ‘sale or being built 

AyS. sidings. The firm has found this siding material definitely in that block. 

‘ord attractive to home seekers and considers its use of as- 

eed bestos siding one of the most effective selling features. 

In capitalizing on this natural appeal Garling salesmen 

'n is use the fire-safe, permanent qualities, plus the special 
mes. alloy nails and low up-keep values of asbestos siding, as 
Rent clinching sales points for the home buying public. 

ugh _ The popularity of asbestos siding grows with its use 
pay- inthe Dearborn area. The two most popular kinds are 

few white and gray. The application of asbestos siding is 

and fast, and can be done by regular carpenters without any 

adily special tricks to learn. Because of the nature of the mate- 
nthly rial, which is a highly pressed combination of asbestos 
and and cement, a special cutter is used to trim the sidings 

s, on for fitting around openings and at corners. The asbestos 

house siding cutter is also equipped with punches for making 
holes in cut sidings when needed. 

Asbestos sidings are factory-punched, and they are 
aa nailed at the top edge and also near the bottom edge. 

| The bottom nail head remains exposed, but staining is 

| avoided by the use of a special alloy nail which the 

| 
| 

manufacturer of the asbestos siding furnishes. The 

upper nail is a pin point galvanized nail of a length indi- 

| cated by the manufacturer of the siding. Corners are 

P| | | && lapped, first one way then the other, or a metal corner 
| | bead or corner boards can be used. Window and door 

Sis: lrames are calked before asbestos sidings are applied. 

: It is a wise precaution to prime all woodwork and 

lashings and other places where water might drip be- 

lore applying asbestos siding. The Garling Construc- 
tion Company, by so doing, offers its homes in sparkling 

| white contrast to many others one might notice in driv- 

| ing around the city. 
| The three floor plans illustrated were selected as the 

Nost popular of some twenty-odd basic plans which are 
wailable to buyers. These three small houses range in 

*lling price, for duplication, from $3175 to $4200. This 
includes a full basement and warm air heating. The 
ouses are all twenty-four feet across the front and vary 

ADVERTISING signs are an 

important part of the success- 

ful selling job the Garling 
company carries on. 



FRED GARLING, head 

of Garling Construction 

Co., has been building 
for 20 years. Last year 

he was secretary of the 

Detroit Builders’ Associ- 
ation, an outstanding 

co-operative unit. 

in depth from twenty-six feet to thirty-four feet. 

The Garling sign is as familiar to homeseekers in 

Dearborn as the street sign on the corner. The sign 

swings free on its stained post. A glance down both 

sides of a street from any corner will tell a homeseeker 

whether or not there is a Garling home for sale or being 

built in that block. The sign is placed on all sites for 

sale and remains there until a house is erected and sold. 
The swinging signs are all alike but for the street ad- 
dress of the site. The circular insignia is typical of all 

ads and practically all signs. 

No opportunity is missed to keep the name of the 

company, and the “full value” slogan before the public. 

At vacant corners, and other locations where passing 
motorists can readily see, large arrow-type signs point 

toward completed houses that are open and for sale. 
The sales office of the company is located on a busy 

thoroughfare. It is housed in a sample Garling home 

that is covered with gleaming white asbestos siding. 
Electric illumination around the eaves lights up a large 

sign on the side of the house. Ample parking space is 

provided, and there is someone always ready to talk to 

visitors. 

Considerable interest which led to many sales of 

homes was created during the summer by a co-opera- 

tively sponsored Ideal Home. A Dearborn newspaper 
ran a series of six full pages of a combination of edi- 

torial copy and advertising about the Ideal Home. Sub- 

contractors and suppliers of materials for Garling 
homes, as well as the Garling Construction Company 

itself, put ads on the weekly page in the paper. The 

page was made interesting to the public because its edi- 

torial features included public happenings, visits of im- 
portant people, and human interest items as well as 

stories about the house. 

Garling houses are well constructed. Materials used 

in them are standard, recognized products which appeal 

to home buyers, as well as to the builder and his work- 

men. The predominant use of asbestos sidings is an 

example of this. Many of the buyers of Garling homes 

seek out these attractive small homes because they are 

asbestos covered, which fact seems to set a standard of 
quality for the whole house. 

Footings and foundations are ready-mixed concrete. 
Basement walls are waterproofed with a special founda- 

tion coating. The interior of the cellar is coated with 
cold water paint. 
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IT IS HARD to visualize a more attractive small 

home for the average family: 4 rooms and bath. 

pa a 

SMALL HOME just completed and sold. It is built 
“ on the smaller floor plan illustrated: 24’ x 26’ 4”. 

24’ x 30’ HOUSE with combination of white asbes- 
tos siding and wood gable is particularly popular. 
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Building Materials Store 

Displays Products in Use 

HEN a firm in the building materials business 

undertakes to provide itself with a sales office © 

and display room, one would naturally expect 

that the products handled would be put to some use, as 

has been so frequently done in such structures. How- 

ever, in the instance described and illustrated on this 

page, the Reynolds Shaffer Corporation, wholesole dis- 

tributors of building materials in Pittsburgh, has done 

an outstanding job along these lines. The firm has a 
new building which combines general attractiveness 

throughout, utility, and maximum product display. It 
was designed by Architect Harry Viehmann and built 

by W. P. Sweeney, both of Pittsburgh. 
This sales office is located in the heart of the down- 

town section, convenient to parking and handy for lum- 

ber and building supply dealers, hardware dealers, 

architects, contractors, and department store buyers. 

The principal lines handled cover air conditioning, pre- 

fabricated ducts, fireplace equipment, incinerators, steel 
sash, metal trim, metal lath, insulation, prefabricated 

houses, and reinforcing fabric. As shown in the floor 

plan, the display room is at the rear, and has a large 

Strand upward-acting door installed along the driveway 

side allowing easy set-up and removal of large units. 

Ceilings are insulated with Reynolds aluminum foil. 

RIGHT: Front of Reynolds Shaffer Corp. building materials sales 

office, Pittsburgh, Pa. Below: Floor plan, elevations and details 

of this well constructed, adaptable small shop building. 

65 

Other items of manufacturers whom they represent 

and which have been used in the building include Alden 

white metal and brass trim, and brass thresholds, and 

Johnson Metal Products base, door bucks, trim and 

shelves. This latter line has produced large sales in 

connection with slum clearance jobs. 
From the front, a neatly styled elevation with its 

modified Georgian Colonial design, attractive entrance, 

large casement window, and weathervaned spire present 

an appearance which would easily be adaptable to many 

types of small business enterprise. 
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Modernizing Main Street 

A new field for Dealer-Builder Cooperation 

and increased sales looms on the horizon 

By F. 7. (Tip) Brown of Kansas City 

OT MUCH argument is required to convince 

N most dealers that “Playing the Game” with other 

business interests of the old home town adds up 

over the years into substantial dividends of friendship, 
goodwill, and sales. More and more dealers and build- 

ers are recognizing the necessity of securing orders for 

the firm and assigning some good subordinate to the job 

of filling them. The most needed man in any organiza- 

tion is the one who brings in the business. Getting new 

business is frequently a result of a little head work, in- 

volving constructive ideas, coupled with a definite plan. 
We have been greatly impressed by the marked trend 

tuday of rehabilitation of business buildings. Heaven 

knows, the country is filled with old-time shells that 
offer no end of sales resistance in getting customers to 

walk inside the store to look at modern merchandise. 
It’s a difficult matter these days to deceive the eye. It is 
the first agent to create a favorable buying sentiment in 

the mind of the owner. 
The movement to “Lift the Face of Main Street” has 

been growing by leaps and bounds in the larger centers 

where merchants are quick to grasp at every trade at- 

traction that will bring new customers. Many smaller 

————S= = 
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towns, too, have set up programs in their Chambers oi 

Commerce to start rehabilitation of Main Street and 
wherever it has been tried it has succeeded most ad- 

mirably. 
One of the most outstanding stories of downtown im- 

provements comes from Oakland, Calif. Business started 

moving away from the principal retail district some ten 

years ago. A downtown committee was organized to 

rehabilitate the old district and after seven years of 

work and promotion, thirty-three modernized projects 
were completed, along with many improvements in the 

handling of traffic. The downtown district was perma- 

nently re-established in its traditional location and the 
movement not only saved property owners from huge 

losses but it also brought thousands of dollars of new 

business to the building materials interest of that city. 
The experience of St. Louis in building a magnificent 

plaza from the Union Station to the downtown district 

not. only resulted in getting rid of many acres of out- 
moded buildings but it brought a new and famous thor- 

oughfare lined with magnificent public buildings which 

created enormous demands for materials during the con- 
struction period. The successful outcome of this de- 

Wa + aa” 
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ARCHITECT Wheelock’s scheme for giving a new face to an entire business street. 
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velopment is now being duplicated 

in the other end of the business 

district where thirty-seven blocks 
of old, antiquated buildings are 
being razed and a great park area 

will be created on the river front. 

The shift in business occasioned 
by this development, along with 

the demand for better business 
property, will unquestionably 

bring much new construction 

business to that part of St. Louis 

and keep the building industry 
busy for some time to come. 

Kansas City, Mo., has a Down- 

town Committee organization in 
the Chamber of Commerce in 

which four hundred of the civic 
leaders of the city are engaged in 

a death struggle with “Old Man 

Obsolescence.” He is already be- 
ginning to wobble at the knees. 

New traffic ways are being laid 

out, streets are being widened, 

landscaping is springing up along main thoroughfares, 

and four or five major modernization projects of well 

known business properties are under way at this time. 

Eighty-three downtown buildings have been washed or 
painted since the committee began functioning early this 

year. Twenty-eight old structures that have outlived their 

usefulness have been ear-marked for demolition. The 

Downtown Committee is snowed under with problems 

involving the improvement and progress of the district. 

Each of them is given the most careful and thorough 
consideration. Kansas City with a rich trade territory 
is projecting a downtown district with eye appeal and 

comforts and convenience in transportation. Increased 
trade will follow naturally. 

Many other instances could be cited showing how the 
great commercial centers of the country are responding 

to this new movement to hold and encourage trade and 
maintain the good will of the people who come to spend 

time and money in their midst. The opportunities and 

benefits are no less outstanding in thousands of smaller 
cities and towns throughout the country. The automo- 

C. B. FULLINGTON renamed and rebuilt his lumber yard. 

ARCHITECT Irwin Dunbar, Kirkville, Mo., made the above sketch 

of Elson Street remodeling; the first unit is completed, as photo. 

graphed, and business has already increased from 7% to 11% net. 

bile has changed life for everyone and particularly our 

buying habits. The big problem today with all business 

men is to retain and encourage business that has been 
with them thru the years, but has become transient }y 

reason of the ease of travel. 

Granted this movement is doing the job, most dealers 

and builders want to know how it can be done in their 

particular town. It might be wise to fall back upon the 
old adage that “charity begins at home.” Step out on 

the street and take a good look at your own place of 

lusiness and see how it stacks up with 1940 standards. 

lsuilding material merchants over the country generally) 

have been very active in improving their places of busi- 
css and have seen the wisdom of taking on leadership 

in such matters. 

Pictured in this article is an improvement at Clay 
Center. Kans., that shows the possibilities of making 
over an old lumber yard. Located on the south side of 

the public square, looks play a prominent part in keep 

ing volume where it should be. Mr. C. B. Fullington. 
the President and Manager of this vard, sends us the 
following comment on this change: 

“The Community in which we gain a livelihood has a 
right to expect us to maintain a place of business that 

contributes to the beauty of our town. Over a term ot 

vears, the neat, well kept establishment secures the most 

thriving trade. Since we dolled up, we notice particu- 

larly a great increase of business from newcomers to our 

town.” 

Since this improvement was made, a leading architect 

(Continued to page 122) 
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FIELD ERECTION of welded steel structural panels in Georgia industrial project. 

Light Load Bearing Structures 

Feature Speed Welding 

Various Types of Buildings in This Georgia 

Project Are Entirely Assembled by This Method 

Le Tourneau, Inc., at Toccoa, Ga., embodies many 

features which are unique in the fields of structural 
architecture and building construction. 

For instance, all of the new buildings including the 

main factory, office building, warehouse, airplane hangar 

and hotel have self-supporting walls and roofs; all 

buildings utilize a box panel construction developed and 
fabricated by Le Tourneau. All of the 5,500 tons of 

steel required in the project were joined together by arc 

welding, not a rivet or bolt being used in the entire project. 

Te new $3,000,000 industrial project of R. G. Unusual in a structural engineering sense, the Le 

Tourneau buildings also present a unique appearance, as 

shown in accompanying illustrations of the hotel, the 

hotel dome, the close-up details of the walls and the 

exterior of the house. 
The basic element of the Le Tourneau structure which 

permitted the unique construction employed in all the 

buildings is a steel panel fabricated by arc welding. 
This arc welded steel panel is 46 in. wide by 92 in. long 

fabricated of 12-gauge open-hearth structural steel sheets. 

These sheets are stamped under 600 tons pressure into a 

77+ oz nmda wnrReAt we w 
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AERIAL VIEW of the hotel in Le Tourneau project, Toccoa, Ga. 

sunken panel design, the edges being turned down 1 in. 

all around during the stamping operation. Two of these 

sheets, with the turned edges toward each other, are 

welded together with interior spacers set at intervals of 

not more than 24 in. to form a box-like unit. Maximum 

strength and rigidity are provided by pressed steel braces 

welded into a lattice web pattern all around the edges. 

Under test, one of these units withstands a weight of 100 

lbs. per sq. ft. without any deformation. Approximately 

8 minutes is required to set up, weld and remove from 

the jig one panel. 

In field erection, the two turned edges of each panel 

provide a surface for welding it to an adjoining panel 

to form walls, partitions, floors or ceilings. Into each 

section mineral wool is forced by air to a density of 10 

Ibs. per cu. ft. 

These panel sections are 6 in. thick for house construc- 

tion and 18 in. thick in factory and other structures. 

In construction of houses and smaller structures these 

panels are erected individually. However, in the factory 

building there was sufficient area of concrete floor to 

allow assembly of panel sections 23 ft. square and com- 

plete welding of each section in flat position before erec- 

tion. These sections were then hoisted in place and 

welded. 

FABRICATED STEEL employees’ dwelling having living 

ERECTING ROOF of the dome, using steel box panel construction. 

The entire project, involving 5,500 tons of steel, con- 
sists of the following structures: a manufacturing build- 

ing 370 ft. by 370 ft. by 23 ft. high; office building 160 

ft. long by 11% ft. high; a warehouse 92 ft. by 92 ft.; 

a hotel consisting of a center dome structure 100 ft. in 

diameter and 7 wings extending from the dome in fan- 

shape, each 32 ft. wide by 125 ft. long; an airplane hangar 

92 ft. by 92 ft.; 2 dormitories containing 9 rooms each 

averaging 11 ft. 6 in. by 15 ft. 4 in.; 40 employees’ 

residences. 
When completed the project will include, in addition 

to the above: a cattle barn 115 ft. long by 46 ft. wide; a 
milk cow barn accommodating 50 cattle; a pasteurizing 

building; a canning building; several silos; employees’ 

recreation hall; a 200 ft. tabernacle;,a 250 watt radio 

station ; cafeteria ; stores ; additional houses (60 planned) ; 

and other miscellaneous structures. 
The 60 arc welders installed in the factory are of the 

SAC type manufactured by The Lincoln Electric Com- 

pany, Cleveland, Ohio. 
At this writing approximately 75 tons of Shielded Arc 

type of electrodes supplied by the same company have 
been used. Two electrodes were employed, “Fleetweld 

5” in &% in., 5/32 in. and 3/16 in. sizes and “Fleetweld 7” 

in 5/32 in. and 3/16 in. sizes. 

ae 

room, dining room, laundry, 2 bedrooms and bath. 
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EQUIPMENT ITEMS FOR MODERN BUILDINGS AB1QQ lmostatic Mixing Valves 

AB19 Electric dumb waiters in 
the past have been so com- 

plicated in design, with so many parts to 
assemble on the job, that even the most 
experienced mechanics and electricians 
have had difficulty in arriving at a satis- 
factory installation. The “Roto-Waiter” 
developed by the Sedgwick Machine 
Works, 154A W. 15th St., New York City, 
overcomes these objections, because of its 
basically different design with many less 

Sedgwick 

Electric 
“"Roto- 
Waiter” 

parts; also, because it is completely as- 
sembled at the factory and given a work- 
ing test so that installation can be made 
quickly and correctly for trouble-free 
operation. There are many special fea- 
tures which contribute to better, faster 
and safer service. Noteworthy, is the 
overload switch which automatically cuts 
off power if car is loaded beyond capacity, 
or if load projects beyond car and engages 
side of shaft. Nor can the car jolt against 
upper and lower limits, with consequent 
damage to the load. This is particularly 
important where breakable articles are 
being carried. The “Roto-Waiter” serves 
two or more floors, with an arrangement 
of push button control which provides de- 
pendable operation under all working con- 
ditions. It is available in standard door 
height and “undercounter” styles. This 
new equipment not only costs less to in- 
stall and less to operate and maintain, 
but it is also priced lower than the old 
type electric dumb waiters. 

AB1 92 This new thermostat by 
the Minneapolis-Honeywell 

Regulator Co., Minneapolis, is designed 
to control the “hi-low” or “hi-low-off’ 
flame sequence for certain types of gas 
and oil burners. There are two circuits; 
one controls the high, the 
other the low fire valve— 
and both are actuated by 
the same bi-metal element 
and magnet. This prevents 
the device from getting 
out of step and assures 
proper operating sequence 
—so difficult to obtain 
when two bi-metal ele- 
ments and _ independent 
magnets are used. This 
thermostat has a standard 
operating range of 54 to 
86 degrees F. The same 
pleasing design is followed 
as in other standard M-H 
quality thermostats. Small 
in size (height 5”, width 2”, depth 17%”) it 
is a wall fixture of quality and distinction. 

AB19 A bathtub made of a new 
clay product known as 

“Duraclay” is announced by the Crane Co., 
Chicago. Most bathtubs are made of 
enameled cast iron, so the announcement 
of a moderately priced bathtub of genuine 
ceramic material is real news. The Dura- 
clay bathtub has all the easy cleaning 
properties of vitreous china because the 

Two Stage 

Thermostat 

Crane “Duraclay” Bath: Delmar design 

hard, acid resisting surface is actually 
composed of glass over vitreous china 
completely fused to the Duraclay base 
under intense heat. Because of the 
strength of Duraclay, the weight of this 
bathtub is no greater than that of a cast 
iron tub of the same size. The bathtub 
now being introduced is known as the 
“Delmar,” and has the panel design on 
the front and a low wide flat rim. 

—a new 16-page data sheet 
in two colors presents “Thermo-Mix” 
which guarantees “no scald—no chill.” It 
is a line of positively controlled thermo- 
static mixing valves for showers, baths 
and wherever accurate water temperature 
control is required—Thermo-Mix, Inc., 129 
Grand Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 

AB195 22" The Easy Eco- 
nomical Way to Have Hot 

Water When You Want It” is an attrac- 
tive little folder from.the Savutime De- 
vices, Inc., Rochester, N.Y., explaining 
the advantages of remote control—from 
kitchen or bathroom—of the basement hot 
water heater. “Savutime” is preferred by 
many to full automatic control because oi 
its economy. 

AB196 oes Enclos ed 
Switches”—a new bulletin 

No. 59 from the Frank Adam Electric 
Co., St. Louis, Mo., gives complete infor- 
mation on both interlocking and non- 
interlocking type enclosed switches and 
switchboards of the Shutlbrak type. 

AB19 Lightning protection — and 
its importance for homes 

and farm buildings, and a very complete 
line of lightning rods, cables and acces- 
sories are presented in a big loose leaf 
portfolio from the Independent Protection 
Co., Inc., Goshen, Ind. 

AB19 “KoolShade” sun condition- 
ing—a new illustrated book- 

let tells all about the Ingersoll Sun 
Screen, an entirely new type of insect 
screen that acts as an outside Venetian 
blind to keep the heat outside, yet without 
interfering with the breeze or the view.— 
Ingersoll Steel & Disc Div., Borg-Warner 
Corp., Chicago, Il. 

AB19 Taco Heaters—a new 16- 
page data sheet features 

“Abundant Domestic Hot Water” through 
the various types of Taco heaters which 
are designed to be connected to the house 
heating boiler to provide year round hot 
water service—Taco Heaters, Inc., 342 
Madison Ave., New York City. 

AB200 Findlay Stokers—a new 16- 
page catalog advises build- 

ers to “Keep Pace With Progress—Mod- 
ernize Your Home, Store, Apartment 
Building With Streamlined Heat.” This 
is accomplished by installing the Findlay 
stoker offered in several sizes.—The Bluff- 
ton Mfg. Co., Findlay, O. 
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everything you need to 

know about estimating 

STEEL SASH 

A 32-page book that really tells all. Nothing has been taken for 

granted in it. Everything’s set down in black and white .. . and 

having it in your brief case is like having a whole staff of estimators 

in your pocket. We've called it an “ILLUSTRATED STEEL 

WINDOW PRICE LIST”... but that was just modesty on our part. 

It’s the complete and unadulterated factual story on everything you'll 

want to know about Steel Sash. It’s filled with drawings, photo- 

gtaphs and architectural details which will help you on all your jobs. 

It states simply and specifically all the sizes, types and prices on Steel 

Sash, doors and screens... the data is arranged conveniently for quick 

reference... and it opens a new vista for you if you’re out to make 

MORE PROFIT. Write for it today. 

MESKER BROTHERS e¢ ST. LOUIS, MO. 

Write today for complete details on the Mesker Dealer Plan. Your territory may be open 

SINCE 1879 

*Mesker Steel Windows are “unit” windows in every respect. 
+ . ° © MESKER CUSTOM CASEMENTS 
Shipped in one piece, no sash to hang, no weights to apply, D) ¢ MESKER METROPOLITAN CASEMENTS 

: F % © MESKER MASTER CASEMENTS 
"0 trim aprons, stools to put on. SS ae © MESKER eunsnnas CASEMENTS 

* Already primed and rust treated. Just set them in and they're | | OGSEER CabtAs SUS-CaneeS ° © MESKER PIVOTED WINDOWS 
ready to be glazed right away. eo fe 8 es + MESKER PROJECTED WINDOWS 

ie | : ‘ _ © MESKER DETENTION WINDOWS omplete range of sizes, shapes and designs, all precision | » RED GeDNNTENN, WHEW 
built on production basis, giving you the widest choice to suit re eon Re Ae eRe |. mesKer METAL SCREENS 
your own individual needs. ST. LOUIS, MO. atin, 

* Cost no more than ordinary windows, yet they last much longer. 
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WHAT'S NEW IN BUILDING MATERIALS 

AB20 For modernizing old build- 
ings The Ruberoid Co., 

New York City, announces new features 
in its low cost asphalt siding, “Brik- 
Strip.” Put up in roll form, this is not 
only less expensive, but can be applied 
rapidly over large areas at reduced cost. 
The general appearance is that of wire- 

Improved Ruberoid “Brik-Strip” siding. 

cut or tapestry brick, in a wide range of 
color combinations, with appropriately 
contrasting mortar lines and with soldier 
courses for use over doors and windows 
as in ordinary brick construction. 

Pre-fab moves into the 
AB20 tone fireplace field with the 
announcement of the Quarre-Pak fire- 
place recently placed on the market by 
the Burlington Quarries Corp., Burling- 
ton, Wis. The Quarre-Pak is a complete 
packaged unit of pre-cut and numbered 
stone, ready to set with complete setting 
drawings and instructions. In addition to 

° Natural stone 

Fireplace in a 

package unit. 

the all stone models there is a variety of 
designs combining stone with wood man- 
tels. The Sunset Stone used is a hard 
limestone of various stratified colors 
ranging from reds to pink then into buff 
and also shades of blues and green in soft 
pastel tones. 

AB20 Silhouette weather vanes 
are ornamental and distinc- 

tive; they carry a sales punch far and 
away greater than their cost. The Inde- 
pendent Protection Co., Inc., Goshen, Ind., 
offers some 22 clever designs—of which 
No. 822 Rooster is a sample. This com- 
pany also makes up special designs to 

Outside ridge mounting 

for vane with ridge 

saddle. 

order from architect’s drawings, sketches 
or photographs. Vanes and mountings 
are of rust-proof material. 

AB20 The Flexrock Co., Phila- 
delphia, has developed a 

new active ingredient which, used in “Flex- 
tite,” brings its activity down to a meas- 
ure of seconds instead of minutes as in 

the case of 
other leak stop- 
ping materials. 
It is used with 
ordinary port- 
land cement; 
and forced 
against water 
pressure and 
held for only a 
few seconds, it 
hardens to stop 
the leak. These 
may be in dams, 
retaining walls, 
dikes, concrete 
basins holding 
water at irriga- 
tion plants, res- 
ervoirs, con- 
crete tanks and 
other such 
places. This new 
material is valu- 
able also for 

waterproofing and damp-proofing gen- 
erally in cellars or basements, in pits, 
tanks, and in construction work generally. 

Stopping a leak under 
pressure with “Flextite.” 
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AB20 5 Six colorful embossed lino- 
leum patterns included in 

the new fall line of the Armstrong Cork 
Co., Lancaster, Pa., are of special interest 
to builders because of their eye- and 
sales-appeal. In addition to answering 
today’s demand for the detached figure 
type of design that so effectively simu- 
lates custom-floors, these designs embody 
practical beauty—a feature homemakers 
quickly recognize and appreciate in the 
kitchen, bath and other rooms. One 
group of patterns, as illustrated, has an 
interesting, completely new type back- 
ground. Overlapped circles, oblongs and 
the popular chevron motif all in warm, 
vibrant colors are used here on sand- 
stone, Bermuda blue and a light poly- 
chrome field that reflects unusual play of 
light and shading. Up-to-the minute in 
style, and especially helpful from the 
standpoint of concealing footprints, these 
distinctive floors give to rooms an illu- 
sion of spaciousness. 

AB206 The new Coburn Trolley 
Track Co. (Holyoke, Mass.) 

No. 500 swing-over hardware set which 
has been greatly improved recently is il- 
lustrated. With this hardware any car- 
penter can easily transform a pair of 
troublesome swinging garage doors into a 
smooth-operating one-piece upward act- 
ing door. The door is counterbalanced 
perfectly by the correct amount of sand 
in the weight box, so the slightest pull of 
the handle will start the door gently up- 
ward. A similar slight pull on the rope 
will bring the door down. 

Readers Service Department Continued to Page 74 
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_—_ A REAL ENERGETIC SALESMAN HE WAS. HIS 

Bay AND EACH DAY HE WENT TO THE SAMPLE HOUSE TO TURN 

THE VISITORS WHO CAME TO SEE THE SAMPLE HOUSE. 

BUT NOBODY CAME! Aa POOR SALESMAN! cS HE HAD ALL THE FACTS ABOUT THE 

Q 

INSULATION | THE HEATING SYSTEM ell 000). THE PLUMBING YH THE LOW 

DOWN PAYMENT AND EASY MONTHLY INSTALMENTS. BUT NOBODY EVER CAME TO HEAR HIM TELL 

Z 22 Zz> 

HIS STORY. Aa SO HE SLEPT. re ONE DAY HE DREAMED THAT A BIG WIND- 

STORM CAME ALONG AND EE BLEW THE ROOF OFF THE SAMPLE HOUSE. EX HE 

Cn | 
e,@ 

| 

CAME TO SEE THE SAMPLE HOUSE. 

WOKE WITH A START AND LOOKED AT THE ROOF. THEN HE REALIZED WHY NOBODY 

3 —" 

~ THE ROOF WASN'T PRETTY . 

SHUTTERS AND WINDOWS AND THE DOORS. NOW THIS SALESMAN HAD SEEN AND READ ABOUT 
ae. ae 

. LIKE THE 

"COLOR-STYLED" BARBER GENASCO ROOFINGS ~ = HE PERSUADED THE OWNERS OF THE 
toenene ~N 

\ 

SAMPLE HOUSE TO PUT A BARBER ROOF OVER THE ORIGINAL ROOF. of) ALMOST BEFORE 

wid 
THE ROOF WAS COMPLETED, CARS BEGAN TO STOP Ae 7 AND PEOPLE BEGAN TO COME INTO 

THE SAMPLE wouse Fp AND THE SALESMAN MET THEM OUT FRONT TO START HIS SALES 

AND, DO YOU KNOW, HE STARTED RIGHT OFF TALKING ABOUT THE BARBER 

. HOW IT'S THE ONLY ROOF MADE WITH TRINIDAD NATIVE LAKE ASPHALT 

. HOW LITTLE IT COSTS AND HOW QUICKLY IT CAN BE PUT ON . - HOW MANY YEARS IT 

WILL LAST . . AND HOW IT IS "COLOR-STYLED" BY AN EXPERT. NOW, WE WOULDN'T SAY THE 

BARBER ROOF ALONE SOLD ALL THOSE HOUSES Go) Gea] BUT WE DO KNOW THAT A BARBER 

ROOF HELPS TO SELL HOUSES. AND ISN'T THAT WHAT YOU'RE INTERESTED IN? THERE'S A 

BARBER DEALER OR ROOFER NEAR YOU WHO WILL BE GLAD TO SHOW YOU SAMPLES AND QUOTE 

YOU PRICES. OR WRITE TO BARBER ASPHALT CORPORATION, BARBER, N. J. & 

prooucts # 
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HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING PROGRESS 

2 7 The Rybolt Heater Co., 
AB 0 Ashland, O., is out with a 
new model cast iron gas-fired winter air 
conditioner. A new type combustion 
chamber and flue economizer, both gray 
iron castings, minimize the effect of con- 
densation of moisture in the flue gas. The 

New series CG “Rybolt” cast iron gas-fired 

winter air conditioner. 

chamber directs the generated heat up- 
ward through a series of baffled passages, 
where it is wiped against the inner sur- 
faces, providing quick radiation of heat. 
Projecting into the return air chamber, 
the flue economizer serves as a preheater, 
thus promoting fuel economy. The fur- 
nace casing is finished in smooth gray 
Hammerloid enamel with black base. 
Equipped complete with burner, top 
mounted motor blower, automatic control 
and automatic humidifier. Five sizes are 
offered. 

AB208 The successful completion 
of several years of experi- 

mentation by Koppers Co., Pittsburgh, in 
the perfection of a wholly automatic do- 
mestic coke stoker which can be sold 
within a moderate price range, has just 
been announced. The Bryant Heater Co., 
Cleveland, O., has been selected to manu- 
facture the stoker and to conduct the 
merchandising campaign which will in- 
troduce it. The new stoker has been 
evolved from many types of experimental 
machines which Koppers Co. has built 

during the past several years. It is 
wholly automatic and will deliver coke 
direct from the bin to the furnace or 
boiler without requiring any attention by 
the householder. No blower is required 
since coke does not need a forced draft. 
A dustless ash removal system will re- 
move ashes automatically from the ash 
pit to a covered ash can at the side of 
the furnace. 

AB20 Gar Wood Industries, Inc., 
Detroit, has announced a 

complete new line of vertical and hori- 
zontal types of gas-fired automatic home 
heating and air conditioning models. For 
the line, the engineers perfected a method 
by which three standardized basic heating 
sections (5-, 7-, and 10-fluted) are used 
singly and in multiple to produce the 
seven different sizes and heating capaci- 

Gar Wood gas 

heater 60V; Inset 

shows inside 5- 
section fluted unit. 

ties. For example: Model 60V, the small- 
est of the line, has a 5-fluted heating sec- 
tion (60,000 imput), while Model 120H&V 
uses two sections to total 10-flutes (120,- 
000 imput). Both vertical and horizontal 
types are included. The horizontal types 
—being less than 4 feet in height—are 
ideal for basements with unusually low 
ceilings. The vertical types, while also 
designed for basements, occupy small 
space and consequently are suitable for 
installation in heater-utility rooms lo- 
cated on the first floor where space is 
definitely limited. The Gar Wood model 
60V, smallest and lowest priced in the 
new line is pictured. Inset shows one of 
the three standardized hasic fluted heat- 
ing sections. 
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AB210 The Herman Nelson Corp., 
Moline, Ill, offers a new 

heater for stores, offices, churches, corri- 
dors, markets, etc. Due to its large heat- 
ing capacity a large area can be heated 
with one unit. Available for use with 
steam or hot water. Air is drawn through 
the recirculating grille into the unit 
through the heating element and filter, 
and is then discharged into the room 
through the discharge grille. The brass 
heating element is designed with loops to 
absorb the difference in expansion and 

Herman Nelson De Luxe hi-Jet heater. 

contraction between individual tubes. 
Cabinet of modern design is constructed 
of heavy furniture steel with rounded 
corners and ends without any projecting 
parts. Finished in brown, baked enamel 
with trim of polished stainless steel. 

The Anchor | stoker- 

fired cabinet heater. 

AB211 The Anchor Stove and 
Range Co., New Albany, 

Inc., offers a convenience for the small 
home, a stoker-fired cabinet heater. This 
cabinet heater operates exactly like an 
automatic coal stoker equipped furnace. 
Once every day or two you simply fill 
the hopper with coal. Once a day you 
remove one small clinker. The rest of 
the time you enjoy plenty of clean, even 
heat—the amount of which is thermo- 
statically controlled. The hopper holds 
165 pounds of coal. Weighing about 1/3 
of a ton, and 54 inches high, the entire 
unit will heat six average rooms. 

Readers Service Department Continued to Page 76 
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Choose Your Garage Doors 

as You Would Your Car! 

Modern Residence with attached Garage, 
equipped with Ro-Way “Two-Car” Overhead 
ype Door. 

2 Ro-Way “High-Lift” Doors used in this 
attractive “Conoco” Filling Station. 

By — vton Transportation Co. (Subsidiary 
= B. & QO. R.R.) uses 13 Heavy Duty 
WW ay Doors in this new building. 

Theres a Koll 

Smooth, Quiet Performance—Economy of Upkeep 

and Years of Service are Important in BOTH 

In a Car you want all the latest practical improvements. You wouldn’t 

be satisfied with one designed a few years ago. You know that to- 
day’s cars give more for the money. The same thing is true of Garage 
Doors. In appearance there hasn’t been a great deal of change — 

but in every day operation the new Ro-Way Overhead Type Doors 
give you so much more. That’s because — 

Ro-Way 

OVERHEAD TYPE DOORS 

Embody Five Improvements at no Extra Cost 

Three of these new features have to do with the spring power that operates the 
door. Another insures permanent sheave wheel alignment, and the fifth keeps 
the metal parts of your Ro-Way Door exceptionally free from destructive rust. 
So choose your Garage Door as you would your Car. Ask the Ro-Way Distributor 
nearest you to tell you about “‘Crow’s Foot’? Outer Bearing Supports, “‘Ro-To 
Live’’ Springs, the “*Zip-Lock’’ Twin Torsion Spring Adjustment, **Tailor Made”’ 
Springs and Parkerized and Painted Hardware. 

Ro-Way Service is Nationwide 

Sales offices, with competent installation engineers, are located in principal 
cities. Write for name of one nearest you, or ask us for Free Ro-Way Door Folders, 
prices and complete information. 

ROWE MANUFACTURING CO. 
705 HOLTON STREET GALESBURG, ILL., U.S.A. 

Vey vars wey! 
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NEW MODELS, POWER EQUIPMENT & TOOLS 

AB212 °° the payload and up 
go the profits from truck 

mixers. The new drum sizes just an- 
nounced by The Jaeger Machine Co., 
Columbus, Ohio, for its 1941 line of truck 
mixers, increase the payload to the maxi- 
mum that the trucks themselves should 
carry—loading through the top in one 
quick drop. That’s allowing for ample 
void space, too, which is so necessary for 
producing highest strength concrete. This 
more than adequate void space, combined 

New 2 yd. unit, 1941 model Jaeger truck 

mixer. 

with Jaeger’s patented end-to-end “Dual 
Mix” action, gives a faster and more 
thorough mix, a better quality, more sal- 
able concrete, and helps build up more 
profitable “ready-mix” business. These 
mixers have such advanced features as 
vacuum-controlled truck engine drive op- 
erated from the cab (separate engine 
drive if desired); shock-proof two-speed 
transmission; new Jaeger “Uni-valve”’— 
one accessible water control panel for 
mix, tempering and flush valves, and pat- 
ented Sypho-meter water tank. 

AB21 3 Improved American Stand- 
ard floor sanders in 8 and 

12 inch sizes are offered by The Ameri- 
can Floor Surfacing Machine Co., Toledo, 
Ohio. One of the most important im- 
provements on these machines is their 
higher speed and greater cutting capacity. 
The drum speed on the American Stand- 
ard Eight has been increased to 1600 
revolutions per minute while the drum 
speed on the American Standard Twelve 
is 2000 revolutions per minute. This is 
over a 50 per cent increase in drum speed 
and the production capacity of these ma- 
chines proportionately has been increased. 
These remarkable speeds are only made 
possible through the use of specially de- 
signed motors of great capacity and 
power. They are made to “take it” day 
in and day out. 

CLIP AND MAIL TO CHICAGO 

Reader Service Department, 

American Builder, 

105 W. Adam St., Chicago, Ill. 

(Oct. 1940) 

Please send me additional inforation on the following product items, 
or the catalogs, listed in this department: 

Numbers 

OCCUPATION* 

*Please note that occupation must be stated if full service is to be given. 
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AB21 The illustration above 
shows the Miles Lever-Op- 

erated Stripper Cement Block Machine 
used in connection with the Miles Auto- 
matic Power Tamper, as developed by 
The Miles Manufacturing Co., Jackson, 
Mich. This is a combination of units that 
supplies a large production of high qual- 
ity concrete blocks or tile at the minimum 
expense. Miles Automatic Feeding Units 
are available for use with the above 
machines for the purpose of supplying a 
still larger production. 

The Power King Tool Corp., 
Warsaw, Ind., has devel- 

oped an ingenious electric hand saw and 
Multisaw Arm. Those who have used it 
say that it puts sawing on a production 

AB21 

basis—on the job or in the shop. It is 
portable, quickly and easily set up for rip, 
cross-cut, and mitre, either straight or 
bevel—ideal for accurate scoring of brick, 
stone and tile. The rigid construction of 
the Multisaw Arm means accurate work. 
The saw arm, supported rigidly by the 
heavy rib-braced column and mounting 
bracket, rides on eight ball bearings. 

AB21 6 “Tubcoat” developed by the 
Protective Covering Co, 

Bridgeport, Conn., is a tough protective 
covering for bathtubs during installation, 
made in sizes to fit every tub, right or 
left hand. It is easily attached, quickly 
removed and nothing to wash or scrape 
away afterwards. A new 2-color folder 
illustrates and describes this service. 
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Certain-teed Follows Through For You... 

Remember *“Look Homeward, America”? That, said 
builders and dealers from coast to coast, did more to 
sell houses and materials than anything the building 
industry had ever seen. Now Certain-teed has done it profit season since 1929! ite for free 24 x 36 inch 
— with “American Unity Begins at Home.” Unself- 
is 

, window poster enlargement of ad in full colors. 
ly selling your houses and your products first, and . p pre | CERTAIN-TEED PRODUCTS CORPORATION, 

Certain-teed products last, “American Unity” is a 100 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y. 

worthy successor to “Look Homeward, America.” 
Millions will read it in national magazines. Why not 
merchandise it locally to x? you make this the biggest 
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Things To Build tor Profit or r Pleasure 

Suggestions for Various Business Signs 

BUILDERS and designers are frequently called upon to produce 
effective and novel signs for various types of business enter- 

prises. The collection presented below will be found most useful 
as a reference for such work, since there is here a wide variety 
of materials, shapes, and lettering styles adaptable to eating places, 

professional offices, lodging houses, real estate developments and 
specialty sales. Most of these are located in California, and are 
made of sheet iron, outdoor plywood, lumber, and wrought iron; 
they can be illuminated, if required, either as part of the fixture 

_ or indirectly with a small, concealed spotlight—Hi Sibley. 

Guest 

~ ROOMS 

(1) A sign worked out in %-inch rope; porcelain penguins display house numbers; (2) simple but excellent attention value; (3) distinctive 
Colonial illuminated panel; (4) wrought iron and attractive sheet iron silhouette: (5) outdoor plywood and simple mouldings: (6) applic: 

able to many enterprises; (7) rustic throwback to the 90's; (8) clean-cut sheet metal panel on simple bracket. 
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Ackley, Bradley & Day, Pittsburgh 

Insulate “Charette Homes,’ Sewickley, Pa., with 

a Uy US. ¢ Can. Par, WANT l 
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Because it has the wanted features, KIMSUL* 

Insulation is specified by an ever-growing list of 

architects, builders and contractors. One of the many 

tecent developments using KIMSUL is “Charette 

Homes”, a group of 20 homes for discriminating 

people in the Borough of Sewickley, Pa. This devel- 

opment is being built by the owners, Ackley, Bradley 

& Day, under strict architect supervision. 

KIMSUL’S popularity is a result of its many ad- 

SEE HOW a AND wonmut _— INSTALLS 

1. Attached to top plate 2. Exactly fits standard 3. KimsUL is nailed at 

bottom—cut off—that’s all! With lath and nails... widths of stud spacing... 

a bil 

vantages. KIMSUL is clean, light in weight and in- 

stalls with remarkable speed and ease. Furthermore, 

it is highly resistant to fire and moisture. And be- 

cause of the unique stitching feature which holds it 

in place, KIMSUL stays put—won't sag, sift or pack 

down inside walls. Before you decide on amy insu- 

lation, find out how little it costs to insulate with 

KIMSUL! . . . Dealers are invited to investigate the 

profit opportunities in KIMSUL. 

*Reg. U. S. and Can. Pat. Off. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY 

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION (Building Insulation Division) | 
Established 1872 

Neenah, Wisconsin ABB-10 | 

O Please send a representative. 
O Please send Free Book, ““Greater Comfort—W inter and 

Summer” 

— OF 
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Model Offices Show 

New Style Trend 

HE new trend in office design, featuring efficient 

utilization of space is exemplified in five model 
offices which have recently been opened for public 

inspection in the Broad Street Station Building, Phila- 

delphia. The rooms are all located on the 10th floor and 

on the north side of the building. The space in each has 
been divided by ingeniously arranged partitions into 

two sections. One is a small but sufficient anteroom, 

with desk for a receptionist-stenographer and chairs for 
visitors. Opening from this is the office proper. The 

arrangements are intended to solve the problem of pro- 
viding utility, dignity, personal privacy, complete work- 

ing equipment and an atmosphere entirely modern, but 

not extreme, within limited floor areas. 
Desks, chairs, cabinets, book cases and other fittings, 

both fixed and movable, have been specially designed 
for the particular requirements of each office with di- 

mensions carefully proportioned to its size and shape. 

All furniture is of walnut, bleached after construction 

to produce lightness of grain. A new type of rubber 
flooring is used, noiseless, resilient and contributing in 

pattern and shades to the general pleasing effect. 
The scheme of the decorations and furnishings as a 

whole is designated “contemporary in the style of 1940- 

1950.” While highly modern it avoids all grotesque, 

exaggerated or extreme features and has been planned 

to remain “contemporary” in theme and detail for ten 
years or longer. 

Lighting is of the newly developed fluorescent type, 

soft and diffused; the fixtures themselves, all located in 

the ceiling, are hardly noticeable. The result is a white 
but warm illumination which seems to come equally 
from all directions without glare or con- 

centration. This is accomplished in part "“_ (3 
by the character of the light itself, in part 

by having the fixtures attractively and 
symmetrically arranged over broad ceil- 

ing spaces and in part by the contributing 

effects of the tinting and textures of the 
reflecting surfaces of ceilings and walls, 
which have been worked out with a special 

view to good illumination. 

Two of the offices are inside rooms and 

have been equipped with illusion windows 
having Venetian blinds and draperies so 
arranged that concealed fluorescent tubes 

along the sides create the appearance of 
subdued sunlight streaming in behind the 
curtain. These two rooms are also com- 

pletely air-conditioned with apparatus of 
recent type. The other three rooms have 

outside windows with Venetian blinds and 

draperies blending into the rest of the 
decorative color scheme. 

The styling and interior arrangements 

of all the rooms have been produced by 
Kenneth M. McCann, of New York City, 

consulting decorator for the Hotel Penn- 
sylvania and the Statler Hotels through- 

out the country. 

The Broad Street Station Building is 
one of the newest office structures in 

Philadelphia, located at 16th Street and 

Pennsylvania Boulevard, directly over the 
Suburban Station of the Pennsylvania 
Railroad. 
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COMFORTABLY seated back of this desk, with soft fluorescent light- 

ing from above, a business or professional man can feel that he is 

starting out to make himself an established figure in his city’s com- 
mercial life. The view shows part of one of five offices fitted up and 

furnished in the Broad Street Station Building, Philadelphia, to serve 

as models for the use of similar space. The receptionist’s ante- 
room and the skillfully arranged partitions give privacy and dignity. 

IN THIS attractive and livable office a business or professional man could make 
himself immedately at home. The photograph shows a portion of one of five model 

rooms in the Broad Street Station Building, Philadelphia, which have been furnished 
and fitted up especially to show what can be done with the skillful treatment of 

available areas. The styling and decorative scheme is modern but not exaggerated 
and planned to remain contemporary for ten years or more. A small, but com 

plete, anteroom, separated by ingeniously arranged partitions, contains desk and 

chairs for a receptionist-stenographer and visitors. 
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| When it's moving time in Missoula 

2 ...EYES TURN TO 

@Attractive apartment building in Missoula, Montana, faced with Atlas 

White portland cement stucco. Architect and builder—O. B. Parsons. 

T’S natural for people’s eyes to 

be caught by this apartment 

building in Missoula, Montana. 

Prospective tenants stop short 

when they see its trim, clean 

lines... its fresh, modern beauty. 

For this apartment is faced with 

portland cement stucco—made 

with Atlas White cement! 

It’s not the first time Mr. 

Parsons, architect and builder, 

has taken advantage of this ver- 

satile material. Some time ago he 

built houses of stucco... and 

they sold like hot cakes, even be- 

before they had been finished! 

So, for quick renting and last- 

ing beauty, he again used Atlas 

White portland cement stucco. 

Like countless other builders, he 

knows that a thin, sturdy wall of 

this material provides a perma- 

nent, weather-resistant and fire- 

safe exterior that virtually elimi- 

nates maintenance. Moreover, its 

cost is surprisingly moderate. 

Whether you plan new build- 

ings or modernize old ones, it will 

pay you to consider stucco made 

with Atlas White portland ce- 

ment. Universal Atlas Cement 

Co. (United States Steel Subsidi- 

ary), Chrysler Building, N.Y. 

orFices: New York, Chicago, Phila- 

delphia, Boston, Albany, Pittsburgh, 

Cleveland, Minneapolis, Duluth, 

St. Louis, Kansas City, Des Moines, 

Birmingham, Waco. 

FACTORY-MADE STUCCO IS PREFERABLE 
AB-S-23 

ATLAS WHITE CEMENT 
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Interesting Use 

ESTLED in the pine-clad hills of the Klickitat 

country of Washington State and only a short 
distance from the mighty Columbia River, stands 

a new Lutheran Chapel that would be a credit to any 
community. The people of Klickitat, Wash., now have an 

attractive little edifice that is unique in many respects. 
The simplicity of the design, the beauty of the interior 

‘ woodwork and paneling and the practicability of the en- 

lire structure offer suggestions that may well be dupli- 

cated elsewhere. 

Klickitat is the location of one of the J. Neils Lumber 

Company sawmill operations. Officials of the company 

co-operated wholeheartedly in the construction of the 
chapel, so it was only natural that a generous use was 

made of their own forest products. 

The new chapel has a seating capacity of 110 on the 

2? Sabaved TF feet ee 
t 
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of Pine in Small Chapel 

basis of five persons to a pew. The total cost of the build- 
ing, complete with furnace, fixtures and furniture, was 

approximately $8500. 
The exterior is covered with No. 4 Common Pond- 

erosa pine sheathing and 6/4 x 10’’ No. 2 Common Dolly 

\'arden Ponderosa pine siding painted the customary 

white. The trusses, rafters and purlins are kiln dried 

Douglas fir from the local mill. The interior sidewalls are 
lath and plaster, while the roof sheathing is 6/4 No. 2 

Common Ponderosa pine. The end walls and the en- 

trance-way are paneled vertically with a selected No. 2 
Common Ponderosa pine and finished in a light stain. 

The enameled pews were made locally from D Select 
Ponderosa pine. They harmonize nicely with the white 

plastered walls and the pine woodwork, paneling and 

cathedral ceiling. All the doors and windows are of 

Pondersoa pine. Maple flooring was used in 

the nave and oak in the chapel. 

The Lutheran Chapel was designed by 

Architect F. R. Webber of Cleveland, 
Ohio; the contractor was Peter Westlund 
& Sons of The Dalles, Ore.; and the in- 

terior finish was by John H. Kruse of 

Bend, Ore. 

ABOVE, LEFT: The walls of entrance-way in Luth- 

eran Chapel, Klickitat, Wash., are attractively fin- 

ished in a light stain on the vertical pine paneling. 
Kiln-dried Douglas fir used for the trusses, rafters 
and purlins, as shown directly above, harmonize 

nicely with the white plaster and pews. 

THE exterior of this neat little chapel is finished 

in white painted Ponderosa pine siding; roof is of 

red cedar shingles. Fenestration is unique. 
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“Bore-A-Hole” Installation 

Cuts Hardware Cost 

OME twenty years ago a new type of door lock and 

latch was invented of tubular design, which substi- 

tuted a compact tubular arrangement of the working 

parts for the large square case of the customary mortise 

lock. In addition to certain special improved features of 

operation, this new tubular door lock offered a substan- 

Brace and bit, screw driver and bit guide are the only tools needed 

for installing a tubular door lock or latch. 

tial saving in time and labor of installation. It substituted 
a simple brace and bit operation for the difficult and 
costly lock mortising. 

In the twenty years that have intervened the tubular 
type door sets have increased in popularity and use, 

additional manufacturers have entered the field and sales 

by dealers have increased. Today the emphasis on lower 

building costs, especially labor costs on the job, to make 

possible low cost homes has brought into new prominence 

the “bore-a-hole” installation advantages of tubular locks. 
Sixty minutes to mortise a door for the mortise lock 

set is considered a fair 

average. Contrast this 

with the eighteen min- 

utes it takes a carpen- 
ter to install a tubular 

set. Also considering 

“Beverly” design, one of the 

popular Tubular” Dexter” Door 

Locks, offered by the National 

Brass Co., Grand Rapids, 
Mich.; also (left) the improved 

bit guide, which clamps on 

door edge to assure accurate 
drilling for installing “Dexter” 

Tubular Locks. 
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the simplicity of the job as compared with the more diffi- 

cult and highly skilled operation of mortising, it is 

probable that quite an advantage would be realized since 

any carpenter, without special skill, can install a tubular 

lock satisfactorily. 

A brace and bit and a screw driver are the only tools 

necessary for this “bore-a-hole” installation. A 15/16 

inch bit is used to bore a hole, in the edge of the door, 

3% inches deep to take the tubular lock case. At right 

angles to this another hole is bored to take the knob 

spindle. A “bit guide” is furnished (with the “Dexter” 

tubular locks) which is clamped on the edge of the door 

and serves the double purpose of locating exactly the 
position of the hole for the spindle and also assures 

straight boring for the tubular mortise. This bit guide 

eliminates the possibility of inaccurate drilling ; which is 

quite a help when you consider the care and skill which 

otherwise would have to be exercised in boring a 15/16 

inch hole, 334 inches deep in the edge of a door 1% 

inches thick. It would not take much of an angle to run 

the drill to and through the face of the door. 

However, this bit guide eliminates the possibility of 

inaccurate boring. It clamps on to the door in the posi- 

tion where the lock is wanted and no measuring or 

squaring is needed; it self-centers and adjusts to the 

thickness of the door and accurately guides the bit. The 

wing of the guide acts as a templet to center the spindle 

hole. Notice that there are three holes in the guide wing, 

marked respectively for 134 inch, 134 inch, and 2% inch 

thick doors. 

Lower costs in hanging and fitting doors can be had, 

in line with today’s drive for lower cost homes, without 

any sacrifice in quality by intelligent selecting of door 

hardware. It is safe to say that although the tubular locks 

and latches have been on the market since 1919 a great 

many carpenters and builders, to say nothing of home 

owners, architects and dealers, are still unfamiliar with 

them—and with the substantial saving in labor, time and 

cost in installing these sets by simple boring instead of 

by lock mortising. 

Garage Door Set Now Comes Unassembled 

E increase the adaptability of their well known No. 900 

Garage door set, the National Manufacturing Co., 

Sterling, Ill., has made available a similar set called the 

No. 901 which is identical with the No. 900 except for 

the fact that the hardware is not attached to door, the 

glazed section is not furnished with glass, and the brace 

bar on the top door rail and both inside and outside 

handles at the bottom of the center section are omitted. 

The door is drilled for all bolts, and in order to insure 
correct attachment of hardware, location on door and 

each piece of hardware bear corresponding numbers. 

The door set comes packed, complete and ready for in- 

stallation, in a door carton and box containing the mis- 

cellaneous hardware. 

COMPLETE National No. 901 set 

packed ready for shipping. 
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What Thickness Insulation ?* 

Heating Costs Analyzed for Test Home 

By W. T. MILLER** 

society concerning the application of the law of 

diminishing returns to the value of insulation 

left the author with the impression that the most eco- 

nomical clothing for winter wear was a suit of under- 

wear, and that he had wasted money by purchasing an 
overcoat. It is true that the author wears underwear, 

and he also wears an overcoat, but he does not wear two 

overcoats at the same time and wouldn’t even if he 

owned two of them. However, he feels that his one 

overcoat was a good investment. 
The economic effect of the law of diminishing returns 

upon insulation as an investment is relative, and is de- 

pendent on what is considered as a good investment. 

A wes. delivered before a national technical 

*Parts of a paper, “Futility of the Law of Diminishing Returns as Applied 
to Mineral Wool Insulation,” presented at the Centennial meeting of the 
Mineral Wool Industry on May 16, 1940. 

**Associate Professor of Heating and Ventilating, Purdue University, 
Lafayette, Ind. 

TABLE I 
CEILING LOSSES 

Thickness of insulation, Inches: ..... 0 3 2 3 4 
TF BP MUS dc cccscccvcccccecoves 0.69 0.21 0.12 0.087 0.068 
Attic temperature, F: ........eeeee. 38 18 12 9 7 
BE ME, Tic cnccccccscvccerese 955 957 959 961 955 
Temperature difference, F: .......... 37 57 63 66 68 
Ceiling surface temperature, F: ...... 59 68 70 72 73 
Ceiling heat loss, Btu per hour: ..... 24400 11450 7250 5520 4420 
Annual cost of heat loss, Dollars: ... 57.00 26.70 16.90 12.85 10.30 
Annual saving, Dollars: ..........+.. 0 30.30 40.10 44.15 46.70 
Cost of insulation, Dollars: ......... 0 31.20 43.20 55.20 67.20 
20 Year total saving, Dollars: ...... 0 606.00 802.00 883.00 934.00 
20 Year investment value of insulation 

cost @ 4% compounded annually: 0 68.70 94.50 121.00 147.00 
20 Year net saving, Dollars: ........ 0 537.30 707.50 762.00 787.00 

TABLE II 
SIDE WALL LOSSES 

. S Se eeeeeesereeseresesene 
Tem 70 0 

837 759 832 835 Wall area—sq. ft. 
Wall surface temperature, F: ........ 59 64 66 67 67 
Wall heat loss, Btu per hour: ...... 15200 8200 5550 4200 3980 
Cost of wall heat loss, Dollars per yr.: 35.40 19.15 12.93 9.80 9.26 
Annual saving, Dollars: ........++s+ 0 16.25 23.68 25.60 26.14 
Cost of insulation, Dollars: ......... 0 47.90 56.30 68.80 
20 Year total saving, Dollars: ...... 0 325.00 473.60 522.80 
20 Year investment value of insulation 

cost @ 4% compounded annually: 0 105.00 123.50 150.50 
20 Year net saving, Dollars: ........ 0 220.00 350.10 372.30 

With and Without Ample Insulation 

TABLE II! 
TOTAL HEAT LOSSES 

In order to illustrate the futility of the law of dimin- 

ishing returns as applied to Mineral Wool insulation, 

the author has selected an existing house for the basis 
of calculations. This house is located on the Housing 

Research division of the campus of Purdue University 

and is used for test purposes. It is a one story house 
of orthodox frame construction containing five rooms, 

a bathroom and a utility room. The attic space may be 
either ventilated or unventilated. This house was se- 
lected because considerable is known about its perform- 

ance, and because the relationship between a great 
many “assumed” conditions and the actual conditions is 

pretty well established. The house is close to 24’ x 40’, 

has 190 square feet of glass, 834 square feet of outside 
wall, 960 square feet of ceiling, and a volume of 7,680 

cubic feet. 

The calculations resulting in the figures presented are 
based on the overall coefficients of transmission, or U 

values, being as follows: outside wall, 0.26; ceiling, 

0.69; glass, 1.13. A 70 degree temperature difference 

between indoor and outdoor temperature was assumed. 

The local average of 5,400 degree days per year was 
used. The cost of heat was based on the use of No. 1 

fuel oil at the local price of 8 cents per gallon, and the 

method of estimating fuel consumption presented in the 
ASHVE Guide. An efficiency of 70 percent was as- 

sumed. The method has been found to apply very 

(Continued to page 88) 

$3500 A-TOTAL HEATING COST 
{ sm0-| +—141 B-TOTAL SAVING IN COST OF HEAT 

C-NET RETURN DUE TO INVESTMENT 
$3000 IN MINERAL WOOL. 

\ D-TOTAL RETURN IF EQUAL MONEY 

$2500} ~< WAS INVESTED IN 4% SECURITIES. 

ott +t 

$1500 , 
B C 

$1000 7 

VA 3 | $500 / - z 

fs) 1 2 3 4 
INSULATION THICKNESS-Inches 

Savings-Increase from 
Thicker Insulation—20 YEARS 

Thickness of insulation, Inches: ..... 0 1 2 3 3% 
Heat loss through close, Btu/Hr:... 15000 15000 15000 15000 15000 
Ventilation loss, Btu/Hr: ........... 14500 14500 14500 14500 14500 
Side wall heat loss, Settee eeeewewe 15200 8200 5050 4200 3980 
Ceiling heat loss, Btu/Hr: .......++ 24400 11450 7250 $520 4420 L. 
Total heat loss, Btu/Hr: ..........- 69100 49150 42300 39220 37900 ico 
Annual cost of heat, Dollars: ....... 161.00 114.45 98.50 91.25 88.16 x 
Annual saving, Dollars: ............ 0 46.55 62.50 69.75 72.84 ay 
Cost of insulation, Dollars: omaceunes 0 79.10 99.50 ++ 136.00 6 8 
20 Year total saving, Dollars: ..... 0 931.00 1250.00 1456.80 = - 
20 Year investment value of insulation 5 

cost @ 4% compounded annually: 0 173.70 218.00 297.50 5 
20 Year net saving, Dollars: ........ 0 757.30 1007.60 1159.30 3 

Annual Fuel Cost, House Uninsu- 

lated and Insulated (4 thicknesses). 
Heat losses and insulation of 4 thicknesses on Purdue University Savings in Heating Plant First 

Testing House. Cost when house is insulated. 
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S INCORPORATED 

NEW CURTIS CALCULATOR 

Makes It Easier to Sell 

SILENTITE WINDOWS AND STORM SASH 

CURTIS MAKES IT EASIER TO SELL 

THESE IMPORTANT ITEMS 

This handy “slide rule” is brand-new help for you 

from Curtis. It’s easy to use, clinches your sales argu- 

ments, helps you make profitable sales. 

Here’s what you can do with it— 

Show your customers how storm sash saves fuel. Figure 

heat loss through double-hung windows with and with- 

out weather-stripping for them. Estimate installation cost 

of ordinary double-hung windows, Silentite “Insulated” 

Windows and Mitertite “Pre-fit’’ Trim easily and quickly. 

This valuable time-saver can be obtained through your 
Curtis Dealer. He handles the whole family of. Silentite 

“Insulated” Windows, Curtis Sectional Kitchen Cabinets 

THERE IS ONLY ONE SILENTITE AND ONLY CURTIS MAKES IT 
its patented features aren’t available in any other window 

To figure installation 

costs of double-hung 

windows, frames 

and trim 

Fit inh 

and Curtis Woodwork. Ask him for your calculator now 

while the supply lasts! Curtis woodwork is sold by re- 

liable dealers everywhere. 

If you live in Canada, write the W. C. Edwards & Co., 

Ltd., 991 Somerset St. West, Ottawa, Canada. 

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU 
Dept. AB-10 CLINTON, IOWA 

Curtis 

SILENTITE 

" PRE=FIT 

the /nsulated window 
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Scientifically Designed—Beautifully 

Styled—Built Right—Priced Right 

@® You will find in the 

extensive Moncrief line 

the type and size of 

winter air conditioner 

required, at a price that 

will command your in- 

terest. Every improve- 

ment that contributes 

to carefree convenience 

and finer comfort is in- 

cluded in Moncrief 

Winter Air Condition- 

ers. Engineering is 

correct in every detail. 

Construction is most 

substantial and durable. 

Cabinets are smartly 

styled, modern. 

For high efficiency, un- 

usual economy, fine ap- 

pearance, look to the 

complete Moncrief line. 

Write for new illus- 

trated literature and 

data sheets adapted to 

your files. 

HERE’S A BIG IMPROVEMENT 

IN WARM AIR FURNACES 

Moncrieff DeLuxe 

Long Life Furnace 

Automatic controls regulate tem- 
peratures constantly. Thermo-Drip 
Automatic Humidifier. Finished in 
handsome two-tone green enamel. 
Positively guaranteed for twenty 
years against any section burning 
out. Supplied with cast or steel 
heating unit. Truly the modern unit 
for the modern home. 

Send for new descriptive literature 

THE HENRY FURNACE & FOUNDRY CO. 

3479 East 49th St. e Cleveland, Ohio 

Ce eee ee 

i 

Aristocrat Coal Fired 
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What Thickness Insulation? 

(Continued from page 86) 

closely to the performance of the house selected. On 

this basis, the cost of heat is $2.33 per season per 1000 
Btu per hour heat loss. 

The calculation of the performance was based on an 

insulation conductivity of 0.30 Btu per inch per hour per 

square foot per degree difference. This figure is prob- 

ably high, but is safe. The cost of insulation was de- 

termined from prices offered by Lafayette dealers. The 
cost of application was obtained from reliable contrac- 
tors. Incidentally, roll 

type insulation was used 
for the side walls, and bat 

insulation was used for 

the ceiling. The cost of 

the roll type insulation 
was $40.00 per thousand 
square feet of one inch, 

$50.00 per thousand 
square feet for two inch, 

and $65.00 per thousand 

square feet for full thick or 354”. The cost of application 

Square-Foot Cost of Mineral Wool and 
Labor Per Inch of Thickness. 

“was $17.50 per thousand square feet for all thicknesses. 

The bat type of insulation was quoted at $50.00 per thou- 

sand square feet for 4 inch, and the application cost 

was $20.00 per thousand square feet. For the sake of 

comparison, the bat insulation was computed on a cost 
basis of $12.50 per thousand square feet per inch of 

thickness. 

The ceiling losses were based on the attic being 

unventilated, and proper consideration was given to 

the increased temperature difference due to the addi- 

tion of insulation. It is known that it is poor practice 
not to ventilate insulated attics, however the probable 

attic temperature when unventilated can be very closely 
approximated in the house selected. 

Results of computations are presented in Tables I, 

II, and III. Table I records the results for the ceiling 

losses alone, and includes for thickness of insulation 
from zero to and including four inches in increments of 

one inch, the coefficient of heat transmission, attic tem- 

perature, temperature difference, ceiling surface tem- 
perature based on 75 F. air temperature at the ceiling, 

heat loss through the ceiling, annual cost of heat lost, 
annual saving due to in- 

| sulation, cost of insula- 
tion, and the investment 
value of the insulation 

over a twenty year pe- 

riod. Table II and Table 
Ill present _ similar 

figures for the side wall 

heat losses and the total 

heat losses respectively. 

The law of diminishing 

returns goes into effect at 
a thickness of insulation between two and two and one- 

half inches, as can be shown by noting the annual sav- 

ing as a percentage of the cost of insulation. This per- 

centage starts at zero, increases to a maximum of sixty- 

four and decreases to 54 percent at full thickness. How- 
ever, a fifty-four percent return represents excellent 

investment, and reminds one that the action of the law 

must be considered from the standpoint of relativity. 
When set up on a twenty year basis, the full insulated 

house shows a net saving of $1,159.30 which results 

from an investment of $136.00. Surely that return il- 
lustrates the futility of the law of diminishing returns 

as applied to Mineral Wool insulation. 

Gain in Annual Heat-Cost Savings 
by Increasing Insulation. 
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MR. CONTRACTOR: 

Do you want your buildings to be the talk of the town — the 
buildings that set the standard of values in your community? 
Then follow leaders like Mr. F. J. Walsh. 

Salability through better appearance, wider color range 
and more accurate appearing walls are all extras you get with 
DUNBRIK without extra cost. In fact, DUNBRIK’S absolute ac- 
curacy in all dimensions and lighter weight will reduce your 
labor cost. Its greater strength and lower absorption is your 
assurance of trouble-free masonry construction. Its almost limit- 
less color range gives you wider freedom in uitilizing the colors 
and shades most adaptable to the architectural design in hand. 

Its companion units, called DUNSTONE, that are exact two 
and three time multiples of the standard size DUNBRIK, offer 
a further opportunity for cost reduction and variance in design. 

Ask your local Authorized DUNBRIK Manufacturer or write 
us for complete information on “Why DUNBRIK—DUNSTONE 
Builds Better for Less.” 
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Dunbrik Mfg. Company 
rth Kedzie Avenue 

Illinois 

Chicago 
5401 No 
Chicag?»s 

Attention: Mr. Carlson 

Gentlemen: 00d project 
For our re sear colors al to 

i @ These homes appe 
accurate coursing with grey f their clesn, 

puyers beomuse OF. e they 

ne ees "ee like Dunbrik been uniformity 

ere and accurately» ae. 

peg’ Feterfect corners, edges» d geet at eas i 

of She using en increasiné number Mr. Fred Walsh — Believes in building for per- 
We expect — homes we are promoting- manence — in his Lincolnwood Estates develop- 

of your Dunbrik line in Chiceg? ment he advertises and requires that all con- 

y know, 1 have bese active 
’ t i i i i tone. 

ding for many year ; and is _— be either brick, or brick and 8 

uite the mt is q 

very truly your’? 
ards. RED Je WALSH COMPANY 
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THE MANUFACTURE OF DUNBRIK IS TODAY'S 

GREATEST MANUFACTURING OPPORTUNITY. IN- 

VESTIGATE AND LET US SHOW YOU HOW YOU 

CAN OWN A DUNBRIK PLANT — HOW THE AUTO- 

MATIC DUNBRIK MACHINE WILL ENABLE YOU TO 

DOMINATE THE MASONRY MATERIAL MARKET IN 

YOUR COMMUNITY. WRITE TODAY, WHILE YOUR 

TERRITORY IS STILL OPEN — NO OBLIGATION. 

W. E. DUNN MFG. CO. 

450 W. 24th St. Holland, Michigan 



2. AMERICAN 
SPINNER EDGER 

Here’s a real money-maker and 
time-saver—the American Spinner 
for edging and matching the bor- 
ders with the body of floor work. 
This is also an excellent machine 
for stair treads, halls, closets, land- 
ings, display windows and other 
hard-to-get-at places. The patented 
design and construction of this disc 
type edger makes it a favorite with 
the professional floor trade. 

There is no cost or obligation to you. 

7. @-) TO 

1. AMERICAN 
FLOOR SANDER 
Be your own boss and make 

big money with 
Floor Sanding Machine. As 
much as $25.00 a day is not 
an unusual amount for the 
floor surfacing contractor to 
make. 
ing’’ activity is slow, there 
are always hundreds of floors 
in older homes to be resur- 
faced and finished. 

an American 

When “New Build- 

With the many outstanding 
time and money-saving fea- 
tures, American machines for 
years have been the favorites 
of floor surfacing men. In- 
vestigate the wonderful possi- 
bilities of this work today. 

3. AMERICAN 
PORTABLE SAW 

Slow hand methods on 
many jobs can be replaced 
by this speedy, electric 
portable American Saw. 
Labor saved by this saw 
will run into hundreds of 
dollars yearly. 

SEND COUPON NOW 

If you are at all interested in getting into something for yourself 
and getting out of the ‘‘old rut’”’ or if you want to increase your 
profits in your present business, sign and send in the coupon below. 

Be sure to check the kind 
of machine you are most interested in on the coupon below. 

“AMERICAN 

FLGDR SURFACING MACHINE COMPANY 

511 So. St. Clair Street 

Gentlemen: 

O American Floor Surfacing Machines. 
© American Spinner Edger Machine. 
©) American Portable Saw. 
00 I want to get into something for myself. 

Nantie .... 

Toledo, Ohio 

Without cost or obligation send complete prices on the following: 

(J I already own one, quote trade in value (make and years old)................... 

Street 

MAKE MONEY 

City State. 
J 
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Modernize Diner with Porcelain 

Enameled Panels 

NCE an old style roadside diner, Hoffman’s Diner, located 
on the Saratoga-Albany Road, near Newtonville, N.Y., was 

recently enlarged and dressed in an attractive new coat of 
porcelain enamel and offers an excellent example of what can 
be accomplished by remodeling when modern design and mate- 
rials are used. It is one of the largest restaurants of its kind 
in New York state, being 100 feet long by 16 feet wide. 
The Flexlume Corporation of Buffalo designed, fabricated 

and erected the building and signs, and approximately 3,000 
square feet of Armco enameling iron was used as a base for 
the glossy porcelain enamel. 

= 

HH 

FROM the ground to the window tops, the enameled steel panels 

covering this roadside diner are a vivid Chinese red; those above 

the unbroken line of windows, which also contain the sign, are 
light blue, while the tower over the entrance is a combination of 

the two colors. A large lot provides ample parking space. 

Wallboard with Four Beveled Edges 

Developed 

A NEW development in the manufacture of wallboard has 
been announced by the Certain-teed Products Corporation, 

New York City, with the production of a gypsum wallboard 
having all four edges beveled; this makes possible concealed 
side joints as well as concealed end joints. When two pieces of 
this “Bestwall” wallboard are placed together, the two bevels 
form a depression in which the reinforcing tape is applied; the 
tape is then covered with joint finisher, forming a smooth, 
strong joint. 

This four-bevel wallboard eliminates much of the “feather- 
ing-out” that was necessary in finishing the ends of the applied 
boards, thereby saving time and labor. Also, by permitting 
horizontal application, it furnishes additional bracing to the 
structure and provides greater strength to joints at all openings 
and corners. 

Bestwall is now being manufactured in this improved form 
only at the Acme, Texas, plant of Certain-teed, and distribution 
is limited to the area served by this plant. During the coming 
year, however, the company plans to extend production to its 
other plants, and distribution will be made nation-wide. 

INSERT in above illustration shows how taped joints can be made 

on all four sides of new bevel edge wallboard. 
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What insulation helps SELL HOUSES? 

“JOHNS-MANVILLE Ful-Thik Super Felt!” 

ss. Say Ameri@as smartest builders 

ce ence of home owners and prospects 

recognize Johns-Manville as the leading 

maker of home insulation. Why not cash in on 

this acceptance as hundreds of successful builders 

are doing . . . include the sales-making benefits 

of J-M Ful-Thik Super-Felt Rock Wool Batts 

in all your houses! This better home insulation 

costs but slightly more than thin, less efficient 

materials. It actually costs no more to install. 

And it adds these 4 advantages that make any 

home more salable: 

1. Ful-Thik Super-Felt assures maxi- 

mum year-round comfort. 

2. It provides maximum fuel savings. 

3. It gives maximum fire protection. 

4. It builds up your reputation for 
quality work. 

THE MOST IMPORTANT “HIDDEN VALUE” you can build into Get the facts. Ask for prices, and look at a sample 
your houses is the extra protection of J-M Ful-Thik of the handsome plaque which J-M provides FREE 
Super-Felt Batts. There’s no appreciable difference in for each house in which J-M Super-Felt is used. Phone 
price between Ful-Thik Super-Felt and thin, less effec- the nearest J-M office, or write Johns-Manville, 22 
tive home insulations. And it costs no more to install! East 40th Street, New York, N. Y. 

J

M

)

 

ASBESTOS AND ASPHALT SHINGLES - SUPER-FELT ROCK WOOL HOME INSULATION - INSULATING BOARD 
FLEXBOARD - ASBESTOS WAINSCOTING - HARDBOARD - ROLL ROOFINGS, etc. 
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News of the Month 

Building Activities and Meetings 

Survey of Dwelling Units Provided During 

First Half of 1940 in Nonfarm Areas 

MORE than 240,000 new dwelling units, having a permit 
valuation of approximately $825,000,000, were provided in 

the nonfarm areas of the United States during the first half of 
1940. These estimates prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statis- 
tics indicate that there is an increase of 8 per cent in the num- 
ber of dwelling units provided, as compared with the first half 
of 1939. The nonfarm area of the United States is defined by 
the Bureau of the Census as including all incorporated areas 
and all unincorporated areas except farms. 

Except for cities having a population of half a million or over, 
all city size-groups showed increases, comparing the first half 
of 1940 with the corresponding period of the preceding year. 
The rural nonfarm area, which is comprised of incorporated 
places having a population of less than 2,500 and unincorporated 
areas excluding farms, also provided more dwelling units dur- 
ing the first half of the current year than during the correspond- 
ing period of 1939. 

Of the dwelling units provided during the first half of this 
year, 21,486, or 9 per cent, were in projects under the sponsor- 
ship of the United States Housing Authority. During the first 
half of 1939, USHA projects provided 19,537 dwelling units, 
approximately the same percentage as during the corresponding 
period of the current year. 

Seventy-nine per cent of the dwelling units provided during 
the first half of the current year were in one-family dwellings, 
6 per cent in two-family dwellings, and 15 per cent in apartment 
houses. During the first half of 1939, 74 per cent of the new 
dwelling units were provided in one-family dwellings, 5 per cent 
in two-family dwellings, and 21 per cent in apartment houses. 
A comparison of the number of dwelling units provided dur- 
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ing the first half of each of the years 1939 and 1940 is shown 
in the following table by population group: 

Estimated Number of Dwelling Units Provided by New Housekeep- 
ing Construction in Nonfarm Areas of the United States During the 
First Six Months of 1940 and 1939, by Population Group, by Type 

of Dwelling 
All 1-family 2-family 

types dwellings dwellings! 
First six months of— 

1940 1939 1940 1939 1940 1939 1940 1939 
500,000 and over.....47,217 52,772 24,240 23,925 2,929 1,832 20,048 27,015 
100,000 and 

under 500,000... 39,107 35,138 27,821 23,981 3,616 2,682 7,670 

~~ F 100,000... 14,164 12,405 1,311 9,749 1,431 1,419 

: a 14,318 13,660 1,516 1,657 
22,625 23,612 1,175 

15,344 15.747 
12,440 12,433 

165,042 128,824 
58,469 61,867 

— er 223,511 190,691 . 36,778 
Percentage change... +8. +14.5 esi d —20.8 

lineludes I- and 2- bend dwellings with stores. 
“includes multifamily dwellings with stores. 

Multifamily 
dwellings? 

Population Group 

8,475 

1,729 

2,363 

2,100 

2,500 & under 5,000 13,563 
TOTAL URBAN. 175,511 

Rural 65,804 

NONFARM 

A comparison of the family-dwelling units provided, by source 
of funds, is shown in the following table by population group, 
for the first half of 1940 and of 1939: 

Estimated Number of Dwelling Units Provided by New Housekeep. 
ing Construction in Nanfarm Areas of the United States During the 
First Half of 1940 and 1939, by Population Group, by Source of 

Funds 
Total Sources of Funds 

Private USHA 
First six months of-—— 

1940 1939 1940 1939 
4,854 5,087! 
11,674 
1,728 
1,536 
986 
204 

0 
20,982 

5 ural Nonfar 58,46 65,300 
TOTAL NONFARM.. Seas 223,511 219.829 21,486 

Percentage +8.0 +7.8 +10.0 
1ineludes 240- unit project financed with New York City Municipal funds. 

Building permits in cities having a population of over 100,000 

Population Group 

HERE IT 

The perfect answer to the heating problem for the 

Low Cost House!... the new Model 80 SUPERFEX 

READ THIS GOOD NEWS: 

@ A complete modern oil burning furnace priced 

to meet the heating budget for FHA or other 

low-cost homes. 

@ All the sales advantages of modern oil heat 

with an operating cost in line with the small 

home budget. 

@ Three combinations available—manual oper- 

ation, automatic, or automatic air-conditioning 

—to fit low-cost houses of different price levels 

. . - yet one basic furnace handles all three. 

PERFEGCFION 

@ No assembly or installation headaches. Fur- 

nace comes completely set up and ready to go. 

@ It is forecast that 80% of 1941 new houses will 

be priced at $4500 or under—and here’s the 

way to put modern oil heat, even with air-con- 

ditioning, into these low-priced houses. 

@ This is a real oil furnace with built-in oil 

burner, made of finest quality materials. Long 

flue travel, large heating surfaces, 53,000 

B.t.u. at the bonnet. 

STOVE COMPANY 
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continue to show projects under the jurisdiction of the USHA 
as a much larger percentage of all public housing than the cor- 
responding percentage for private housing. During the first 
half of 1939, 35 per cent of all dwelling units provided by private 
funds were in cities having a population of 100,000 or over, while 
85 per cent of the USHA dwelling units were in this population 
group. In the first half of 1940 only 32 per cent of the dwelling 
units financed from private funds were in cities having more 
than 100,000 population, while USHA projects in these cities 
accounted for 77 per cent of the total number provided for by 
USHA. 
The estimated number of new family-dwelling units provided 

in the nonfarm area of the United States during the first half 
of 1939 and 1940 is given below, by geographic division: 

Estimated Number of Dwelling Units Provided by New Housekeep- 
ing Construction in Nonfarm Areas of the United States During the 
First Six Months of 1940 and 1939, by Geographic Division, by 

Type of Dwelling 
All 1-family 2-family Multifamily 

types dwellings dwellings! dwellings? 
Geographic division First Six months of— 

1940 1939 1940 1939 1940 1939 1940 1939 
New England... 9,160 6,455 7,599 5,463 473 374 ~=1,088 618 
Middle Atlantic........ 40,011 48,035 20,870 21,142 1,651 1,314 17,490 25,579 
East North Central. 39,170 32,623 35,768 28,667 2,028 1,007 1,374 2,949 
West North Central 15,771 15,203 14,475 12,994 514 481 782 = 1,728 
South Atlantic... 42,516 34,669 32,815 27,330 3,555 1,984 6,1 5,355 
East South Central. 12,854 12,669 10,352 5 1,291 1,411 1,201 1,724 
West South Central 24,703 24,201 20,342 20,288 1,636 1,603 2,725 2,310 
Mountai 9,816 7,666 8,545 6,516 420 386 851 764 
_ (acer 47,314 41,990 39,925 34,549 2,278 .2,007 5,111 5,434 
TOTAL U.S.........241,315 223,511 190,691 166,483 13,846 10,567 36,778 46,461 

Percentage change. +8.0 ........ re +31.0 cece === 20.8 atk: 
lfncludes {- and 2-family dwellings with stores. 
“Includes multifamily dwellings with stores. 

All geographic divisions except the Middle Atlantic showed 
increases in the number of dwelling units provided, comparing 
the first half of the current year with the corresponding period 
of 1939. The decrease in the Middle Atlantic States was caused 
by the large decline in the number of dwelling units provided 
in apartment houses. The most important gains in the number 
of dwelling units provided occurred in the South Atlantic States, 
the East North Central States, and the Pacific States. 

In the following table is given the number of family-dwelling 
units provided in nonfarm areas of the United States by source 
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of funds, for the first six months of 1939 and 1940. 

Estimated Number of Dwelling Units Provided by New Housekeep- 
ing Construction in Nonfarm Areas of the United States During the 
First Six Months of 1940 and 1939, by Geographic Division, by 

Source of Funds 
Source of Funds 

Geographic division Total Private USHA 
irst six months of— 

1940 1939 1940 1939 i 1939 
RN. TR ie catesseitisiinntssniinentaiih 9,160 6,455 7,993 455 1,167 0 
Middle Atilanti 40,011 48,035 35,5 41,768 4,456 16,267 
East North Central... 39,170 32,623 36,260 29,437 2,910 3,186 
West North Central. me 15,77 15,203 15,499 14,681 272 522 
South Atlantic... 34,669 37,576 31,673 4,940 2,996 
East South Central... 12,669 10,188 8,636 2,666 4,033 
West South Central_............. ° 24,208 20,907 21,786 3,796 2,415 

ntai 9, 7,666 9,041 7, 775 0 
Pacific 47,314 41,990 46,810 41,872 504 118 
TOTAL NONFARM...........00.. 241,315 223,511 219,829 203,974 21,486 19,537 

Percentage change.............................. +8.0 8 nv +10.0 abies a +7. 
1includes 240-unit project financed with New York City municipal funds. 

The number of dwelling units provided through private 
financing was higher in the Pacific States than in any other 
geographic division. The South Atlantic provided the second 
highest number of dwelling units, followed in order by the East 
North Central and Middle Atlantic States. Dwelling units pro- 
vided through USHA financing in the first half of 1940 were 
highest in the South Atlantic States. The Middle Atlantic 
States ranked second and the West South Central States, third. 
The estimated permit valuation of new housekeeping con- 

struction in nonfarm areas of the United States during the first 
six months of 1939 and 1940 is given in the following table, by 
geographic division: 

Estimated Permit Valuation of New Housekeeping Dwellings in 
Nonfarm Areas of the United States During the First Six Months of 

1940, by Geographic Division and by Type of Dwelling 
Geographic All 1-family 2-family Multifamily 
division types dwellings dwellings1/ dwellings2/ 

TOTAL UNITED STATES... .$824,476,000 $668,992,000 $46,786,000 $108,698,000 
New England 200000000000... 38,276,000 33,747,000 1,421,000 3,108,000 
Middle Atlantic —..................... 161,223,000 96,836,000 4,983,000 59,404,000 
East North Central... .. 165,826,000 154,620,000 6,843,00 4,363, 06 

North Central ,000 7,238,000 1,293,000 1,835 
South Atlantic —..... 131,574,000 109,010,000 542, 15,022,000 

ast Sou Central. 7,000 991 ,00€ 2,335 3,341,000 
West South Central.. 65,031,000 53,559, 00¢ 3,108,000 8,364, 
Mountain ................... a cose 25,541,000 22,685, 907,000 1,949, 
Pacific -seeee 157,972,000 128,306,00 18,354,000 11,312,000 

1/ Includes {- and 2-family dwellings with stores. 
2/ Includes multifamily dwellings with stores. 

(Continued to page 94) 

in one furnace— 

1. MANUALLY OPERATED. 

2. COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC, 

same furnace with thermostat 

and controls. 

oe SS | ea ee me 

Three combinations available 

3. AUTOMATIC AIR-CONDI- 

TIONING, same furnace with 

thermostat, controls, blower, 

filter and humidifier. 

DON’T WAIT! incde in order of receipt. Write TODAY to 

PERFECTION STOVE COMPANY, 7268-A Platt Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 

SUPERFEX 



ATTICA THEATRE, Attica, New York, presenting decorative, yet practical walls, 
cornice, and ceiling in two factory-applied colorings of Armstrong's Temlok De 
Luze. Architect: George H. Ketcham, Syracuse, New York. Temlok Wholesaler: 
Whitmer Jackson Company (Buffalo). Dealer: Batavia Lumber & Coal Company. 

NEW STRUCTURAL UNITS 

ARE QUICKLY ERECTED 

TO FURRING OR FRAMING 

Give your customers 50% more insulation at no in- 
crease in installed cost with new Temlok De Luxe 
Structural Units—made in 34” thick panels and planks 
with dimensions in multiples of 16”. Their extra 
strength permits installation direct to framing mem- 
bers (when true and even) or to furring strips 16” o. c., 
with Tem-Clips. The slight additional cost of these 
units is more than offset by savings in material and labor. 

es owners, restaurant proprietors, and com- 
mercial operators of all kinds know the importance of 

decorative, customer-attracting interiors. But when they 
select an interior finish they want their money’s worth in 
practical features as well. 

Here’s what they get with Armstrong’s Temlok De Luxe 
at one low cost. First, decoration: Temlok is available in five 
factory-applied colors, and in panels, planks, and boards 
which may be combined in many striking designs. Second, 
thicker and more efficient insulation: This versatile wall and 
ceiling material keeps rooms warmer in winter—cooler in 
summer—thus cutting fuel and air conditioning costs. Third, 
excellent light reflection: This Temlok feature assures maximum 
illumination at minimum cost. Fourth, noise-quieting: The 
sound-absorbing qualities of Temlok De Luxe are especially 
important in theatres and public buildings. Fifth, quick and 
inexpensive installation: There need be no waiting for plaster 
to dry, for Temlok can be installed to furring strips with 
convenient Tem-Clips. (New buildings are ready for occu- 
pancy weeks sooner!) Temlok De Luxe is efficiently erected 
against plaster, gypsum, and similar bases, however, with 
special Temlok Adhesive. 

You'll find Temlok De Luxe adaptable to all types of 
interiors—commercial or residential—new construction or 
remodeling. Its decorative and practical features are sure to 
please your clients. Get full details in “‘Sweet’s” 
(Section on “Insulation’’) or write to the Armstrong 
Cork Company, Building Materials Division, 
979 Concord Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 

ARMSTRONG’S TEMLOK 

INSULATION 

De Luxe Interior Finishes *« Lath ¢ Sheathing « Hardboards « Monowall 

| parts of the United States since the recent 
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NEWS— (Continued from page 93) 

Total permit valuations for dwellings of all types amounted 
to $824,476,000 during the first half of 1940. Of this approxi- 
mately $669,000,000, or 81 per cent, was for 1-family dwellings ; 
nearly $47,000,000, or 6 per cent, for 2-family dwellings; and 
approximately $109,000,000, or 13 per cent, for apartment houses. 
The highest expenditures occurred in the East North Central 
States, which accounted for total permit valuations of nearly 
$166,000,000. Other divisions accounting-for an expenditure oi 
more than $100,000,000 were the Middle Atlantic, with $161,000,- 
000; the Pacific, with approximately $158,000,000 ; and the South 
Atlantic, with more than $131,500,000. 

Permit valuations are shown, by source of funds, in the fol- 
lowing table for each geographic division: 

Estimated Permit Valuation of New Housekeeping Dwellings in 
Nonfarm Areas of the United States During the First Six Months of 

1940, by Geographic Division, and by Source of Funds 
Geographic Estimated Permit Valuation 

division Total Private USHA 
TOTAL UNITED STATES.........................../ $824,476,000 $759,885,000 $64,591,000 

New England 38,276,000 34,326,000 3,950,000 
Middle Atlantic .. 161,223,000 148, 147,000 13,076,0002 / 
East North Central —.............................. 165,826,000 156,057,000 9,769,000 
West North Central .................................. 50,366,000 9,474,0 892,000 
South Atlantic .... 131,574,000 117,784,000 13,790,000 
East Sou’h Central 28,€67,000 21,070,000 7,597,000 
West South Central 65,031,000 53,121,000 11,910,000 
Mountain wane 25,541,000 23,171,000 2,370,000 

i * a 156,735,000 1,237,000 Pacific ......... wee a 
1/ Contract values. : 
2/ Includes cost of project financed by New York City (240 units). 

August Residential Volume Largest 

Since July 1929; All Building 

Reaches Ten-Year High 

Ts total for all types of construction activity reached a ten- 
year high mark in August with a volume of $414,941,000 in 

37 states east of the Rocky Mountains, according to F. W. Dodge 
figures. Of this amount, residential building accounted for $152,- 
988,000, also establishing a new high point in volume, the largest 
since July 1929, and 20 per cent higher than that of August last 
year. 

Stimulated by the defense program, the total figures reflect the 
growing impetus of rearmament, both divisions of the industry, 
public and private, sharing in the gains. 

Statistics for the four classes of construction in 37 eastern 
states are as follows: 
37 Eastern States August, 1940 August,1939 July, 1940 
Residential  .............-2.-0-0.«. $152,988,000 $127,163,000 $140,430,000 
Non-Residential ................ 119,189,000 69,882,000 138,954,000 
Public Works. ..................-. 119,358,000 95,170,000 85,681,000 
ee 23,406,000 20,113,000 33,608,000 

MI, cisnichicsdinainitiisueninondl $414,941,000 $312,328,000 $398,673,000 

Morrill Analyzes Effect of 

Conscription on Home Building 

We. the registering of 16,500,000 men for military service in 
October check or halt the year’s pronounced upswing of 

interest in home building throughout the country? 
This is the question which hundreds of 

thousands of contractors, dealers, architects 
and skilled building trades workers are 
anxiously asking themselves. 

The answer, in the opinion of E. W. 
Morrill, general sales manager of the Insu- 
lite Company, is an emphatic “No!” 

“Analysis of hundreds of sales reports 
sent in by salesmen and dealers from all 

passage of the selective service act indicate 
that conscription will stimulate rather than 
retard home building,” said Morrill; and 
he continued, “Adoption of conscription as 
a national defense measure has led many 
potential home builders, long indifferent to the European War, 
to believe that our participation in the war is not so improbable, 

after all. And knowing that our entry in the war would result 

in rising prices, higher wages for skilled labor, increased rent, 

and a probable widespread scarcity of various building materials 

E. W. MORRILL 
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for private use, many who have delayed building are hurrying 
to escape possible extra costs by building at once. 
“Many married men of draft age now feel that they are almost 

certain to be called into service should war come. Thousands of 
these men are so concerned about their families’ future that they 
are planning to build at once, so their wives and children may be 
assured of roofs over their heads should men with families even- 
tually be called to arms. Another new group of prospective home 
builders now considering building is made up of those who are 
convinced that it is preferable to put earnings and savings into a 
permanent, tangible form of investment with high use-value, 
rather than in those depending for their value upon dividends or 
interest returns. 

“These, and other such tendencies,” concluded Morrill, “con- 
vince us that more new homes will be put up during the coming 
year than during any previous year in the past decade.” 

Develop New Metal Corner Bead 

ANEW Super-Ex corner bead has been recently developed by 
the Milcor Steel Company, Milwaukee, Wis., which, through 

the use of a half-solid, half-expanded wing, combines the rigidity 
of a solid-wing corner bead with the plaster-bonding qualities of 
an expanded metal wing. The central section of the unit is a 
“backbone” of solid steel, perforated and double-fluted for extra 
strength. The remainder of the wing is of expanded mesh, insur- 
ing a tight plaster bond and a crack-proof building corner. 
The solid wings of Super-Ex extend far enough on either side 

of the nose of the bead to reach the base wall at all points, thus 
eliminating all irregularities due to rough corners. In case of an 

accidental blow to the 
corner, major shocks 
are transmitted directly 
to the solid wall, and 
resulting minor shocks 
are diffused by the ex- 
panded metal reinforc- 
ing the plaster. Super- 
Ex is precision stamped 
and expanded from one- 
piece 24 and 26 gauge 
Titecoat galvanized 
steel. 

IMPROVED corner bead. 

Rents Low in Slum Clearance Housing 

MONTHLY rents averaging only $12.34 per home have been 
established for the first 85 public housing projects for 

which rents have been approved under the United States Hous- 
ing Authority slum clearance program. 
These shelter rents which do not include light, heat, or other 

services, range from an average of $9.98 a month for 50 projects 
in the South to an average of $14.28 for 35 projects in the North. 
The 85 projects will provide homes for 27,605 low-income 

families, or about 110,000 persons. They are located in 58 com- 
munities in 18 states and one territory and are the first of the 
475 low-rent public housing projects in the current USHA 
program to reach an occupancy status. 

In addition to shelter rent, tenants in all projects pay a small 
sum each month for utilities—such as cold and hot water, heat, 
electricity and gas—where provided. With these extras added, 
the average monthly shelter rent plus utilities for the 85 projects 
is $17.82 per home. The range throughout the country is from 
an average of $13.75 in the South to an average of $21.18 in 
the North. 
The estimated average income of the tenants in these pioneer 
— will be about $756 a year, or approximately $63 a 
month,. — 

Sixty-seven USHA projects totaling 21,671 homes now are 
occupied. By January 1, 1941, there will be 82 more projects, 
with a total of 30,684 homes, ready for occupancy. 

In addition, 1,174 USHA low-rent homes for families of 
enlisted Army and Navy personnel and low-income civilian na- 
tional defense workers are scheduled to be completed by the end 
of December. 

BOVE are the wall re- 
quirements of threetypi- 

cal housewives. If you can tell 

such women that your houses 
or apartments have wall cov- 

erings that meet these re- 
quirements, you’ve gonea long 
way toward closing the deal. 
Here are advantages Arm- 

strong’s Linowall has to offer. 

MAINTENANCE. Since 

Armstrong’s Linowall is a 

linoleum-like composition, it 

can be easily cleaned—with 

mild soapsuds. Dirt, finger 

marks, and ordinary stains 

wipe right away. Expensive 

refinishing is never necessary. 
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THE ANSWER TO A WOMAN’S DREAM 
—attractive, easy-to-clean Linowall 
used as a wainscot simplifies house- 
work in this California residence. 
Floor— Armstrong-Stedman Rubber 

Tile. Architect: Milton J. Black. 

STYLE AND PERMANENCE. Linowall’s handsome colors 

make it easy for you to plan attractive wall effects. These color- 

ings won’t scuff off, because they run right through to the 

flexible fabric back of the material. A variety of patterns and textures 

provides an attractive effect for almost every room. 

WEARABILITY. Even under moderately settling walls, Arm- 

strong’s Linowall will not crack, craze, or buckle. 

PRICE. The cost of Linowall is just about half as much as 

other permanent wall finishes. Let us send you our informative 

book, “Colorful Walls of Enduring Beauty.” Write today 

to the Armstrong Cork Company, Building Materials 

Division, 1218 State Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 
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DOORS FOR ANY BUILDING 
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POPULAR RoL-TOP DOOR 

in wood or all-steel, is built by the same 

organization — and to the same high standards 

of design and construction —as the famous 

KINNEAR STEEL ROLLING DOOR 

which, in 45 years of wide industrial and 

commercial use, has done more to increase 

door efficiency, and reduce door operation and 

maintenance costs than any other type of door. 

50, WHEN YOU NEED DOORS 

for any job, from the small home to the largest 
building—call on Kinnear! Get the advantages 

of Kinnear’s half-century of door specialization 

. . the added value of more rugged, durable 
construction ... the proved dependability of 

Kinnear’s smooth, easy, efficient operation. 

Make sure of the all-around approval that pro- 

sum = = tects your reputation, and 

m helps you get new busi- 

ness. Send for the Kinnear 

Catalog today—see for 

yourself how Kinnear 

Rolling Doors provide the 

correct answer for every 

door problem. Write! The 

Kinnear Manufacturing 

Company, 1560-80 Fields 

Avenue, Columbus, Ohio. 
5c 
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Insulation Finish Applied with New Tool 

T= new Temlok De Luxe structural units are offering fifty 
per cent thicker insulation at no increase in their installed 

cost, according to an announcement by the Armstrong Cork 
Company of Lancaster, Pa. Extra strength is derived from 
the 34-inch thickness, permitting the erection of these panel and 
plank units on furring (or direct to framing members if true, 
even, and properly bridged) 16 inches on centers. Savings in 
furring cost and installation time actually more than make up 
for the slight extra purchase price of this thicker insulating 
interior finish. 
These units are available in panels (16” x 16”, 16” x 32”, and 

16” x 48”) and in planks (16” wide by 8’, 10’, and 12’ long). 
Colors are white and cream, and the base material is Temlok. 
Proper installation of these units calls for the use of Arm- 
strong’s Tem-Clips which provide permanent, invisible, me- 
chanical support to furring strips or framing members. 

ABOVE illustration shows how a 16” x 16” Temlok De Luxe panel 

is erected directly to the ceiling joists, with two Tem-Clips being 
nailed in place against the leading edge of each panel. Prongs 

of the clips extend to grip the male edge of the next panel to be 

put in place. The workman is using the special magnetic head 

setting tool (furnished by Armstrong) which conveniently holds Tem- 

Clip and nail in proper position. 

FHA Appraisals Will Not Cover 

Unjustifiable Increases 

F EDERAL Housing Administrator Stewart McDonald has told 
manufacturers, distributors, and builders today that the FHA 

would not permit its appraisals of new home construction to 
cover any unjustifiable increases in materials prices. 

In letters to representatives and members of the building indus- 
try, Mr. McDonald said that the FHA had noted with appre- 
hension a tendency toward increased prices in building materials. 
He called attention to a statement by Leon Henderson, director 
in charge of Price Stabilization of the National Defense Com- 
mission, to the effect that recent price rises had not been justified 
by defense needs, and said, “Neither you nor the members of 
your organization, I am certain, will wish to permit anything to 
impede the current rate of home construction which is contribut- 
ing so much to economic recovery and to national defense.” 

In letters to builders Mr. McDonald further stated: “I am 
aware that the building material dealers and distributors are not 
always solely responsible for increased prices, but that they are 
often obliged to protect themselves in their 60-90 day quotations 
to speculative builders, thus tying up their current inventories.” 

Realtors to Discuss Home Building 

Outlook at Annual Convention in 

Philadelphia 

ROTH normal home building and the whole question of defense 

housing are matters of first importance in the real estate field 
today, and they will have an important place in the discussions of 
the National Association of Real Estate Boards when it meets 
for its annual convention in Philadelphia the week of Nov. 11. The 
convention will be held at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel. 
Hugh Potter, Houston, Tex., past president of the Association 

and a member of the Advisory Committee to the Federal Hous- 
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ing Administration, will open the discussion of what’s ahead for 
normal home building, addressing the Land Developers and Home 
Builders Division, of which he is a past chairman. Mr. Potter, 
a past president of the Houston City Planning Commission and 
of the Houston Real Estate Board, is head of the River Oaks 
Corporation, developers of River Oaks, one of the most beautiful 
residential developments in the country, occupying a tract of 1,000 
acres, and served by a business subcenter planned for the motor 
age. 

David D. Bohannon, San Francisco, vice chairman of the Divi- 
sion, and head of the David D. Bohannon organization, which is 
developing a number of residential communities in the San Fran- 
ciscO area in various price ranges, will give the convention his 
experience as to what is wanted and what is practical in design, 
layout and marketing of a residential tract under present-day 
conditions. Writing in Freehold, magazine of real estate, in the 
Sept. 1 issue, Mr. Bohannon says: “Recent experience has 
brought home to me the importance of location. A 27-acre tract 
opened this spring in the heart of a long-established residential 
community, an area where large estates have for long held choice 
land off the market, has sold much more rapidly, even though 
lots were smaller, than has land in a similarly attractive sub- 
division with larger lots in an identical price range but lacking 
the location factor.” 
He gives further information as to market trend on size of 

lots as follows: Lot sizes approximately 60 x 170 feet have sold 
readily for 40 cents per square foot, including quality improve- 
ments. But on the part of the property which is zoned to require 
a lot 125 feet wide, with 17,500 square feet as a minimum, the 
sites even at 26 cents per ‘square foot move more slowly. Price 
range of the houses being built on the tract is $9,500-$20,000. 
How to build and sell homes in a really low price range will 

get careful study in the Division’s sessions. 

“ASQU,” New Asphalt Roofing 

ANEW asphalt roofing, identified by the name ASQU, has 
been perfected and placed on the market by its first licensee, 

the Philip Carey Company, Lockland, Ohio. Patents covering 
the process of manufacture, the equipment used in the process, and 
the product itself, have been granted. Almost complete saturation 
of the felt is the distinguishing mark of this new roofing material. 
Ninety-eight and one-half per cent asphalt saturation character- 
izes this roofing as compared with the minimum standard of 85 
per cent saturation required by the Underwriters Laboratories. 
Lack of uniformity in asphalt saturation and incomplete satu- 

ration of the felt base have been the causes of occasional unsatis- 
factory roofing performance, it is claimed, and these sources of 
trouble are eliminated by the ASQU manufacturing process. 
Accelerated weathering tests show that these fully saturated roof- 
ings are standing up longer and giving satisfaction under more 
severe punishment than builders have experienced heretofore. The 
Philip Carey Company has now introduced ASQU roofing widely 
to the trade, and reports nation-wide favorable reaction to the 
new product. 

Ornamental Lead Lanterns for Homes 

| EDLITE is the name of a new line of lead lanterns developed 
recently by the Products Research Company, Stamford, Conn., 

to meet the demand for low cost ornamental lighting fixtures. 
For centuries lead has been closely identified with beautiful 

ornamental metal work, lighting fixtures 
being one of the most popular applica- 
tions. However, ornamental leadwork 
of this type in the past has been fairly 
expensive and restricted consequently to 
homes in the higher price brackets; 
modern Ledlite fixtures meet the budget 
requirements of even the most modest 
home, yet retaining all of lead’s charm 
and beauty. 

The everlasting lanterns are made in 
several models and designs with plain 
or ornamental beaten finishes. Both wall- 
hung and chain fixtures are available, as 
well as fixtures manufactured to the 
design of the individual specifier. 

NEW lighting fixture of lead. 

Accident 07 

Cape Cod. 

.. Became the Perfect 

Test Case for Maze Nails 

The builder of this Cape Cod home (Barn- 
stable County) recognized the superiority 
of Maze Zinclad nails and used them .. . 
but mixed in by aceident on the job were 
a quantity of ordinary shingle nails. Un- 
fortunate for the owner, for the shingles 
on a portion of his house went bad. But 
fortunate for us, because it provided the 
perfect test case for Maze nails! Exam- 
ination of the shingles on the home re- 

weathering did this vealed that the loose and rotten shingles 
— had been laid with nails which rusted— 

whereas the remainder of the shingles 
were held perfectly by Zinclad nails. We 
procured samples of each type of nail 
after eight years of weathering on the 
Cape ... we photographed them .. . and 
reproduce these pictures so that your 
own eyes will prove to you the superiority 
of Maze Zinclad nails. Could any test be 
more convincing? Is it worth the chance 
and risk to use any nails but MAZE, 
when the amount to be saved averages 

able! F only $2 per roof? 

Double the Life of Your Shingle Jobs! 

AT A COST OF ONLY $2.00 PER ROOF 

Your shingle jobs will last longer and your reputation as a builder 
will be safeguarded. Yet the extra cost of a roof laid with Maze 
Zinclad nails averages only $2 per roof. That’s so little to pay for 
so much “roof insurance.” The wise builder uses Zinclads! 

W. a. MAZE CORPART © PERU, ILLINOIS 

& 
Eight years of salt- 
laden Cape Cod 

But Maze Zinclads, 
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BONDERIZED STEEL 

WINDOWS 

1818 The Name Guarantees 1940 

THEIR EXTRA SALES APPEAL 

Actually Costs No More 

@ Hope’s Bonderized Steel Windows will make your 

houses easier to sell. Home buyers like these benefits : 

more light and 100% ventilation; effortless operation ; 

safe, easy cleaning; freedom from sticking and rat- 

tling and warping; no trouble or expense for upkeep. 

Best of all, Hope’s Holford Windows are remarkably 

low in cost to the builder... require less time and labor 

to install...and there are no ‘‘extras’’ to buy. Regard- 

less of the price class in which you build, it will pay to 

investigate Hope’s. Steel windows saved $996,629 

in forty-six recent U.S. low-cost housing projects. 

Write for catalog 68ABO 

HOPE’S WINDOWS, Inc. 

Jamestown, N. Y. 
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Flexible Moulding Seals Joint at 

Tub and Wall 

NAIRN Tub Moulding is a new product created by Con- 
goleum-Nairn, Inc., Kearny, N.J., for the purpose of seal- 

ing joints between bathtub and wall in installations of built-in 
bathtubs and Nairn wall linoleum. This moulding is a specially 
designed filet strip of sponge rubber faced with solid 
rubber to provide a permanent, watertight, decorative and seal- 
ing joint around the tub and wall. While primarily designed 
for use with Nairn wall linoleum, it may be used with tile or 
other wall finishes. It will also serve as a protective seal and 
joint between floor and tub. 

Nairn tub moulding is flexible, will follow contours of the 
tub, and will accommodate seasonal movement between tub and 
wall without breaking the seal. Its flexibility makes continu- 
ous one-piece installations easy, and may be used from one end 
of the tub joint to the other without any cutting except for a 
small notch at the sharp right angle of the inside corner. The 
hard rubber outer surface is impervious to soap and hot water. 

The new material is carton-packed, with a 15-foot strip of 
Nairn tub moulding, proper amount of adhesive, an applicator 
brush and an instruction folder. 

a 

RUBBER moulding applied around bathtub with adhesive perma- 

nently seals this joint between wall and fixture. 

Low-Rent Public Housing Kept Simple 

ACCORDING to an analysis by the United States Housing 
Authority, elimination of frills and gadgets on dwellings for 

low-income families from the nation’s slums is producing simple, 
economical and comfortable homes at low costs. This “de- 
gadgeting” process is keeping low-rent public housing definitely 
out of the “de luxe” class. 
Among the major departures from design and equipment used 

by private builders which have radically reduced costs, the fol- 
lowing are common to most homes built in the USHA program: 
Room areas are held to a minimum for health and comfort. 

These areas are smaller than are usually provided for dwellings 
for higher income groups. ; 
Cooking and dining space are combined, or dining space 1s 

provided in living rooms. 
Kitchen equipment—such as ranges, sinks and work top cabi- 

nets—are of the same height, but continuous kitchen counters are 
not provided. 

Porches and balconies are provided only where the climate 
makes them necessary for living comfort. 

Exterior and interior trim for decorative purposes are held 
to a minimum. 

Fireplaces, built-in bookcases, shower baths, tiled bathroom 
walls and similar items are omitted. 

All hardware is of simple and durable design. Latches only, 
instead of locks, are usually used for interior doors. 

Lighting fixtures are simple, but effective and serviceable. 
Doorbells and speaking tubes are installed only in buildings 

where they are deemed indispensable. 
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Other economies designed to reduce costs and bring rents with- in the means of low-income families removed from slum dwell- ings, which have been found practical in many projects con- structed by local housing authorities are: 
Basements are rarely provided for individual dwelling units. Cement finish floors are used in dwelling units in the majority of projects because it has been demonstrated that they are dur- able, economical to maintain, and satisfactory from the health and comfort standpoint. 
Where climate permits, separate individual heating units, oper- ated by the tenants, are used rather than central heating plants, except in larger apartment-type buildings. 
Refrigerators and kitchen ranges, which are part of the equip- ment for most dwellings, are of ‘simplified yet serviceable types, developed by manufacturers co-operating with USHA engineers. The refrigerators have no interior light or door on the ice tray compartment and are without exterior decoration or “selling point” finish. Ranges have no pilot light burner ignition and only one burner for broiler and oven. 
Doors are not provided for kitchen 

except where food is to be stored. 
Facilities for recreation and community activities are likewise provided with a minimum of expense; these usually include a meeting room, social clubroom or place for the pursuit of studies and hobbies. Equipment usually is installed by the tenants under direction of local municipal recreational, educational and welfare workers. Residents of the neighborhoods adjoining the projects often participate in these activities. 

shelving and storage space 

Unions Agree to Speed Defense 
(0-OPERATING to speed up economical construction of low- rent housing for national defense workers, building trades unions throughout the country are agreeing to work double shifts of mechanics at Straight time wages on defense housing projects financed by the United States Housing Authority. This arrangement, which cuts building time in half without substantially increasing cost, already has been made in seven localities. It is based on resolutions adopted by the local unions which provide that they will furnish double shifts at straight time on an 8-hour day, 40-hour week basis. Only where individuals or shifts work more than 8 hours in one day, or more than 40 hours in one week, is an overtime rate to be paid. 
Localities in which unions already have adopted this resolution are: Montgomery, Ala.; Columbus, Ga.; Pensacola, Fla.; East Moline, Moline, Rock Island and Rantoul, Iii. 
Negotiations leading to the setting up of similar arrangements in other localities where USHA defense housing projects have been approved by President Roosevelt now are being carried on by Walter V. Price, director of the USHA Labor Relations Division. 

Pe 

IN THE recently completed Bankers Life Building, Des Moines, Shown above, 
bath before being admitted. Equipped with the new Westinghouse Precipitron System which removes as much as 99 Per cent of dirt Particles, it is estimated that about 270 bushels of material will be taken from the air that is cleaned in a year’s time. 

Towa, | all air must check its dirt at the entrance and take a | 
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Something 

every 

woman 

wants... 

4 

..is a full-length mirror, and by far the easiest 

and most practical way to supply this want is 

in a mirror door of Western Pines. Doors of 

even-grained, soft-textured Western Pines lend 

themselves readily to built-in mirrors. Sug- 

gest them to your clients. 

THE WESTERN PINES WILL DO YOUR 

NEXT JOB BETTER—TRY THEM 

Western Pine Association, Yeon Building, Portland, Oregon 

“Idaho White Pine “Sugar Pine 

“Ponderosa Pine 

*THESE ARE 
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Unused Space Made Into 

Rentable Small Apartment 

the average home modernization covering the finishing 
of attic space into an extra bedroom or so, or in the fix- 

ing up of a basement for a hobby or game room, the conversion 
of unused space into a rent-producing unit in a home is of more 
than a little interest. As described here, the work covered the 
transforming of an old neglected fruit cellar into a modern bachelor 
apartment at comparatively small cost. Since there is similar 
space in the form of added rooms at the rear of many old homes, 
frequently called summer kitchens, woodsheds, or storage rooms, 
what has been done here may inspire other changes like this one. 

In this case the completed apartment, located in a western city, 
brought a return of $30 per month rent, and several other units 
like it could have been filled from the list of applicants. 

Before the rejuvenation, the out of the way room stood, an 
eyesore—its uneven brick wall broken in places, its common 
wooden steps and battered chimney apparently revealing an un- 
repairable condition. But less than thirty days later it was the 

AX tee seer there is nothing particularly newsworthy in 

THE WESTERN PINES———' 

| pride of the neighborhood. 
Following a general cleaning up of the room, the walls were 

lined with 1 x 12 knotty pine, a low cost construction material. | 
From the ceiling to, within two feet of the floor, the pine boards 

ALONG the side opposite the kitchenette, the apartment features 

builtin bunks, a gas grate and mantel, and a built-in desk. 
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exactly like the other? 

101 

Masonite TemPerep Prespwoop 

...« TWO SIDES TO THE SAME QUESTION 

PROBLEM: Given two living-rooms with identical dimensions, 
how would you design each room so that it would not look 

ABOVE: Rear room before conversion of this space into living quar- i 

ters indicates what a hopeless appearing condition existed. Changes | 
were limited mainly to interior finish and equipment at a cost WJ 
of approximately $200, which did not include bathroom fixtures. 

were applied vertically, and bottom ‘two feet were placed diagonally | 
—S 

to relieve the plainness of the effect. 
Over the cement floor, a new pine floor was laid and a Celotex SOLUTION No. 1—By using Masonite Tempered Presdwood for 

ceiling made the room attractive and cool in summer and warm in walls, ceiling and built-in furniture, many surface variations 
winter. can be achieved without basic structural changes. Tempered 

Next in line was the placing of two “man sized” bunks in one Presdwood is a low-cost, all-wood board that can be cut or 
corner of the room, with a nine inch mantel extending from the sawed with ordinary wood-working tools and nailed to studs. 
bunks to the opposite corner. Built into the mantel was a small In this solution, the outstanding feature is the bay-window effect 
gas heater giving a miniature fire place effect, and beside it a produced by furring down the ceiling with Tempered Presdwood. 
small built-in desk folded completely out of the way. 
The opposite side of the room features built-in cupboards, ee 

closet and kitchen stove and table, all folding compactly back into 
the wall; the apartment offers a table, an ironing board, and ote 
complete kitchen facilities for two. In the corner, a closet provides Ki My I | ii 
space for ample clothes storage and a cedar chest. i Wk Hr 

Lighting the room with old fashioned lamps wired for electricity WT Ye I] WH ' | | 
gave the room just the rustic touch it needed. An ancient musket, ieee oo ry | | el 
powder horn, and knapsack added to the novelty. The bunks were | Lb -_ \ Sake 75 im | 
not overlooked in comfort equipment, their inner-spring mattresses ) i} I Vy | ry _ii Fe] 
offering as fine a bed as could be found. 1) || ee SS 

All in all, the transformation of the room was not only a if 
profitable venture, but one from which a great deal of satisfaction i} 
in “making something from nothing” was obtained. li | 

Of course, to suit the needs of various home owners the plans ty 
lor the room could be changed for any purpose, whether for a 
child’s playroom, guest or maid’s quarters or a “hide away” for 
father, with his easy chair and one side of the room left for a 
library —Walter H. Samuelson. 

b! 7-—>Mantel 

[ Ag Trae Double 
ook Case Bunks 

APARTMENT ROOM 
15-0" 15:0" 

Benches sli 
out here 

d ieao Table 

RIGHT: Living quarters val i t 
as shown in this plan of ; 

Gn apartment room are 
complete, although com- 

Pact. Within this limited 

Space, formerly an aban- 

e 
= ' ' ' ! 

Nome__ 
doned fruit cellar, a great 
deal of livability and rus- Address____ 

tic charm will be found. City 
eee ee eee 

Presdwood desk. . 

me eH 

SOLUTION No. 2— The design of this room stresses utility. The 
long window is left flush with the inside walls. Built-in Tempered 
Presdwood sofa is flanked on one end by a built-in Tempered 

. on the other end by built-in radio cabinet. 
Additional bookshelf space is also provided. The marble-smooth 
surface of Tempered Presdwood can be painted or enameled. 
Properly used, the board will not warp, chip, split or crack. 

THE WONDER WOOD OF A THOUSAND USES 

SOLD BY LUMBER DEALERS EVERYWHERE 

COPYRIGHT 1940, MASONITE CORPORATION 

Ir you would like to examine a sample of Masonite Tem- 

pered Presdwood Free, just fill out and mail this coupon to: 

MASONITE CORPORATION, Dept. AB-10-40 
111 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill. 
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DEXTER-TUBULAR 

LOCKS./LATCHES 

Learn how Dexter-Tubular will cut-the-cost of hard- 

ware on a house job. How the Big savings is made 

thru “Drill-Hole” installation. How Life-Time War- 

ranty and “High-Style” designs help sell the job. 

Write for all the Facts. No obligation. 

National Brass Company, Mfrs. 

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 

Builders Hardware 
Cabinet Hardware 
Screen Door Hardware 
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“Buy Home with Rent Money” 

Is a Timely Sales Approach 

for Builders 

UILDERS, bankers, realtors, dealers—all the ac- 

B tive selling forces of the home building industry 

are taking advantage of the present very attractive 

and advantageous home financing terms to change rent- 

ers into home owners. With a small down payment, 
future monthly deposits, “just like rent,” acquire the 

new home and eventually lead to complete ownership. 

“How much do you pay in rent?” is the challenging 

question which many of the savings and loan associa- 

tions are asking the renting public through their little 

magazine, “Home Life,’ which is edited by the UV. S. 

Savings and Loan League and distributed by its local 

associations. This article brings out the truly astonishing 
sums of money which the average renter pays out during 

a lifetime of paying rent to the other fellow instead of 
to himself. The explanation of this table and of other 

pertinent home buying facts, addressed directly to the 

renter or prospective home buyer, is quoted as follows: 

“Here is a simple arithmetical schedule that has been 

set up to show you how much you will actually pay out 

in rent over a period of 1 to 25 years. It is simply the 

totals of the monthly rent added together. You could 
work out the same chart for yourself. But together 

these figures represent amazingly large figures—sums 

that are a little frightening when you think that they 

drain your pocketbook and all you have to show for the 

money spent is a pile of rent receipts. 
“The amount of money you will spend during the time 

your family is growing up or during your married life- 

e H. Town — Gen. 

The Wall Mark of Quality! 

Architects, Craftsmen and Dealers who specify, use, stock and 

sell the original Ohio White Finish and its famous twin, Hawk 

Spread, know these brands help insure their reputation. Both are 

always packed in distinctively striped Red Zig Zag Bags - - the 

mark of enduring beauty for plastered walls and ceilings..... ‘ 

The Ohio Hydrate & Supply Co., Woodville, Ohio. 

Bailey Junior High Gobest, Focteen, pRostestops. Architect, N.W.Overstreet &A. 
mtractor, 

A. C. Hopton = Dealer, H. L. White Lumber Yard —all of Jackson, Mississippi. 
Ohio White Finish used. 

W. J. McGee & Son — Plastering Contractor, é 
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time are figures which amount to the cost of a very 

fine home if you are to apply them all at once to the 

purchase. The United States Life Table has a chart 

which shows the joint expectation of the life of the 
husband and wife beginning at certain specified ages. 
These figures are based on fact and denote the number 

of years of family life the average married couple may 

expect to have together. 

“These years are the years when your own home is 

(Continued to page 104) 

Rent Paid 
| PerMonth lyr. 2yrs. Syrs. 10 yrs. 1S yrs. 20 yrs. 25 yrs. 

$25 $300 $600 $1500 $3000 $4500. $6000 $7500 
30 360 720 1800 3600 5400 7200 9000 
35 420 840 2100 4200 6300 8400 10500 
40 480 960 2400 4800 7200 9600 12000 
45 540 1080 2700 . 5400 8100 10800 13500 
50 600 1200 3000 6000 9000 12000 15000 
ou ou 660 1320 3300 6600 9900 13200 16500 
60 720 1440 3600 7200 10800 14400 18000 
65 780 1560 3900 7800 11700 15600 19500 
70 840 1680 4200 8400 12600 16800 21000 c- 
75 900 1800 4500 9000 13500 18000 22500 =z 

960 1920 4800 9600 14400 19200 24000 

JOINT EXPECTATION OF LIFE OF HUSBAND | Factory guar- anteed for Life-Time! 

AND WIFE AT SPECIFIED AGES" Learn how this bond to satisfaction helps sell the 
Present house job. How Dexter Tubular Locks cuts-the-cost 
Age of Present Age of Husband thru “Drill-Hole” installation. Send for complete 
Wife 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 information. No obligation. 
20 35.5 33.6 31.4 
25 33.8 32.2 304 28.2 
30 30.7 29.1 27.3 25.1 . 
8 1S Md 2 ne National Brass Company, Mfrs. 

45 21.1 19.6 17.7 15.5 GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 
50 178 163 146 126 : , 

“According to United States Life Table. Builders Hardware 
Cabinet Hardware 
Screen Door Hijrdware 

A POWERFUL HELP in MAKING the HOME OWNER HAPPY 

—at a PROFIT— g,stcl/ YOUNGSTOWN 
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. The Proof of the Pudding 

is in the Profit! 

Profit for the Builder- 

Low Cost- 

A product made inexpensive by 
mass production. 

Easy and Quick Installation- 

One man can install the average 
kitchen in a day. 

Profit for the Home Owner- 

Low Cost- 

ave Widhen ter cout te Youngstown Pressed Steel, Div. Mullins Mfg. Corp. 
price of a good refrigerator. Wem Cite. 

The above illustrations give an Increased Home Resale Value- Please send my copy of the Y. P. S. Kitchen Catalog. 
idea how an efficient work center . N can be built eround a Y. P. S. Always in style, always like new. I i aisctciieinintinestittincetecevininciebi nscennseerasonnncccnsvrensscsscsecenssosocsooss 

cabinet sink. ae 

WRITE TODAY FOR BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED Street weveeseencnsce - sosensessnssesesenseneseegees 

CATALOG AND FULL INFORMATION City : we 



MAKE THIS SIGN 

YOUR Seg POINT 

OU can make the “Wolmanized Lumber*’”’ 

sign help you sell houses. Let prospects see 

the sign, then explain it like this: 

“This house is really built to give you satisfac- 

tion. You’ve seen its many conveniences. Another 

important one is the use of Wolmanized Lumber 

for sills, joists, and subfloor. Wolmanized Lumber 

gives you protection against decay and termite 

damage. It prevents serious, expensive repairs. 

This house is built to last.” 

That is an honest, convincing selling argument, 

but not an expensive one. Using Wolmanized 

Lumber at danger points adds less than 2% to the 

total cost of a house. It is easy to handle, too, 

being clean, dry, odorless, and paintable. 

Wolmanized Lumber is the only material of its 

kind which is always treated according to one 

standard set of specifications, and sold by lumber 

suppliers throughout the country under one 

brand. Its good reputation gives you depend- 

able selling help. AMERICAN LUMBER & TREATING 

COMPANY, 1645 McCormick Building, Chicago. 

Other Selling Helps i.) 

Send for samples of these folders, 

which help you explain forcefully to 
your prospects the advantage of con- 
struction with Wolmanized Lumber. 

LUMBER 
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(Continued from page 103) 

the most desirable place to live, because of the important 
activities of rearing and training your children and in 

sharing a rich and full life together. In these years rent- 
like payments can buy your home. 

“Just for fun—and for an interesting analysis of your 
own situation—figure out your life expectancy, and apply 

it to the current figure you are paying for rent. Think 
what a beautiful home you could buy with the money 

represented in that single classification! Actually, the 

figure you arrive at in the rent schedule is not a true 

picture of what you will spend for housing. In a period 

of 1 to 25 years there are apt to be changes and fluctua- 
tions in rents and during some periods you will pay 

considerably more or considerably less than your current 
schedule. There is also the possibility of a gradually 
increasing rent schedule through the years as your family 

increases in size and as you increase your earnings. 

“With all these possibilities for a still larger rent 
total than the chart shows, you can see that that amount 

of money, invested in a home, would provide a very serv- 

iceable as well as beautiful home for you for now and 
for all the years you might be paying out rent. If the 

figures in these charts are impressive in your circum- 

stances, let us help you make a home of your own a reality. 

“Did you know that a down payment of only a reason- 

able portion of the total purchase price, plus a monthly 

rent-like payment, will permit you to occupy now and 

enjoy while you are paying for your own home? We 

can give you not only complete and economical financing 
—but friendly helpful service, which will make every 

step of home purchase or construction simple and 

understandable. All details will be handled here, and 

you will be assured that the home on which one of our 

loans is granted is a sound investment for the future. 

TOO COLD 
* for comfort - - 

NOT COLD ENOUGH 

to start the furnace 
To care for such a contingency, ever 
bathroom should be equipped wit 
this handsome, built-in unit . . . the 

Noe ELELTAIL © 

A flip of the switch —and there is quick, safe heat — the 
room is comfortably warmed in a few minutes. And when 
the furnace is in operation, and extra heat is needed, the 
QUIKHETER supplies it quickly. 

Artistically Finished in Chromium 

and installed flush with the wall, the @QUIKHETER is 
an ornament as well as a producer of comfort and con- 
server of health. Made in 1,000 to 1 500 watt sizes, for 
small and large rooms—and priced economically. 

Recommend the Installation 

of the @QUIKHETER in new construction and in remod- 
eling —not only in bathrooms, but in bedrooms, dressing- 
rooms and children’s playrooms. 

There is a Wholesaler Near You 

who will make quick delivery from stock. Write us for his 
name — and for descriptive circular. 

Srank Adam 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 

ST. LoUuIs 

UIKHETER 
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BOOKS on BUILDING 

A REVIEW of current publications in the build- 

ing field. For information about these books, 

write American Builder, Book Service Dept., 

30 Church Street, New York City, or the publishers. 

THE BUILDING ESTIMATOR'S REFERENCE BOOK AND THE VEST | 
POCKET ESTIMATOR—by Frank R. Walker. 1940. 9th. 1700 pages, 
illus. 41/2 x 6'/2, flexible. Frank R. Walker Co., Chicago. $10.00. 

The Silver Anniversary Edition of these standard reference 
books for estimating construction costs of all kinds of buildings, 
completely revised and rewritten and brought up-to-date. They 
are as valuable to the small contractor as to the large one because 
they contain information, estimating and cost data on all types 
of house construction, as well as for industrial and business struc- 
tures. All items entering into the making of construction estimates 
are arranged for ready reference, giving complete itemized material 
quantities and labor hours to perform any class of work. New ma- 
terials, improved methods and labor-saving tools are also described. 
“The Vest Pocket Estimator” contains in tabular form often-used 
estimating and cost data for ready reference. 

BUSINESS METHODS IN THE BUILDING FIELD—by George Schob- 
inger and Alexander M. Lackey. 1940. 350 pages. 6!/2 x 9'/4, 
cloth. McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York City. $3.50. 

A practical manual of business methods and documentary pro- 
cedure in the development and execution of industrial, power and 
building projects. The book covers the range of contract docu- 
ments and provides useful checking lists, as well as specimen forms 
for a complete building project. Chapter headings are as follows: 
Contract Relationships; The Agreement; The Advertisement and 
the Information for Bidders; The General Conditions of the Con- 
tract and Special Conditions; Suretyship and Insurance; The 

(Continued to page 106) 

SEE VOUR HEATING 

DEALER 

ASK HIM TO SHOW THESE 

SMASH 

HITS! 

GAS-FIRED LINE (7 SIZES) 

MODEL 001 (OIL-FIRED) 

Compare specifications and you will 
know why these new Gar Wood 
Home Heating Units give your cli- 
ents greatest value and best perform- 
ance ... are genuine Gar Wood 
products throughout ... with desir- 
able features found in no other units. 

> 
MODEL 60 

Smallest and 
lowest priced 
in Line of 7 
Gas-Fired 

Units 

The new Gar Wood units (oil- or 
gas-fired) heat, filter, humidify and 
circulate conditioned air—provide air 
filtering and power-blower, comfort- 
cooling in summer. 

MODEL 001 
(Oil-Fired) 

GAR WOOD INDUSTRIES, Inc. 
AIR CONDITIONING DIVISION * DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: ENGINEERING INDUSTRIES. LTD TORONTO, ONT 

Write for descriptive literature. 

ANOTHER 

Sclling Feature 

ADDED 

CHROME PLATED 

HANDLE-LOCK NOW 

REGULAR EQUIPMENT 

Convenient! Provides protection 

against forced entrance (has 
catches on both side jambs, in- 
side). Smart, modern design. 

JUNIOR "“Over-the-Top" Light Door 
Equipment made an instant hit with 
dealers, because it brought many of the 
distinctive selling features of the original 
“Over-the-Top" Door Equipment, at pop- 
ular prices. Now equipped with the new 
automobile-type handle-lock, it should 
be easier than ever to sell. Though 
“Junior” is lighter, it is nonetheless effi- 
cient .. . it's especially designed for the 
new, modern light doors of 150 Ibs. or 
less, within the limits of 6'6" to 7' high 
and up to 8' wide (which now can be 
obtained from your sash and door job- 
ber) ... and it's priced for quick sales. 
Write today for information and prices. 

be 
Simple, compact. Remarkably 
easy to install. 

FRANTZ MANUFACTURING COMPANY eye 
Operates with oes ame smooth- Sterling, Uinois ness of high-priced models. 

LIGHT DOOR EQUIPMENT 



Standard concrete masonry units help 
achieve this interesting wall effect eco- 
nomically. Horizontal joints tooled; ver- 
tical joints obscured by striking flush 

in wide variety... one reason for 

the sales appeal of 

CONCRETE Homes 

If you are looking for sales- 
making eye-appeal, consider 
Concrete! The wide choice 
of attractive textures and 
patterns obtainable with 
concrete masonry and rein- 
forced concrete will help 
you give variety and distinc- 
tion to your homes. 

CONCRETE HOMES ALSO ARE 

@ Firesafe. 
@ More comfortable and dry 

in all weather. 
@ Resistant to dampness, 

termites. 
@ Free from sagging walls 

and other costly, annoy- 
ing faults, as only a rigidly 
built home can be. 

@ BETTER VALUES! Con- 
crete construction means 
little or no higher price 
tag—/ess cost to owner in 
the long run, thanks to low 
maintenance and high re- 
sale value. 

Over 45,000 new concrete 
homes built in past 4 years, 
and you'll see more and more 
of them. Proof that pong 
want concrete. Write for 
additional facts. 

Ou.e of many concrete masonry random 
ashlar patterns 

SMa cteuendin. 
Coursed ashlar— with vert 

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION 

Dept. 10-3, 33 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
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BOOKS — (Continued from page 105) 

Specifications; The Drawings; The Estimate; Syllabus of Busi- 
ness Procedure; The Check List; Example of Procedure and 
Practice for a Building Project in a Metropolitan Area. 

AN AIR-CONDITIONING PRIMER—by William Hull Stangle. 1940. 
236 pages, illus., tables, charts, diagrams. 6 x 9, cloth. McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., Inc., New York City. $2.50. 
A complete and easily understandable introduction to air con- 

ditioning, telling what it is and what it can do, and explaining its 
technical fundamentals, the methods of applying them, and the 
many types of equipment available and how they work. The book 
is divided into two parts: Part I covers the basic characteristics 
of heat, air, people, and houses, which comprise the fundamentals 
and essentials of comfort air conditioning ; Part II covers the ap- 
plication and apparatus which comprise the more practical adapta- 
tion of the fundamentals of Part I. Necessary tables and charts 
are given in the Appendix. 

SELLING REAL ESTATE TODAY—by Hobart Brady. 1940. 100 
pages. 6 x 9, cloth. The Dartnell Corp., Chicago. $1.50. 

A compact manual on real estate selling methods that will work 
today, written by a man in daily contact with the same practical 
problems of selling real estate that face every broker and salesman. 
The contents include: This Business of Ours; Why Brokers Are 
Necessary; Increasing Your Effectiveness; Your Prospect; 
Strategy of Creative Selling; The Art of Negotiation; and, Com- 
mon Objections and Effective Answers. 

HOW TO DESIGN AND INSTALL PLUMBING—by A. J. Matthias, 
Jr. 1940. 388 pages, 330 illus. 534 x 8!/2, cloth. American Tech- 
nical Society, Chicago. $3.00. 

A “how-to-do-it” book containing information of value to be- 
ginners and apprentices as well as to experienced plumbers. Some 
of the subjects covered are: Municipal and private sewage dis- 
posal; materials used for sewer pipe and fittings; storm drainage; 
ventilation; soil; water supply; house service; domestic hot wa- 
ter supply, and plumbing fixtures. 

ROLLER PLAIN OR BEARINGS 

6 Cu. Ft. Capacity — 14 Ga. 

Tray. ¢ 30 In. or 36 In. Diameter 

Wheels. ¢ Flat or Oval Tires. « 

Heat Treated Under Slung Axle. 

e Can be Furnished with 30 In. 

x 34% In. Pneumatic Tires. 

STERLING WHEELBARROW CO. 

WISCONSIN MILWAUKEE, 
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LETTERS from Readers 

on All Subjects © 

Facts, opinions and advice 

welcomed here 

Plans to Reproduce World's Fair Home 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
To the Editor : 

In your June, 1940, issue of the American Builder you ran a 
story on pages 45, 46 and 47 on the Typical American Home, the 
dedication of which was attended by Mayor LaGuardia, Grover 
Whalen and other notables. 

It is our ambition to reproduce this home in Milwaukee and we 
are naturally desirous of making such contacts that will enable 
us to obtain copies of the publicity that this home received in 
the New York papers. ’ 

It appears to the writer that the editors of some of the New 
York newspapers must have written up some editorial in their 
real estate sections on the dedication of these homes at the 
World’s Fair and as a subscriber of your magazine we appeal 
to you to send us whatever publicity you may have gathered from 
the newspapers, or otherwise to advise us where we can obtain 
copies of this publicity by quoting to us the newspapers and the 
dates that the story was carried. 

JAY CONSTRUCTION CO. 

For and Against the New Deal 
Woonsocket, R. I. 

To the Editor: 
Your magazine is doing a fine work in trying to protect the con- 

tractors and builders from government meddling and government 
competition. 

(Continued to page 108) 

For Garages—factories— 

warehouses—service 

stations and markets 

Easy to operate—at- 
tractive appearance—sim- 

ple to install—weatherproof. 
Here is perfection in overhead door 
construction . . . no bulky or compli- 
cated mechanism to clutter up the in- 
terior of the building—so easy to oper- 
ate women and children can easily 
open and close the Glideover door. 

The Wagner Manufacturing Company have 
had many years of experience in building 
high speed elevator door Faye _equip- 
ment. This experience has utilized in 
the design ot the Glideover Door which 
accounts for the 100% satisfactory perform- 
ance. Wagner Electric Door Controls 
may be furnished for Glideover or any other 
type of door. 

Get the facts on Glideover Doors. Write for 
new bulletin giving complete details. 

Wagner Mfg. Co. 

Dept. AB 1040, Cedar Falls, lowa 
Serving The Building Trade For Over 

33 Years 

GO FOR IT! 

tt ” 

K. 0. ’s 

KITCHEN ODORS 

* 

WHISKS AWAY 

SMOKE, FUMES 

* 

PULLS OUT 

HEAT 

os 

ENDS GREASY 

GRIME 

ah 

onty ILG HAs THE SELF-COOLED 

MIRACLE MOTOR THAT “freacthes” 

NEVER “GUMS-UP” 

Informed women who “shop” for 
modern homes or apartments want and 
expect ILG Kitchen Ventilators. For 
their complete satisfaction, specify the 
fan that is weatherproof. . . trouble- 
free .. . smooth, effortless and supremely 
— in operation ... adjustable for 
ifferent width walls ... has certified 

ratings . . . and is backed by the time- 
tested ‘“CONE-NAME-PLATE GUAR- 
ANTEE”—that’s ILG! Call in your 
nearby ILG sales engineer now, or 
write today for Bulletin H-511. 

ADVERTISED NATIONALLY TO HOME-LOVERS 
Cut down sales resistance by suggesting and specifying 
ILG—the nationally-accepted Ventilator! Consistently 
advertised for over 20 years—now featured in House and 
Garden and House Beautiful, 

ILG ELECTRIC VENTILATING CO. 
2852 N, CRAWFORD AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL. 

Offices in 42 Principal Cities 

Completely 
*K. enclosed motor 

is self-cooled 
by fresh outside air... stays 
clean . . . never reached by 
grease or smoke to interrupt 
service, shorten lifel Low 
Operating cost, no radio 
interference. 

VENTILATION 

*AIR CHANGE... NOT JUST AIR MOVEMENT! 



| want my kitchen 

modern! 

Anp way not! A kitchen that has the benefit of 
modern planning is a pleasanter place to work. 
And the builder knows it’s the kind of room that 
helps sell a house to a woman. 

Take the sink, for example. When you install 
a “formed” sink, porcelain enameled on ARMCO 
Ingot Iron, you not only have the powerful sales 
features of modern lines and long-time luster, but 
you can tell your prospects that the porcelain 
enamel is acid-resisting at no extra cost. With the 
increasing use of fruit juices, this is important. 

Another sales advantage is the Armco label, 
which you cen have not only on formed-iron 
sinks, but on laundry tubs, bathtubs and lava- 
tories when raade of Armco Ingot Iron. That 
label, backed by more than 25 years of national 
advertising, is. your customers’ assurance of fine 
metal under fine porcelain enamel. Write for spec- 
ifications and prices. The American Rolling Mill 
Company, 2541 Curtis Street, Middletown, Ohio. 

ARMCO INGOT IRON 

A NAME KNOWN TO MILLIONS 
seetione 

©@ Hot-water Hint: The new- 
est thing in hot-water tanks 
is one that’s porcelain enam- 
eled inside onl out on ARMCO 
Ingot Iron. Less chance of cor- 
rosion leaks and rusty water. 
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| LETTERS — (Continued from page 107) 

Do the government crackpots ever stop to think about what the 
ultimate result of their methods is? They spent millions for 
propaganda trying to create a building boom and then drive the 
sensible, responsible, builder and real estate developer out of busi- 
ness by putting on USHA programs or threatening them. They 
use the taxpayer’s money to put the taxpayer out of business. 

, Here in Woonsocket real estate values take a drop with every 
report of the USHA program to be undertaken. 
We are renting two-family 6-room 14-year old houses that cost 

$7,500 for $23 per month, and yet the government politicians are 
trying to catch a slum vote by bearing down on the property 
owners. If the government wants to increase building let them 
reduce the taxes and building will spurt ahead on its own initiative. 

CARLTON J. ALDRICH. 

1101 N. Estelle, 
Wichita, Kans. 

To the Editor: 
Your editorial in the September 1940 issue takes the blue ribbon 

| for stupidity and distortion. You better go back to kindergarten. 
Historians, economists, and the preponderant portion of the Amer- 
ican people agree that 

1. The Republican Party, by its imbecility and intellectual 
sterility caused the wreck of 1929. That the business men who 
had a stranglehold on Government during the disgraceful Harding- 
Coolidge-Hoover era, were totally incompetent to correct the 
economic impasse they created. 

2. That the New Deal has (1) ended abuse of the national 
well-being by the wealthy and powerful economic units; (2) has 
restored better and sounder business; (3) has brought a better 
sense of order and coherence to America than ever it had in his- 
tory, and (4) has immeasurably added to the standard of living 
and security of more people than ever before in the U. S. A. 

M. ROBERT SAMBER. 
(The above communication was received on a postal card. 

SMITH 312-S MIXERS are 
equipped with spring- 
mounted axle, anti-friction 
bearings, machine cut gears, 
enclosed crankcase engine 
and pneumatic tired disc 
wheels. Write for literature. 
The T. L. SMITH CO. 
2849 N. 32nd St., Milwaukee, Wis. 
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Inquiry at Wichita, Kans., about the author brought the following 
reply :—EDITOR). 
“Do not locate M. Robert Samber, 1101 N. Estelle, but have 

located M. Robert Samborski, 1103 N. Estelle. He is a Polish 
lawyer who came here from Chicago about a year ago. He is 
now with the Wichita Federal Savings and Loan Association, 
promoting savings accounts and general utility man.” 

Pullman, Washington. 
To the Editor: 

I have just received the September copy of: American Builder. 
I note your message on Government Housing. It is my sentiment, 
and I am glad the American Builder has spoken. Every community 
where “Defense Workers” are called has men and equipment 
sufficient that can supply the need. As a taxpayer I protest the 
plea of the USHA. I wish you would forward this with your 
message to our congressman. 

L. O. DANA. 

Bridgeport, Conn. 
To the Editor : 

Jim, when | say 

Jpeedmatic 

is the BUY 

I can 

PROVE IT! 

My answer to the last paragraph of your article on page 29 of 
the September issue of the American Builder is “yes.” I believe 
the New Deal has done an exceptionally good job for building 
recovery, as well as other recovery, and the comparison is evident 
in your 1931-1934 being the lowest figure for a like period shown 
in your table—and that figure represents the wreckage of our 
economy that was turned over to the New Deal by the reactionary 
Republican party. 

I subscribed to the American Builder on the assumption that it 
was a building trade publication and not a political one; there- 
fore, will you cease sending it to my office. ; 

EDWARD E. BRAY, President, 
The Edward E. Bray Company, General Construction Contractors. 

Sanford, Fla. 
To the Editor: 
Answering your editorial in American Builder for September, 

1940, written by Samuel O. Dunn, chairman of the Board: 
(Continued to page 110) 

What has a KNIGHT 

to do with the floors 

we build today? 

500 years ago, when a knight set out for a tourna- 

ment, he put on enough armor to build a miniature 

locomotive. Slightly awkward, but mighty good pro- 

tection. For he was letting the armor take the punish- 

ment, meeting the blows with metal instead of flesh. 

How to give floors a coat of armor 

Floors today need plenty of protection against scuff- 
ing and furniture and wear. If a purely “penetrating” 

finish is used, it just sinks in, and leaves the wood 

itself exposed to damaging blows and use. If you 
use a built-up finish, such as a shellac, you’re giving 

the floor a coat of armor. Then the finish—not the 

wood—takes the punishment. 

Floors that look new when the house is old 

Sturdy protection like that makes a home owner 

happy not just when the house is new, but down 

through the years. That’s why it always pays to 
specify a good grade of pure white shellac. 

Write to the Shellac Information Bureau, 70 Pine 
Street, New York City, for a free copy of the stand- 

ard specifications for architects, 

as approved by the American 

Bleached Shellac Manufacturers 

Association. 

SHELLAC INFORMATION 

BUREAU 70 Pine Street, New York City 

J peedmatic 

ELECTRIC 

HANDSAWS 

User after user will tell you that SPEED- 
MATIC’s many Value Points prove out right 

on the job—in a bigger, easier day’s work. 

You'll find practical, in-built reasons why 
SPEEDMATIC outperforms, whether you 

are looking for powerful, fast cutting; easy 
handling; simple, accurate adjustment and 

control; safety; or low upkeep. 

And because SPEEDMATIC, with its 
strong-but-light housing, long-lasting bear- 

ings, wear-saving gears, is so dependable, its 
ability to reduce sawing 
costs continues for years. * 

Speédmatic 

FLOOR 

SANDERS » 

Get faster, 
better and 
easier floor- 
sanding— 
and make bigger profits on 
your job! 

BEFORE 

Buying Any Saw 

. make a cut-by-cut compari- 
son and see on your own work why 
you'll be many dollars ahead with 
SPEEDMATIC. See _ telephone 
book and call your local Porter- 
Cable man NOW. Or write us for 
complete details. Without obliga- 
tion, of course. 

PORTER-CABLE 

MACHINE CO. 

1721-3 Ne. Salina St., Syracuse, N.Y. 

SPEEDMATIC Floor Sand- 
ers have the power, 
cutting-speed and balance 
for both Quality and 
Quantity of work. In 
suitable sizes for all re- 
quirements. Write for 
description. 

Representatives in all 
Principal Cities 



follow 

the lead 
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°** USE THE NEW 

AND GREATLY 

IMPROVED 

BASEMENT WINDOW 

Try the new VENTO CHAMPION basement windows 
in the next house you build. Then demonstrate to 

your prospects that these windows open either from 

top or bottom; that they provide any desired degree 
of indirect or direct ventilation; that they operate 

smoothly and easily without any fuss or special man- 

ipulation; that ventilator may be quickly removed from 
the frame for the passing through of large objects; 

that a broken pane of glass may be easily replaced by 
simply placing a new pane against the cork cushion 
and inserting angle glazing clips. (CHAMPIONS are 

available in either putty or puttyless types.) Then 

point out the obvious greater degree of weather tight- 

ness and the general superiority of construction. You 

will find that you have discovered an easy way to cap- 
ture the prospect’s interest and a potent means of im- 

pressing him with the fact that only finest quality 

materials have been used. And that, you know, helps 

to beat the band. 

Valuable as this selling help is, it costs you absolutely 
nothing. For the VENTO CHAMPION doesn’t cost 

a cent more than any other first line window. WRITE 
TODAY, for the complete facts; or, better still, ask 

your dealer to show this remarkable window to you. 

VENTO manufactures a complete line of top-notch windows for 
every purpose and enjoys an enviable reputation for dealer co- 
operation. Catalog on request. 
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LETTERS — (Continued from page 109) 

Yes, I believe that those who have prevented recovery for seven 
and a half years are best qualified both to (1) cause recovery 
and (2) provide most economically and efficiently for national 
defense in the future. 

The figures quoted perhaps are correct, but you must remember 
that the nation was in a critical condition when those who have 
prevented recovery took over the affairs. Banks were closing 
daily, deposits were subject to the bank being open when the checks 
were presented for payment, homes were being sold, life insurance 
companies had discontinued lending money here, property was not 
selling for enough to pay off the mortgage, and it took time to 
readjust the hellish condition that existed at that time. 

Our town did no construction from 1927 to 1934, seven stagnant 
years; since 1934 we have been building more and more houses 
each year. 

I subscribe to your magazine for the purpose of learning about 
building and not as an advocator of political issues. To stuff your 
magazine with such editorials for your subscribers to read is in 
my opinion the same as businesses stuffing pay envelopes trying 
to dictate to employees how to vote. 

The local lumber yards who have enjoyed an increased business 
during the past five years of the seven and a half years of New 
Deal Administration and some of your advertisers whose products 
they sell, if they should happen to read your “Business Under the 
New Deal,” will I believe feel the same way as I about stuffing 
your magazine with this kind of political propaganda. 

C. M. BOYD, 
C. M. Boyd & Company, Mortgage Loans, Insurance, Real Estate. 

Pottstown, Pa. 
To the Editor: 
A group of local contractors, real estate men, etc. are trying 

to buck a proposed Federal Low Rent Housing Project here in 
Pottstown, and at a meeting of these men they asked us to 
write you to secure information on low cost homes. 
We would especially like to secure some photographs of a 

Modern rubber tired roll- 

er drum drive—No ring 

gear —No countershaft— 

Less wear —Smooth run- 

ning—Load while mixing 

—Increased production 

—End discharge. 

$%-§ TILTING KWIK-MIX 

End discharge — 

Air-cooled engine 

— Light weight — 

Welded construc- 

tion—Anti-fric- 

tion bearings— 

Spring mount- 

ing—High 

speed trailing. 

Write for Bulletin AB 

VENTO STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY 

MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN 
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development of low cost homes similar to page 34 of September 
1940 issue: If possible, we would like to have a set of plans for 
this house, and also any other information that you may be able 
to give us to help us in defeating this project. 

This project has already passed the first reading in the Town 
Council and you can readily see that we need all the information 
that we can possibly get and as soon as possible. 

FREDERICK BROTHERS, INC. 
By R. F. Frederick 

More About Soil and Cement Construction 

Chicago, III. 
To the Editor: 

In the “Letters from Readers on All Subjects” Department of 
your September issue of American Builder, page 84, is a letter 
from R. Burton Rose, M.A., San Jose, Calif., describing the use 
of soil and cement for building low cost houses. This letter has 
prompted several inquiries to us for more information since the 
Portland Cement Association was mentioned in Mr. Rose’s letter. 
No doubt your readers would likewise desire more information. 

In 1935 the Portland Cement Association began research and 
field work to determine the possibility, practicability and economy 
of mixing roadway soils and cement to produce a low cost, light 
trafic road. This work resulted in the development of scientific 
methods for combining soil and cement to achieve this objective. 
This is shown by the Portland Cement Association receiving the 
1939 award from the American Trade Association Executives, 
by the recent action of the American Society for Testing Mate- 
rials in approving the soil-cement tests as Tentative Standards 
and the construction, to date, of the equivalent of over 600 miles 
of soil-cement roads by the Public Roads Administration, state and 
county highway departments, and cities. 

It was obvious, as soon as scientific control methods for soil- 
cement mixtures had been developed and proved, that this new 
structural material would have many other uses. Low cost houses 
were naturally included. As soon as road experience gave reliable 

(Continued to page 112) 
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Pecora Calking Compound has been Hs We 882 
used by leading builders and archi- * 3 he 
tects since 1908. Properly applied, ” BS ou 
Pecora will not dry out, crack or chip. § 3 4° 
Available in bulk, or in metal cart- 2” ooe 
ridges for use with Improved Pecora os BS 
Calking Gun, illustrated. ‘a mS ay 2 

Write for illustrated folder amt 43 

Peeora Paint Company. Ine. 

Member of Producers’ Council, ‘Inc. sgcoE 
Established 1862 by Smith Bowen 
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patching tears and punctures . . . no waste — 

no worry. Sisalkraft is tough. It goes on faster 

. . can be yanked around corners — handled by 

one man alone, even in a heavy wind. No batten 

strips — just roofing nails. These factors cut the 

applied cost of Sisalkraft to the level of even the 

flimsiest papers. Make this one “best” building 

paper your standard on every job. It will pay you. ° 

A TIGHTER BUILDING . . . GREATER SATISFACTION 

Sisalkraft over all sheathing seals the structure 

against infiltration of moisture, air and dust. 

It won’t deteriorate in the wall and helps avoid 

damage caused by construction cracks. 

It’s a material of MANY uses — for protecting 

and curing concrete floors — flashing window and 

door openings—temporary partitions and closures 

— protecting materials on the job. 

Get better acquainted with Sisalkraft. Ask your 

lumber dealer for demonstration samples and de- 

tailed literature — or write us. 

The SISALKRAFT Co. 
205 W. WACKER DRIVE CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

New York « San Francisco 

Si{SALKRAFT 



THE ORIGINAL STANDARD UNIT SYSTEM 

with wood, metal and newest com- 
positions used where each serves 
best, gives greatest strength, longest 
life. And consistent national adver- 
tising has won a high degree of pub- 
lic preference for the Kitchen Maid 

er unlimited possibilities for plan- _ line. Write for full-color catalog and 
ning. Construction is of the finest... | complete details today. 

THE KITCHEN MAID CORP., 500 SNOWDEN STREET, ANDREWS, INDIANA 

— MAID developed the 
modern kitchen and its stand- 

ard unit cabinetry has continued to 
set the pace for 18 years. Design is 
distinctive, yet practical, for kitchens 
of any size; gives architect and build- 

or 

SELL MILLWORK 

THAT CAN 

“TAKE (7" 

Houses today are made comfortable. Insulated, storm 
windowed and weatherproofed against the elements; air- 
conditioned for further comfort. Comfortable for human 
beings but tough on building materials. It’s up to modern 

builders to keep pace with these funda- 
mental changes. The science of wood preser- 
vation has kept pace. Doors, windows, trim, 
cupboards, etc., can be protected so that 
they give life-long, trouble-free service. 
On the cover of our new WOODLIFE fold- 

er “Keeping Up With The Times” is illustrated a door 
entrance that certainly “took it” under unusually trying 
circumstances. We would like to send you a copy. 

. Co. Protection Products Mfc 

hice of PRESERVATIVE SOLUTIONS for 

Research Laboratory and Pilgnt KALAMAZOO, MICH, 
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LETTERS — (Continued from page 111) 

background on probable construction costs, estimates were made 
of probable costs of building soil-cement houses. These estimates 
showed that where concrete aggregates were available for usual 
concrete ashlar, concrete block and monolithic concrete construc- 
tion, there would be little savings in soil-cement construction. 
However, in areas where concrete aggregates are expensive and 
where labor costs can be ignored, soil-cement might produce 
economical construction. These facts reduced the places where 
soil-cement house construction might be economical to limited 
areas which at the same time have limited population. 

In spite of the limited, practical use of soil-cement houses, the 
Portland Cement Association is developing research, test, design, 
cost and construction data. At the present time we regret we 
are not in a position to assist on testing or construction or to 
make recommendations because our work on soil-cement houses 
is still in the research, development and demonstration stage. 
We are accumulating the needed data on construction methods, 
both block and monolithic, on design, on structural values, insula- 
tion values, and other basic information needed to make dependable 
recommendations. All research completed.to date is most encour- 
aging. We are extending this work as rapidly as possible. 
When the necessary background is developed, our organization will 
issue booklets and test data for the engineering profession. 

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION 
By M. D. Catton, Development Dept. 

Reports “Cotton House” in the South 

Birmingham, Ala. 
To the Editor: 
A “Cotton House” is an innovation in farm home construction 

offered in this section by the Farm Security Administration. 
Several such houses were recently constructed near Elba, Ala. 
The houses can’t be described as all cotton. The structural phase 

of the regular frame dwelling is retained, a smooth base pro- 
vided by a layer of plywood, and then a cotton cover glued on by a 
formula developed by the U. S. Navy in ship building. The cotton 
is in the form of canvas duck, selected for its fire resistance, im- 

Yes, you get Swot tables 

... with Holt Kwie Kast 

ESTIMATING SYSTEMS 
You can figure a complete, accurate price 
on a new building in one hour. 

THIS ‘BOOK OF BOOKS 
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“gives you the jump on your com- 
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KWIC-KOST SAVES TEDIOUS 
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Holt’s new KWIC-KOST Estimating 
Systems contains more and better 
tables than former Holt books. 

PRICE ONLY 00 

“an = Money Back If Not Satisfied $72 

2 ee American Builder and Building Age, 
30 Church Street, New York, N.Y. 
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perviousness to moisture, and durability. The canvas is used not 
only on the outer walls but for the roof as well, which is of the 
same material. 

The canvas is laid on in such a way as to avoid air pockets, 
which would eventually cause sagging. It is laid on in strips— 
each overlapping the next by some four inches. After the duck 
covering is in place, it can be painted as any other ordinary surface. 

According to W. V. Albright, district engineer for the FSA, the 
“cotton house” (four-room structure as shown in the picture) can 
be built for about $1,350, which is about the cost of an ordinary 
frame dwelling with wood siding and shingle roof. The house is 
ceiled with plywood. 

The houses are now about 18 months old and from all appear- 
ances the cotton exterior is entirely satisfactory. Occupants of 
the houses say they are warm in winter and cool in summer. There 
are no leaks, no cracks or sags. 

GEORGE H. WATSON. 

Wants Advice on Basement Floor Problem 

Washington, D.C. 
To the Editor: 

The basement of my house is damp due to condensation which 
(Continued to page 114) 
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GARAGE DOOR 

HARDWARE 

We are proud of our "50-50" Push-Over set be- 
cause it has made a host of friends for us—but 
more important is the fact that the dealers, the 
architects and the builders who have installed 
these sets have had no "kick-backs” or complaints. 

This set is adjustable to fit all openings from 
7’-7” to 8’-11” wide, by 8’ high. Wider open- 
ing sets have two tracks. 

ALLITH-PROUTY, INC. 

DANVILLE, ILLINOIS | 

COST CUTTING 

EQUIPMENT 

FOR LOWER COST HOUSING 

This Carter Electric Plane is so much faster than 
hand planing that comparative figures lose their meaning. 
You have to see it fitting doors, sash, storm windows, 
screens and transoms to appreciate its cost cutting, profit 
making possibilities. Mounted in the bench bracket fur- 
nished, it instantly becomes a high speed jointer indispen- 
sable for inside trim work. 
Powered with a 1 H.P. motor it is the largest, most 
powerful plane on the market. It will plane a surface up to 
24%” wide. In spite of its power it is light because it is 
made from aluminum alloy. 

Other features: Spiral Cutter makes smooth, waveless 
cuts with or across the grain without splintering the edges. 
Quickly Adjusted for paper thin or heavy cuts up to *4¢ 
of an inch. Sharpens its own cutter. 

Would you like more information on this new electric plane? 

= 

a | 

’ 

R. L. CARTER DIVISION, The Stanley Works 

133 Elm Street, New Britain, Conn. 
Tell me more about your electric planes. 

Name ...... 

Address . 

CARTER waxinc TOOLS 
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YOUR ANSWER 

TO “BUILD FOR SECURITY NOW” 

RU-BER-OID ETERNIT 

ASBESTOS CEMENT 

FIRE-PROOF * ROT-PROOF 

TIME-DEFYING 
Roof — Ruberoid-Eternit 
Dutch Lap Asbestos Shingles 
Sidewalls—Ruberoid-Eternit 
Colonial Asbestos Siding 

You sell Building Security when you sell these improved 

Ruberoid-Eternit building products. Security against 

fire — security against rot and decay — security against 

upkeep costs. 

For example, roofs of Eternit Asbestos-Cement Shingles. 

Here is beauty to sell—colorful shingles resembling 

“Wood Texture” or “Rugged Rock”—shingles that cast 

deep shadows, make interesting roof lines. 

But there’s more! Eternit Shingles offer security. They 

cannot burn. They are fire-proof. They won’t dry out or 

rot—this year, next year or ever. They are time-defying. 

Periodic painting or staining is never needed to prolong 

their life. That is real security—investment security. 

For another example—Side Walls of Eternit Asbestos- 

Cement Siding. Beautiful to look at. Modern as tomorrow. 

Colonial, Thatch or Weather-board designs. Smooth or 

textured like wood. Yes, you can sell eye appeal. But 

you can also sell security — for Eternit Sidings are both 

fire-proof and rot-proof. Termites get fooled. Paint pro- 

tection is not needed. Fuel bills go down. Isn’t that a 

real security story? 

Both Eternit Asbestos Roofs and Sidings are Ruberoid- 

made — the best assurance of exacting quality and per- 

formance. Get all the facts. It will help you sell the idea, 

“Build for Security Now’. Address Dept. AB-10. 

The RUBEROID Co. 

Executive Offices: 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 

Reg. U.S Pat. Of 

RU-BER-OID 

ROOFING AND BUILDING PRODUCTS 
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LETTERS — (Continued from page 113) 

collects on the cement floor only. When the house was built, the 
basement floor was laid directly on the dirt. The contractor said 
a cinder base was not needed as the house is situated on a hill. 
However, the house is in a wooded section surrounded by numer- 
ous large trees. 

I feel sure the dampness is caused by the hot, moist air con- 
densing on the cold cement floor. There is no dampness during 
the winter or during the summer when the weather is cool. I have 
tried exhaust fans, but this only increases the dampness. I have 
also painted the floor with deck paint but while this remained 
dry during the winter it became sticky in hot weather. The paint 
had to be taken up. I also laid solid rubber floor covering in 
places, but dampness collected under the rubber. The house is 
three years old. 

It is almost impossible to dig up the cement floor, lay a cinder 
base, and put down a new cement floor. I realize this would be 
the best solution. 

I am now considering laying a composition tile floor on top 
of the cement floor. I hope this will keep the cold ground tem- 
perature from coming up to the surface of the basement floor. 
To further this object, I have in mind putting an asbestos base 
felt-paper between the cement floor and the tile to increase the 
insulation value of the tile. 

Will you kindly give your advice in answer to the following 
questions : 

1. Do you think this will stop the condensation? 
2. Is it practical to lay the felt-paper between the cement floor 

and the tile or will this cause a layer of dampness between the two 
surfaces or cause the tile to become loose or raise up in places? 
Would the paper decay in time and cause the tile to settle? 

3. Is there any better material with higher insulation value and 
longer life to substitute for the felt-paper as a base for the tile? 

4, What tile would you recommend that has a durable finish 
as well as high insulation properties? 

5. Is there any better way to correct this condensation? 
PLANT & GORDON, INC. 
By A. H. Plant 

Nae 4,14 

TRAILERS 
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3% CMC Non-Tilt Mixes 40 
to 50% More! 

This profit trio gives you a choice 
of the BEST for your work. They 
are built to move fast—mix fast 
and last longer. Wonder Tilters 
and the new CMC 3!/ Non-Tilt 
lead the industry. 
Before buying, get the new CMC catalog of Mixers. Tilters from 2!/2 to 10 
cu. ft. Non-tilts to | yard size, | and 2 bag Hoe Type. Pumps, Hoists, 
Power Saws, Carts and Barrows. 

CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY COMPANY 

WATERLOO, IOWA 
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‘TruCost” Estimating Figures 

for Home Designs in this Issue 

qrucost 

EASIER &@ 

The Editors have prepared a 28 PAGE EXPLANA- 

TION of American Builder's “TruCost" system of 

quick, accurate estimating and offer it to anyone 

interested at 25 cents per copy. Please enclose 

payment when ordering. Address American 

Builder, 30 Church St., New York City. 

Page 42, October: Nelbren, Bldr. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Basement Walls, 162 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 72 lin. ft. ; 
Basement Floor, 1240 sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 180 sq. ft.; Excava- 
tion per ft. deep, 52 cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 20.00 sqs.; First 
Floor, 12.40 sqs.; Second Floor, without fin. fig., 8.00 sqs.; 
Ceiling, 12.40 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 9” rise per ft. run; Roof, 17.00 
sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 20 lin. ft.; Cornice, C & F, 188 lin. ft.; 
Partitions, 170 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 162 lin. ft.; Front 
and OS French Doors, 2 opgs.; Rear and Grade Doors, 1 opg.; 
Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 12 
opgs.; Windows and Casements, 17 opgs.; Gable Sash and 
Louvers, 2 opgs.; Chimney, 28 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch 
Floor, 1.12 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, 1.12 sqs.; Porch Beam, 30 lin. 
ft.; Porch and Balcony Post and Newels, 5; Porch Roof, 1.40 sqs. ; 
Porch Cornice, 34 lin. ft.; Terrace Fence, 12 lin. ft. 

Page 43, October: Nelbren, Bldr. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Basement Walls, 146 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 100 lin. 
ft.; Basement Floor, 1225 sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 288 sq. ft.; Yy. 
Excavation per ft. deep, 54 cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 21.50 sqs.; rasa, oe 
First Floor, 13.35 sqs.; Second Floor, without fin. fig., 7.50 sqs.; a 
Ceiling, 13.35 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 7” rise per ft. run; Roof, incl. HEATI ATOR Fire lace 
Porch, 20.00 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 24 lin. ft.; Cornice, C & F, p 

(Continued to page 116) 

MATCH YOUR HOMES—"INSIDE-OUT” with 

Vi ekamey INTERIOR AND CABINET HARDWARE 

for Game Rooms 

and Dens 

© Authentic Design 

Ole Wo 

J) I <cX 

© Unifies Exterior with Interior 

® Easily Applied— Saves Time 

® Maintains Finish Permanently 

Sales are easier to make when you show 
your prospect a “follow through” of 
exterior and interior hardware. McKinney 
offers a wide variety of styles in every 
price range. 

CS= 

McKINNEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY ~- PITTSBURGH, PA. 

Pr 

YEARS OF DESIGNING AND MANUFACTURING GOOD HARDWARE 



ONE HAND 

Drives A STANLEY Safety Saw 

DUPLEX HANDLE J 
STANLEY 

TWO GRIPS 

TWO SWITCH 

Stanley W8 With Exclusive Duplex Handle 

IT’S BUILT TO MAKE 

MONEY FOR BUILDERS 

SE it in the shop, to pre-cut stair 

stringers and other timbers that 

can be done inside — then take it out 

on the job. It handles jobs like bevel 

cutting for roof framing, cutting off 

sheathing, ripping floors and scores 

of other jobs easily and quickly. 

The Stanley Safety Saw is built 

for builders, with the in-built power 

and ruggedness that a builder 

needs. The balance and the com- 

plete safety features make this an 

easy and safe tool to use. Ask your 

Stanley distributor for a demonstra- 

tion, or write for literature. Stanley 

Electric Tool Div., The Stanley Works, 

- 133 Elm Street, New Britain, Conn. 

Stanley Safety Saws Are Made In Six 

Models, with Capacities From 1% to 6”. 

STANLEY ELECTRIC TOOLS 

“COST LESS PER YEAR” 
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TruCost Figures— 

(Continued from page 115) 

244 lin. ft.; Partitions, 184 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 166 
lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 2 opgs.; Rear and Grade 
Doors, 2 opgs.; Garage Door 15 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors and 
Cased Opgs., 16 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 25 opgs.; Gable 
Sash and Louvers, 2 opgs.; Chimney, 26 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 2; 
Porch Floor, .70 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, .70 sqs.; Porch Beam, 10 
lin. ft.; Porch and Balcony Post and Newels, 4; Porch Cornice, 
10 lin. ft. 

Page 44, October: Borsodi 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Trench Walls, 154 lin. ft.; Utility-Heater Room Floor, 
130 sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 160 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 19 
cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 19.00 sqs.; First Floor, 4.85 sqs.; Second 
Floor, with fin fig., 3.36 sqs.; Ceiling, 9.50 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 
12” rise per ft. run; Roof, 13.00 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 36 lin. 
ft.; Cornice, C & F, 193 lin. ft.; Cornice, 12”, 168 lin. ft.; Parti- 
tions, 152 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 210 lin. ft.; Front and 
OS French Doors, 2 opgs.; Rear and Grade Doors, 2 opgs.; 
Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 11 
opgs.; Windows and Casements, 14 opgs.; Gable Sash and 
Louvers, 2 opgs.; Chimney, 28 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1. 

Page 45, October: Borsodi 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Trench Walls, 140 lin. ft.; Utility Room Floor, 60 sq. 
ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 34 cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 17.00 sqs.; 
First Floor, 8.00 sqs.; Second Floor, with fin. fig., 7.50 sqs.; 
Ceiling, 15.50 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 13” rise per ft. run; Roof, 13.00 
sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 24 lin. ft.; Cornice, C & F, 275 lin. ft.; 
Partitions, 258 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 240 lin. ft.; Front 
and OS French Doors, 1 opg.; Rear and Grade Doors, 2 opgs.; 
Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 16 opgs.; Windows and Case- 
ments, 17 opgs. ; Chimney, 28 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1. 
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Page 51, October: Olson & Jacocks, Bldrs. (Plan A) 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Basement Walls, 113 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 26 lin. ft.; 
Basement Floor, 744 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 21 cu. yds. : 
Outside Walls, 15.00 sqs.; First Floor, 7.44 sqs.; Second Floor, 
without fin. flg., 5.00 sqs.; Ceiling, 7.44 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 10” rise 
per ft. run; Roof, 9.60 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 20 lin. ft.; Cornice, | 
C & F, 130 lin. ft.; Partitions, 125 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 
113 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 1 opg.; Rear and Grade 
Doors, 1 opg.; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 13 opgs.; Windows 
and Casements, 16 opgs.; Gable Sash and Louvers, 3 opgs.; 
Chimney, 28 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, .50 sqs. 

Page 51, October: Olson & Jacocks, Bldrs. (Plane B) 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Basement Walls, 112 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 15 lin. ft.; 
Basement Floor, 700 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 30 cu. yds.; 
Outside Walls, 14.00 sqs.; First Floor, 7.00 sqs.; Ceiling, 7.00 
sqs.; Roof Pitch, 10” rise per ft. run; Roof, 9.44 sqs.; Hips and 
Valleys, 20 lin. ft.; Cornice. C & F, 130 lin. ft.; Partitions, 97 lin. 
ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 112 lin. ft.; Front and OS French 
Doors, 1 opg.; Rear and Grade Doors, 1 opg.; Inside Doors and 
Cased Opgs., 9 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 14 opgs.; Gable 
Sash and Louvers, 2 opgs.; Chimney, 28 lin. ft.; Porch Floor, 
.20 sqs. 

Page 52, Octobe; Durbin, Bldr. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Basement Walls, 140 lin. ft.; Basement Floor, 975 
sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 41 cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 16.25 
sqs.; First Floor, 9.75 sqs.; Ceiling, 9.75 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 9” rise 
per ft. run; Roof, 14.00 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 32 lin. ft.; Cornice, | 
C & F, 200 lin. ft.; Cornice, 4”, 84 lin. ft.; Partitions, 172 lin. ft. ; 
Inside Finish OS Walls, 140 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 
1 opg.; Rear and Grade Doors, 1 opg.; Inside Doors and Cased 
Opgs., 20 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 19 opgs.; Gable Sash 
and Louvers, 3 opgs.; Chimney, 26 lin. ft. 

(Continued to page 118) 

Accessories. 

with this 
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® Load Measuring Batch Hopper (12" lower) while you 
mix and discharge — fast as a power loader. 

32S HIGH SPEED 
TILTER TRAILER 
Also 5S, 7S, 10S, 14S 
Power Loader Non-Tilts 
with Automotive - Type 
Transmission, Machined 
Steel Drum Tracks. 

Build more beauty into 

YOUR BATHROOMS vith 

MIAM 

LS 50) SMT ee CG BELO] SE BME MIAMI-CAREY Cabinet No. 

BATHROOM 

CABINETS 

EAUTIFUL BATHROOMS help 

sell homes—they “catch the wom- 

an’s eye’. Make your bathrooms more 

attractive with MIAMI Cabinets and 

—— J The beauty and distinction created 

MIAMI IMPERIAL by MIAMI Cabinets far exceeds the 

® Criss-Cross “Re” - Mix Drum gives 
more thoro mix, faster discharge. 

® Accurate Measuring Water Tonk 
is fast, syphon type. 

© 3% H.P. Air-Cooled Wisconsin En- 
gine — lightweight, compact. 

@ End Discharge Design — handy to 
pour, fast to trail on Timken Bear- 
ings, Springs, Pneumatic Tires. 

®@ Most advanced mixer on market, 
Get new Catalog and prices, 

THE JAEGER MACHINE CO. 
521 Dublin Ave. - Columbu 

1622CF with No. 3 Light 
Brackets 

The mirror is set in stainless 
steel frame. A budget model 
for the moderate priced bathroom 
fitted with chrome accessories. 

the fast ecbint aaa ante se. proportional investment—write for the “™#-CtLOMiAl tubs 

A Colonial, all-mirror front cious compartments, one on each side of 
large recessed mirror, have chromium- MIAMI Catalog. Dept. AB. 
framed mirror doors. Indirect lighting— 
wired complete at factory. 

MIAMI CABINET DIVISION Ihe PHILIP CAREY COMPANY, Middletown, Ohio. 

model, equipped with demi -tubu- 
lar light brackets, light switch 
and electric convenience plug 

. completely wired at factory. 

| 

| 
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SEND FOR YOUR COPY 

Jolla How the 

EBCO DISHWASHING SINK 

Saves On Installation 

The Sink America Is Buying! And no 
wonder! There’s no substitute for the 
EBCO Dishwashing Sink. It offers so many improvements you can't 
afford to be without the details It reduces dishwashing to three 
simple steps. The round compartment is patented — and more effi- 
cient. The permanence and quality of the porcelain enamel (in a 
choice of colors) can be demonstrated. Location of fixtures eliminates 
back-of-wall piping Level rim insures watertight mounting Offering 
many other features and available in various sizes, it's ideal for 

home or apartment ‘When it's an 
i EBCO you are sure of the best! 

401 WEST TOWN STREET 

Manufacturing Company. 

COLUMBUS, OHIO 

“Mall Saw MADE MARA 

* 

Blade Sizes 
64%,” to 12” 

Safety MODEL 85 
CAPACITY 23,” 

Balanced for 

On Long End of Board | 

The original cost of an Electric MALLSaw is quickly ab- | 
sorbed in savings on time, labor and material. MALLSaws | 
are powerful, fast, efficient and eliminate all blade binding | 
near end of cut. In addition, they are easily adaptable for | 
cutting metal, stone, or slate and sawing with an abrasive | 
wheel. Each model has spring safety guard, loop handle | 
with built-in switch and quadrant for bevel cuts to 45 | 
degrees. Write TODAY for FREE Demonstration and full | 
information. 

%kWe make over 200 gasoline engine, air and 
electrically operated tools and attachments. 

7737 South Chicago Avenue 
MALL TOOL COMPAN Chicago, Illinois 
Successors to WAPPAT INCORPORATED AND WAPPAT GEAR WORKS 

Manufacturers of former WAPPAT and ALTA products. 
eateries reririatretg reer 

Please send free folder on MALLSAWS, MALL RADIAL 
5 A yc DOOR MORTISERS, DOOR PLANES 
an RILLS. 

With Greatest Weight | ~ 
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TruCost Figures— 

(Continued from page 117) 

| Page 54, October; Richardson, Bldr. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Trench Walls, 320 lin. ft.; Service Porch Floor, 65 
sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 270 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 70 cu. 
yds.; Outside Walls, 28.00 sqs.;- First Floor, 20.00 sqs.; Ceiling, 
20.00 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 5” rise per ft. run; Roof, inc. Porch, 
33.00 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 112 lin. ft.; Cornice, 10”, inc. 
Porch, 300 lin. ft.; Partitions, 210 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 
300 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 3 opgs.; Rear and Grade 
Doors, 2 opgs.; Garage Door 16 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors and 
Cased Opgs., 23 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 26 opgs.; Gable 
Sash and Louvers, 1 opg.; Chimney, 18 lin. ft.; Porch Floor, 
2.70 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, 1.44 sqs.; Porch Beam, 36 lin. ft.; Porch 
and Balcony Post and Newels, 5. 

| Page 56, October; Christian, Bldr. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Basement Walls, 107 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 72 lin. ft.; 
Basement Floor, 690 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 30 cu. yds.; 
Outside Walls, 18.00 sqs.; First Floor, 6.90 sqs.; Second Floor, 
with fin. fig., 5.70 sqs.; Ceiling, 12.60 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 12” rise 
per ft. run; Roof, 10.00 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 16 lin. ft.; Corn- 
ice, C & F, 176 lin. ft.; Cornice, 6”, 36 lin. ft.; Partitions, 145 lin. 
ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 203 lin. ft.; Front and OS French 
Doors, 2 opgs.; Rear and Grade Doors, 1 opg.; Inside Doors and 
Cased Opgs., 11 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 20 opgs.; 
Chimney, 32 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, 1.96 sqs.; Porch 
Ceilings, 1.66 sqs.; Porch Beam, 60 lin. ft.; Porch and Balcony 
Post and Newels, 20; Porch Roof, 2.00 sqs.; Porch Cornice, 68 
lin. ft.; Porch and Deck Rail, 10 lin. ft. 

Page 58, October: Walsh, Bldr. (with Basement) 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Basement Walls, 108 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 12 lin. ft.; 

OFT WOOD NEEDS LAUX 
REZ! Gives fir or pine a hard, 

smooth surface that repels water, 
wear and weather. Under stain, 
paint, enamel—REZ controls grain 
raise, minimizes moisture absorp- 
tion, swelling, checking, decay. Over 
stain, REZ gives a final finish that’s 
hard, protective, satin-smooth. Mil- 
lions of gallons already used-and 
approved by wood product manu- 
facturers, millwork plants, contrac- 
tors, painters. Ask your dealer today. 

LAUX SALES COMPANY 
Seattle * Los Angeles « Minneapolis 
Chicago * Dallas * New Orleans 

Portsmouth, Va. 
Also WHITE REZ 
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Basement Floor, 642 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 28 cu. yds.; 
Outside Walls, 15.00 sqs.; First Floor, 6.42 sqs.; Second Floor, 
with fin. fig., 4.76 sqs.; Ceiling, 11.18 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 12” rise 
per ft. run; Roof, 9.75 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 40 lin. ft.; Cornice, 
C & F, 140 lin. ft.; Cornice, 6”, 76 lin. ft.; Partitions, 172 lin. ft.; 
Inside Finish OS Walls, 190 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 
1 opg.; Rear and Grade Doors, 1 opg.; Inside Doors and Cased 
Opgs., 13 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 21 opgs.; Gable Sash 
and Louvers, 2 opgs.; Chimney, 32 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch 
Floor, .24 sqs. 

Page 58, October; Walsh, Bldr. (without Basement) 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Trench Walls, 146 lin. feet.; Utility-Recreation Floor, 
172 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 20 cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 
15.00 sqs.; First Floor, 4.70 sqs.; Second Floor, with fin. fig., 
4.76 sqs. ; Ceiling, 11.18 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 12” rise per ft. run; Roof, 
9.75 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 40 lin. ft.; Cornice, C & F, 140 lin. 
ft.; Cornice, 6”, 76 lin. ft.; Partitions, 162 lin. ft.; Inside Finish 
OS Walls, 190 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 1 opg.: 
Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 11 opgs.; Windows and Case- 
ments, 15 opgs.; Gable Sash and Louvers, 2 opgs.; Chimney, 28 
lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, .24 sqs. 

Page 59, (top), October: Walsh, Bldr. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Trench Walls, 180 lin. ft.; Utility Room Floor, 209 
sq. ft.; Garage Floor, 200 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 29 
cu. vds.; Outside Walls, 26.00 sqs.; First Floor, 7.68 sqs.; Second 
Floor, with fin. fig., 7.20 sqs.; Ceiling, 14.88 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 7” 
rise per ft. run; Roof, 10.00 sqs.; Cornice, C & F, 316 lin. ft.: 
Cornice, 12”, 48 lin. ft.; Partitions, 236 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS 
Walls, 256 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 1 opg.; Rear and 
Grade Doors, 2 opgs.; Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors 
and Cased Opgs., 18 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 24 opgs.: 
Gable Sash and Louvers, 2 opgs.; Chimney, 34 lin. ft.: Main 

(Continued to page 120) 

ie ; What better proof of stootay than the simple fact that more SRILSAWS are in ee ee all others combined! SKILSAW leads the field because it leads - profit-making performance .. . use it represents 20 years 9 Constant improvement on the original electric handsaw! u KILSAW is lighter, more powerful, will do more sawing jobs as a simple adjustment for depth and bevel cutting. New im- Proved gears for quieter running and longer life. All ball bearin construction. Works from light ket. 
or wood, metal, stone and cnthauediieme. > aoe SIZES 
eng INC., 5031 ELSTON AVE., CHICAGO 3 ast 22nd St., New York—i82 Main St. B 20 wokline Ave. “Boston—15 South 2ist St., Phitadelpnio— St. A; Saran Cleveland—2124 Main St., Dallas—918 Union Flow rleans—29 North Avenue, N.W., Atlanta—i253 South er St., Los Angeles—2065 dian Branch: 85 Deloraine Ay Ae Oakland—Cana- 

So : ° . — by leading distributors of mine, 
nill hardware and con- r¢ ro” . actors supplies 

INTERESTING 
oh BOOKLET! e SEND FOR 

Architect, J. H. Hughes, 
Abilene, Texas 

Builder, H. L. Rice, 
Abilene, Texas 

* 
Architect Hughes selected a 
Hotstream Water Heater for 
this A. G. A. contest prize 
winner. Let him tell you why. 

“Whenever my clients can be persuaded to use 
something better than the average competitive 
heater I always specify Hotstream. The constant 
dependable service they give and lack of repairs 
for many years will more than offset the slight 
additional cost. 

“I am planning on building a new home of my 
own... and, of course, I shall install a Hotstream 
heater in it. At the present time I have under way 
the plans for several houses to be built for sale. 
I believe the Hotstream heaters we install in them 
will definitely be a selling point.” 

Write for Hotstream catalog showing specifications and 
data on “the most complete line of water heaters.” 

THE HOTSTREAM HEATER COMPANY 

BOO7 GRAND AVENUE * CLEVELAND, OHIO 

14010] 0 Ole)»: 

FINISHING 

of FINAL COSTS on 

LIGNOPHOL costs less than one cent per square foot. It is applied in one 
coat with a long handled brush—reducing labor to the minimum. The U. 8. 
Forest Products Service says linseed oil does not even protect and—you know shellac and varnish are surface treatments that wear off. 

WHEN YOU USE LIGNOPHOL 
THERE I$ NOTHING TO WEAR OFF 

Its ONE application gives smoother, harder, ‘more attractive floors. 
finding the LIG 

way to more 
job satisfaction. 

8a 
NOPHOL method of 

ng and finishing floors (and trim) 
at 50% or more savings, the modern 

profits and greater 

nds of contractors are 



refer to. 

* 

The Edwards Steel Shingles on Mr. Seward’s home | 

and Steel Sheet Roofing on his barn have been giv- 

ing troubleproof service for forty years. They are 

still protecting his property from weather, fire and 

lightning and still look as handsome as when new. 

It’s easy to sell Edwards Metal Roofing at handsome 

profit wherever there is one Edwards job to show 

to prospects and one owner of an Edwards roof to 

Write for Catalog No. 95 

THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO. 

542-562 Eggleston Avenue 

- 

» Every 

\\ EDWARDS 

= rm ot = | eed a fl ] i ] —~ 

ISA 

PERPETUAL 

Advertisement 

for the 

Concern that 

— Sellsit . . . 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

American Builder, October 1940. 

TruCost Figures— 

(Continued from page 119) 

Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, .18 sqs.; Garage and Balcony Post and 
Newels, 12; Garage and Vest. Roofs, 4.88 sqs. ; Deck Rail, 84 lin. ft. 

| Page 59, (bottom), October: Walsh, Bldr. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
| HOUSE: Trench Walls, 184 lin. ft.; Utility Floor, 190 sq. ft.; 
Garage Floor, 190 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 25 cu. yds.: 
Outside Walls, 25.00 sqs.; First Floor, 5.75 sqs.; Second Floor, 
with fin. fig., 8.25 sqs.; Ceiling, 14.00 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 7” rise 
per ft. run; Roof, 12.32. sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 10 lin. ft.; 
Cornice, C & F, 184 lin. ft.; Cornice, 6”, 88 lin. ft.; Partitions, 240 
lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 252 lin. ft.; Front and OS French 
Doors, 1 opg.; Rear and Grade Doors, 2 opgs.; Garage Door 
8 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 18 opgs.; Windows 
and Casements, 23 opgs.; Gable Sash and Louvers, 2 opgs.; 
Chimney, 34 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, .32 sqs.; 
Vestibule Roof, .40 sqs.; Vestibule Cornice, 16 lin. ft.; Deck Rail, 
16 lin. ft. 

Page 60, October: Asbahr, Bldr. 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Basement Walls, 149 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 21 lin. ft.; 
Basement Floor, incl. Garage, 1150 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. 
deep, 49 cu. yds.; Outside Walls, 17.60 sqs.; First Floor, 11.50 
sqs.; Second Floor, without fin. flg., 6.50 sqs.; Ceiling, 11.50 sqs.: 
Roof Pitch, 10” rise per ft. run; Roof, 13.50 sqs.; Hips and 
Valleys, 48 lin. ft.; Cornice, C & F, 150 lin. ft.; Cornice, 8”, 78 

| lin. ft.; Partitions, 170 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, 150 lin. 
| ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 1 opg.; Rear and Grade Doors, | 

opg.; Garage Door 8 ft. wide, 1; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 
15 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 28 opgs.; Chimney, 34 lin. ft.; 
Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, .36 sqs.; Porch Ceilings, .18 sqs.; 
Porch Beam, 10 lin. ft.; Porch and Balcony Post and Newels, 1; 
Porch Roof, .25 sqs.; Porch Cornice, 10 lin. ft. 

HOMASOTE 

BIG SHEETS 

up te 8x14 

HO M ASOTE combines 

great structural strength with 

high resistance to air infiltra- 

tion; and it is weatherproof. Its 

complete wall sizes—up to 8’x 

14’— make it possible to cover 

the average wall in one piece; 

the surface provides an ideal 

base for paper or paint. With 

Homasote, you have no waiting 

for plaster to dry; your walls 

and ceilings are permanently 

crackproof. Homasote may also 

be used for exterior sheathing 

or exterior finish. 

Write for illustfated literature and prices 

HOMASOTE COMPANY 
TRENTON, N.J. 

HOMCO represents an | 
important development in in- | 
sulating boards manufactured | 
in small panels. Although the | 
largest size of Homco is 4'x 14’, 
it combines beauty of surface 
with greater structural strength, 
greater resistance to air infil- 
tration and a low moisture 
absorption. Homco does not | 
require a priming coat before | 
painting. Like its big brother, 
Homasote, it is weatherproof 
and may be used on the ex- 
terior as well as the interior. 
Homco is superior in quality | 
by any test—yet it is priced 
competitively. 

HOMCO 

SMALL SHEETS 4 to 

Saws Rafters Without Marking! 

The Wallace No. 1 Radial Saw cuts rafters 
faster than they can be marked with a 
pencil for handsawing! 

Also does cross-cutting, 
mitering, ripping, shap- 
ing, routing, fluting, 
dadoing, grooving, etc. 
Portable, to move about 
the job. 
Saves $75 to $200 on 
small _ residential con- 
tracts — proportionately 
more on heavy construc- 
tion. Write today for 
bulletins on the Wallace 
No. 1 Radial Saw,—no 
obligation. 

J.D. WALLACE & CO. 
136 S. California Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

PLUMBING ESTIMATING SIMPLIFIED 
GUIDE TO ESTIMATING MATERIALS FOR 
PRACTICAL PLUMBING INSTALLATIONS 

By HENRY W. MEYERS 

This 22” x 30" 5-color wall chart shows everything you 
need for estimating materials for plumbing installations. The 
new edition illustrates all kinds of practical installations, in 
cluding sewers and vent lines, air and electrically controlled 
ejectors, hot circulating, cold water and fire systems extend 
ing to all types of fixture outlets. All sizes and fittings for 
sewer, drainage and ventilating systems are pictured and 
identified, with a different color for each system. Indexed 
for easy reference. Saves time when ordering, designing, esti- 
mating and writing specifications. 

Price $3.00. Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory 
Book Department 

AMERICAN BUILDER AND BUILDING AGE 
30 Church Street New York, N. Y. 
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Page 62, October; Garling, Bldr. (No. 1) 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
H1OUSE: Basement Walls, 110 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 18 lin. ft. | 
Basement Floor, 720 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 31 cu. yds.; 
Outside Walls, 15.25 sqs.; First Floor, 7.20 sqs.; Second Floor, 
without fin. fig., 3.00 sqs.; Ceiling, 7.20 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 10” rise 
per ft. run; Roof, 9.00 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 28 lin. ft.; Cor- 
nice, C & F, 126 lin. ft.; Partitions, 126 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS 
Walls, 110 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 1 opg.; Rear 
and Grade Doors, 1 opg.; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 13 opgs.; | 
Windows and Casements, 19 opgs.; Gable Sash and Louvers, 
3 opgs.; Chimney, 32 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, .32 sqs. 

Page 62, October: Garling, Bldr. (No. 2) 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Basement Walls, 100 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 16 lin. ft.; 
3asement Floor, 624 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 27 cu. yds.; 
Outside Walls, 12.75 sqs.; First Floor, 6.24 sqs.; Ceiling, 6.24 
sqs.; Roof Pitch, 8” rise per ft. run; Roof, 7.68 sqs.; Cornice, 
C & F, 112 lin. ft.; Cornice, 6”, 48 lin. ft.; Partitions, 100 lin. ft.; 
Inside Finish OS Walls, 100 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 
| opg.; Rear and Grade Doors, 1 opg.; Inside Doors and Cased 
Opgs., 10 opgs.; Windows and Casements, 15 opgs.; Gable Sash 
and Louvers, 2 opgs.; Chimney, 28 lin. ft.; Porch Floor, .28 sqs. 

Page 62, October; Garling Bldr. (No. 3) 

“TRUCOST” ESTIMATING FIGURES FOR THIS 
HOUSE: Basement Walls, 116 lin. ft.; Trench Walls, 13 lin ft. ; 
Hasement Floor, 775 sq. ft.; Excavation per ft. deep, 33 cu. yds.; | 
Outside Walls, 17.00 sqs.; First Floor, 7.75 sqs.; Second Floor, | 
without fin. fig., 5.00 sqs.; Ceiling, 7.75 sqs.; Roof Pitch, 10” rise | 
per ft. run; Roof, 9.75 sqs.; Hips and Valleys, 28 lin. ft.; Cornice, 
C & F, 138 lin. ft.; Partitions, 136 lin. ft.; Inside Finish OS Walls, | 
116 lin. ft.; Front and OS French Doors, 1 opg.; Rear and Grade 
Doors, 1 opg.; Inside Doors and Cased Opgs., 14 opgs.; Windows 
and Casements, 18 opgs.; Gable Sash and Louvers, 3 opgs. ; Chim- 
ney, 28 lin. ft.; Main Stairs, 1; Porch Floor, .36 sqs. | 

MR. KEES SAYS: IT'S TIME FOR 

STORM WINDOWS 

AND... 

GOSSETT 

KEE S wancers 

*Special guide flange and large ‘‘eyes’’ make them 
handiest of all hangers. And one set of hooks serves for 
both storm sash and screens. You 
can get extra eyes or lower halves 
packed separately. Write for Free 
sample and Kees Catalog to-day. 
Cash in on the growing popularity 
of storm windows. They save fuel. “ 

F. D. KEES MANUFACTURING CO. 
Box 93 Beatrice, Nebraska 

Distributed Thru Wholesale Hardware Trade 

Rooms 
with 

- 8) TRACO 

Composition 

PANELBOARD 
and TILEBOARD 

The modern low-cost wall! 
covering that brings colorful 
beauty to kitchens, baths, 
stores, lobbies, etc. Easily 
installed. Washable. Enamel- 
like finish. 
DURABLE, CHARMING! 

Beautify Display 

WRITE US for samples, de- 
scriptive folder and name of 
your nearest TRACO Dealer. 

More than 40 modern space- 
saving fixtures that Double 
Closet Capacity by making 
systematic use of closet space 
—regardless of size or shape. 
Clothing carriers, extension 
closet rods, shoe racks, gar- 
ment brackets, hat, tie, trou- 
ser and skirt holders, and 
many others for all types of 
wardrobes and all clothing. 
K-Veniences keep closets 
orderly, all apparel in quick, 
easy reach. The ideal solu- 
tion to the universal demand 
for greater closet capacity in 
houses, apartments, hotels, 
clubs, institutions, etc. Stur- 
dily built, smartly designed, 
polished nickel or chrome 
finish, easily attached. Specify 
and install K-Veniences in 
every clothes closet... on 
every job...and make the 
most of available closet space! 

Photo courtesy Architectural Forum 

See your Building Hardware dealer—or write 
direct today for complete new Catalog—FREE! 

KNAPE s VOG 

MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

Dept.m-1oGrand Rapids, Mich. 

COMBINATION 

SASH BALANCE and WEATHERSTRIP 

SAVES UP TO $1.00 

PER WINDOW 

® Eliminates all pul- 
leys, weights, sash 
cords and the old leaky, 
clumsy box frames. 
Gives greater glass area 
for each opening and 
efficiently weather- 
strips the sash. Fits 
any size window, new 
or old . . . two grooves 
per sdsh is all that is 
required and installa- 
tion is simple enough 
for any carpenter to 
do a satisfactory job. 
Easy operation pro- 
vides actual finger-tip 
control. Here is an op- 
portunity for every con- 
tractor to cut costs on 
the small home. Send 
coupon today for full 
information. 

MASTER NO-DRAFT 
SASH BALANCE 

DETAIL SHOWING TYPICAL APPLICATION 
ON 1%" SASH AND GROOVING DIMENSIONS 

e , . prcovecavencccsssecacosscmmecenseees ° 
ae, wets, : Master Metal Strip Service Inc. ‘ 

© Eliminates leaky, cost- { 1720 N. Kilbourn Ave., Chicago, Ill. : 
ly, “box” frames. . Gentlemen: : Bal- * © Fis new or old sash. : I am interested in your new Sash Bal- ' 

© Provides efficient “fin. | °° Please send me complete information. ' 

ger-tip’ controlpluseffi- : Name t 
cient weatherstripping. + Street__ ee ! 

'@ A “two-in-one” cost | Town ee, 
saver for small homes. ' =o ! 



AUTOVENT’S 

low Cost 

FURNACE BOOSTER 

Solves Every Gravity 

Heating Problem 

LOW original cost—LOW instal- 
ation cost—All ‘round Economy! 
Real Forced Air Heating. 

Here is an inexpensive propeller type furnace booster fan that gives maximum 
heating efficiency to every gravity warm air furnace. Forced air noesae inex. 

pensively installed because the fan fits inside cold air duct at base of furnace. 
Comes in four different air capacities! Write for details and new literaturei 

AUTOVENT FAN & BLOWER COMPANY 
1809-17 N. Kostner Ave., Chicago, Illinois 

FIR ZITE 

THE SUPERIOR FIR PLYWOOD PREFINISHER 

FIRZITE tames “wild,” raised grain, helps elim- q@__@ 
inate hairline checking in Fir Plywood. Enables =a 
subsequent materials to “take” better, producing ures suny 
rich, smooth finished effects. A big help to Con- 
tractors on both regular and “DRI-BILT” con- § 
struction. A profit-builder for Dealers. Made by 
specialists with years of experience in the devel-¢99%300 Sf: 
opment of fine natural wood finishes. PER GALLON 

BREINIG BE 

HOBOKEN 

Your letterhead 
and this ad 

bring you FREE 
“Firzited’’ pan- 
el and full de- 
tails. Write 

Dept. AB. 

LET YEAR ‘ROUND 

‘Indoor Weather Control” 

7 ‘gg SELL YOUR 

HOUSES 

, re the nation, successful 

builders are letting comfort appeal 

help sell their houses! And no comfort 

appeal is stronger than that of year 

‘round automatic temperature control. 

The gas-fired, streamlined PAYNE 

Zoneair heats, circulates, ventilates, fil- 

All PAYNEHEAT 
equipment is 
twice-tested 
for reliability,ef- 
ficiency, safety. 

ters, and humidifies—dependably and 

economically. Used singly, or in bat- 

teries. For information, see your 

PAYNE Dealer or Gas Company. Or 

write us. 

@ PAYNEHEA 

—_——tvTuTuum==. SEVERLY HILLS e 

®Modern Consoles 
@Floor Furnaces 
© Duplex Furnaces 
@Zoneair Units 
@Forced Air Units 
© Gravity Furnaces 

CALIFORNIA 

ftyne FURNACE 

& SUPPLY CO., INC. 

American Builder, October 1940. 

“Trade-in” Plan 

(Continued from page 55) 

he assures them of steady employment and at the same 

time is able to secure favorable contract prices. 

Richardson pursues a vigorous sales promotion and 

advertising program that calls for an expenditure of about 
$600 a month in newspapers alone. Various types of this 
builder’s advertising are shown. A 24-page booklet issued 
monthly and sent to a select list of doctors’ and dentists’ 

offices and beauty shops was a means of publicizing 

Richardson-built homes, the trade-in system and free 
appraisal service. Back-page ads carried coupons inviting 

inquiry of the home pictured or the exchange plan. 

The organization consists of the builder, who is very 

| active in affairs of the local and National Realty Boards ; 
Thomas M. Banning, Jr., manager; A. J. Engdahl, sales 

manager, and Helen D. Gordon, decorative consultant. 
Besides the home designing service, as mentioned, the 

services of an outside certified architect are retained in 

addition to a selling force of from seven to ten. 

* %* * 

Modernizing Main Street 

(Continued from page 67) 

in the town has set up a general plan for buildings on 

the public square which will in time create a modern 
business center and draw increasing number of buyers 

from the surrounding country. The lumber yard is al- 

ways a good place to set the pace for building improve- 

ments. 

The town of Manhattan, Kans., has enjoyed a sub- 

stantial increase in business because of the attractive 
changes made in the downtown district thru a general 

EASIER INSTALLED 

MORE EFFICIENT 

Every home should have 
ALLMETAL weatherstrips on 
doors and windows. Home 
buyers demand it. Archi- 

tects recommend it. You can make EXTRA PROFITS installing these 
well known, consistently good weatherstrips. 
Write for our prices on Metal Weatherstrip, Calking Compound, Metal 

Thresholds, Metal Wall Board Trim, Counter Edging, Sink Rims, etc. 

ANLILIM. 
a 

231 West Ohio Street cm :ca nd 
OVER 25 YEARS SATISFACTORY SERVICE 

This Free Trial Lesson on “How to Read Blue Prints,”” and 
a set of blue prints plans—sent to show you how this 37 year 
old School for Builders makes it easy for men in the building 
industry to lay out and run jobs, read blue prints, estimate 
costs, superintend construction, etc. Drawing of plans included 
if wanted 
LEARN AT HOME IN SPARE TIME 

Men with this training are needed now to handle expanding business in building con- 
struction. This —_ > leads to promotion. "cr contractors urge employees to 

CHICAGO TECH COLLEGE 
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plan, set up in advance by the civic interests. 

American Builder, October 1940. 

Some 

fifteen new fronts have already been installed in keeping 
with the general plan. 

Kirksville, Mo., found that setting up a plan of mod- 

ernization brought benefits to the city, the unemployed, 
and the property owners and tenants. One building that 

vas renovized at a cost of $8300.00, resulted in salvag- 

ing an investment that was about gone and created a 
building that will be good for the next twenty-five years. 

it also brought an excellent financial return to the 
owner, increased business with the tenants and a sub- 

stantial reduction in fire insurance rates. Dealers in the 

town sold three thousand dollars of building materials 

on this job. 
Every town in the country presents innumerable 

examples of this type of modernization if the dealers 
will take the “bull by the horns” and create a program 

tor Main Street. It will take a little time; it will take 
organized effort to set up a Downtown committee to 

study and act upon the many problems that will be 
dumped into their laps by the general public. It isn’t 

hard to find what the public wants if they can express 

themselves and clear their needs thru an established 

agency. Here is opportunity for every dealer and builder 

to lift the standard of his town and community and at 

the same time insure its trade prosperity. It’s an ex- 
cellent way to absorb unemployment in the building 

industry; to create payrolls and purchasing power in 

the community. It is also good insurance for perpetu- 

ating dealer business. It will place the dealer out in 

front on the selling line where he is most badly needed 

today. A growing country needs operating generalship, 

but a grown up country demands salesmanship. We are 

living in a grown up country. 
(Continued to page 124) 
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THE BEST WINDOW 

ON THE MARKET! 

@ The Non-Stick Window is simplicity itself. 

@ The Non-Stick Window is provided with 2 x 4 Jambs; 
sturdy construction prevents weaving. 

@ One-piece Metal Sash Guides assure positive align- 

ment of the sash. 

@ Wood-to-wood contact is eliminated by the metal 

sash guide, thus preventing paint stick. 

See the Non-Stick Window at Your Dealer 

or Write Us. 

N.S. W. CO., 2137 Gratiot, Detroit, Mich. 

TRADEMARK REG. PAT. 

Trims for every type, gauge or thickness of covering material . 
rubber, tile, plywood, wallboard, etc. For example, our 120 series of outside 
corner trims comes in nine lip sizes, ranging from 1/16” 
are more than 550 designs, types and sizes . 
wainscot caps, corners, coves, edgings, bindings, channel trims, tubular stock, 
and many others! You'll save time, avoid problems, and get better results 
on every job with metal trims trademarked — 

CHROMEDGE Jno BRT 

COLUMBUS 

. linoleum, 

to 1"! And there 
nosings, decorative panels, 

FLOOR COMPANY 

OHIO 

LOW COST MACHINE 

BLOCK-BRICK-TILE 

—— equipment assures profitable products 
plants. 
BECAUSE—tthey are efficient, self-contained, 
offering lowest production cost with lowest main- 
tenance. 
BECAUSE—they produce a complete range of 
products, all sizes and faces of block, on plain 
pallets. 
BECAUSE—they make block, building tile and 
brick by interchanging simple production ma- 
chines. 
ALL THESE ADVANTAGES with minimum in- 
vestment in equipment. All planned for easy 
expansion as your business justifies. 
INVESTIGATE. Start now to bigger profits. 
Write today for free catalog. SUCCESS plant 
from $190.00 up shipped on 15 days trial. 

CONCRETE EQUIPMENT COMPANY 
514 Ottawa Ave. Holland, Michigan 
PIONEERS OVER 30 YEARS 

Extra sales on Practical Christmas 

Lifts for wives with BILT-WELL 

NU-STYLE 

KITCHEN CABINETS 

ALERT dealers and contractors will enjoy extra 
profits from the new BILT-WELL Plan 

* mew Kitchen for Christmas’’ by selling and installing 
» NU-STYLE Kitchen Cabinets. Modernizing kitch- 

ens with attractive economical NU-STYLE Kitchen 
Cabinets is a lasting practical Christmas gift. 

Precision-built NU-STYLE Cabinets are made 
in graduated sizes to assure quick, easy installation 
in any kitchen. Shipment made immediately from 
stock of standardized units. Finest workmanship 
and quality at low prices bring easy sales. Write 
today for Free literature—tull details. 

CARR, ADAMS & COLLIER CO. 
1062 Jackson Street Dubuque, lowa 

Manufacturers of Famous BILT-WELL Millwork 

BILT — 

MILL @ceevenso 



for WEATHER-TIGHT 

WINDOWS 

‘The best weatherstrip or caulking 
can’t make a box frame weather 
tight. Ask your dealer or sash and 
door jobber to show you a weather- 
stripped unit window, balanced by 
Pullman. There’s a window without 
chance for leakage of cold air or 
dust, a frame you can pack insulation ™ 
right up against, a sash that moves @ 
freely and stays where it’s put with- — 
out help of friction. Write for cata- © 
log and specifications. Pullman Mfg. 
orn a University Ave., Roches- 
or, H. Y. 

Carpenters Make up to $2 or 
$3 an Hour in Spare Time 
With a Foley Automatic Saw Filer you can file hand, band and circular saws 
better than the most expert hand filer. 
Cash business, no canvassing. No eye- 
strain, no experience needed. Louis P. Wadowick, Ohio, says: ‘‘I have filed 

Saws in spare time and have earned 
$850.00 = ke a work due — 
to my filing contacts nd 
coupon tor ‘FREE PLAN, no Sbligation. 
Large Contractors and Builders who 
have many saws to file can increase 
production, do better work and reduce filing costs with a Foley Saw Filer. Soon pays its cost. Get the facts. 

FOLEY MFG. CO., 1024-40 Foley Bidg., Minneapolis, Minn. 
O Send Free Plan on Custom Saw Filing. 
O I want to file saws for crew of about (10—25—50—100) men (Check No.) 

ONE TRIAL OF STEEL BRIDGING 

WILL PROVE THESE POINTS— 

1 Installed cost of Union Metal Steel Bridging is 
no more, frequently less, than wood because it 
can be installed in 4% to % the time. 

2 Better floor construction obtained because 
Steel Bridging has greater ability to reduce floor 
vibration, also freedom from warpage and 
shrinkage. 

Union Metal Steel Bridging is made from gen- 
uine Ternplate, a special lead coated steel 
which is highly rust-resisting. It is available 
in lengths to fit all regular joist sizes and 
spacings. Write for free sample, descriptive 
folder and prices. 

Accepted 

FHA. 

THE UNION METAL MANUFACTURING 

COMPANY . on -W Bmel. Mel ine) rs 
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Modernizing Main Street 

(Continued from page 123) 

Why not take a fling at this highly interesting and 

modern way of going after business? Start the ball 

rolling in your community now. The building business 

is your business and you are trained by experience and 

aptitude to lead. Be the first to shove off in a movement 

that gives every promise of an old-fashioned revival for 

the building industry. 
* * * 

Security on an Acre of Good Earth 

(Continued from page 45) 
who attend the School are educators, students of sociology, 
housing specialists and clergymen—the latter seeking a better way 
of life for their parishioners. 

But one does not have to travel to Suffern to learn what is 
there. Bulletins on every conceivable phase of home production 
are available for the price of 25 cents. 

Of interest to the building profession are the bulletins “How 
to Economize in Buying Land” and “How to Economize in 
Planning a Home.” Not that there is anything new to builders 
in these bulletins. What should be of interest to them is that a 
man established a school to show people how to get more joy 
out of life—and the prime requisite of this happy living means 
having a home. 

There are now four communities developed through the Borsodi 
plan. The School of Living and its associate organizations, In- 
dependence Foundation, Homeland Foundation and Free America 
Magazine, will give ready counsel to those interested in home- 
stead developments. 

Thirty-seven houses have been built or are now under construc- 
tion in the four communities. One of the most successful is Van 
Houten Fields, located in West Nyack, N. Y., on the site of a 
106-acre farm of an early-American settler. Another is the 
Bayard Lane development in Suffern, N. Y., where the School 
of Living is located. The houses are built with local materials, as 

For PERMANENT RIGIDITY 

use GLUE in all “‘Dri-Bilt’’ Construction 

and Built-ins 

Don’t let moisture changes and 
wood shrinkage loosen your nail 
and screw joints. Reinforce with 
Casco Glue when applying ply- 
wood, fibreboard or sheathing to 
studs. Also for tighter, sag-proof 

tice customers will appreciate. 

THE IDEAL GLUE FOR “ON THE JOB” 

Casco Powdered Casein Glue is 
mixed in cold water as required; 
and used cold. No heating. Sets 

built-ins. It’s a slowly, allows time for fitting. 
built-for-life prac- Joints resist heat and moisture. 

At Building Supply or Hardware Dealers 

CASCO "vce. GLUE 

SURFACING new or old ae ee Col- 
Ofcrete fuses itstif, making a hard, water- 
proofed surface in 30 colors and shades. 
STUCCO SPRAYING. Colorcrete can be applied 
in any thickness desired. It fills cracks and 
checks. Pneumatic application assures denser 
surface with less material. 
DAMP-PROOFING. Big market in damp-proof- 
ing buildings, basements, etc., with olor- 
crete Machine and material. Beautifies and 
damp-proofs in one application. 
BUSINESS OF YOUR OWN. Small capital starts 
you. Some operators report costs of 2c — 
up oo sq. ft. and sell up to ¢ per ~ = 

ac - 1. to 1000 sq. ft. per ho 
Get the facts. Write today. ™ ”" 
COLORCRETE INDUSTRIES, INC. 

500 Ottawa Ave. Holland, Mich. 
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far as possible, many of them using natural fieldstone. They 
differ from ordinary city dwellings, largely in the extensive use 
of utility rooms, larger kitchens and ample storage and utility 
space. 

The builder should serve as a developer of the restricted com- 
munity. If the project possesses common property, such as woods, 
a lake, an athletic field or a social house, the administration of 
these properties should be arranged by democratic procedure in | 
which all the members of the community take part. 

No titleholder, as a resident of the community, should be per- 
mitted to subdivide his land into less than one acre, unless the 
entire community democratically approves. 

Because this homestead program envisions an annual economic 
sustenance of $500 to $800 worth of foodstuff (including the 
canning, drying, freezing, etc., of the soil’s product) this land 
must have cultivation qualities and ought to be within appro.xi- 
mately the following acre costs to the homesteader (including 
roads, sewerage and water) : 
Outside cities of over 4 million (per acre)..................-- $800 
Outside cities of between 2 and 4 million (per acre).......... .... 600 
Outside cities of between 1 and 2 million (per acre)............. . 450 
Outside cities of between % and 1 million (per acre) 400 
Outside cities of less than % million (per acre)......................-- 350 

It will be noted that with the exception of the top population 
(the New York region) the variations are slight. While the 
land costs depreciate markedly, the cost of servicing the com- 
munities with water, roads, etc., remains about the same. Those 
who join homestead projects outside extremely large cities have 
further to commute and will feel the land costs more acutely, of 
course. But these same people get slightly higher wages, as well, 
and seek satisfactions of home ownership that “suburban” rows 
of flats can never supply emotionally to the degree that “rurban” 
homes can! 

There are hundreds of thousands of acres of land outside the 
greenbelt areas of our cities which offer good homestead possi- 
bilities. There are good highways between our urban centers, 
and most of them enjoy good commuting facilities. Thousands 
of people who can’t offord to be gentlemen farmers, or even 
urban home owners, will welcome this opportunity. 

NowYOU coon inrstall 

MeraLane ..4f Mal Piofit 

We'll show you how to start a real weatherstrip business of your 
own... with plenty of prospects and a sweet profit on every 
MetaLane job you install. National advertising has made home 
owners familiar with METALANE ... the weatherstrip material 
that cannot corrode, turn black or stain paint, stone or wood- 
work in any climate; that lasts as long as the house itself. Write 
today for details of the new METALANE plan that enables you 
to make quick, easy profits in your territory. MONARCH METAL 
WEATHERSTRIP CORP., 6304 Etzel Avenue, St. Louis, Mo. 

Monarch METALANE 

WEATHERSTRIP 

PEERLESS DOME DAMPER 

ELIMINATES HEAT LOSS AND SMOKE 

PREVENTS UNHEALTHFUL DRAFTS 
ASSURES FIREPLACE EFFICIENCY 

Write for Bulletin BS-5 

PEERLESS MFG. CORP., INC. 

LOUISVILLE, KY. 

—_ 

4s For all Panel Style 16 Panels! 
Glazed 4 Lights . . . Slightly Higher Priced! 
Retail Prices any U. 8S. Jobbing Center East of 

Rocky Mountains 
Complete 
Stanley *‘S 
U 

FLOATING 

ACTION 
\\ 

UNIROL with 

r tock and 
Metal Weather- 
strip. 
Doors it! 
thick. 
for 8-0 x 7 
Opening! 

The popular price of this 
“QUALITYBILT’’ smooth i door creates real 

oO *. Easy to in- 
stall. Only 134” headroom 
and 21/2” sideroom needed. 
if your dealer can’t supply you write us, Dept. AB-1040 
FARLEY & LOETSCHER MFG. COMPANY 

“QUALITYBILT”” WOODWORK DUBUQUE, 10WA 

MASTER — $$$ ECONOMY — $$$ 

Unfailing Dependability ° Superior Performance 

Has Never Been 

Equalled 
A complete portable Mill that you can take right on the job 
with equal ease of your rough 
cuts. No cuts are difficult with 
the ‘‘MASTER.’’ 
NOTHING to get out of order. 
SELF-ALIGNING requires no ad- 
justment for wear or accuracy. 
Sturdy—Simple in Construction 
and can be operated by any 
workman. Years of constant use 
does not effect MASTER’S AC- 
CURACY. 
Built in_5 Sizes. 
MOTOR DRIVE. 

Established 1917 

The Master Woodworker 
Mig. Company 

S531 Lafayette East. 
Detroit, Michigan 

iy 

GASOLINE or 

It Is Easy to 

Be a CONTRACTOR 
Learn to estimate, to plan buildings, to take contracting jobs, and make 

money on them. Here are 9 up-to-the-minute books on building, estimat- 
ing, and contracting which cover in an interesting way, the subjects that 
carpenters, builders, and contractors should know to make the most out of 
their jobs. Roof Framing, The Steel Square, Architectural Drawing and 
Design, Estimating, Painting and Decorating, Heating, Air Conditioning, 
Building, Contracting, Concrete Forms, and other subjects are all well 
covered. 

Boss Carpenters in Demand | Brand New 1940 

Edition Vast public works jobs, immense projects, 
and the rapid growth of home building, are 
making jobs for MEN WHO KNOW HOW. These books just off the 
These books give you quick training. With press in 1940 are the most 
them you won't be afraid to tackle any job, up-to-date, complete we 
for needed facts can be found in a hurry. have ever published. 

Coupon Brings Nine Books Free for Examination 

American Technical Society, Dept. @733, ‘Drexel at 58th Street, 
cago, Tllinois. 

You may ship me the new 1940 edition of your nine big books, ‘‘Building, Estimating, 
and Contracting’’ without any obligation to buy. I will pay the delive charges only 

i and if fully satisfied in ten days, I will send you $2.00, and after that only $3. _——, covey = yaaa of only $29.80 is paid. I am not obligated in any way 

BND encastnnsavesajsnnaamepasnnienttienninaiiicnbisdesiengainiiveitiscaliensbinisatibtiaiisapianianbitiainistassansiniadiiiisubilsiataapiniasialeaiaicaaiaailiiad 

DN EE Re a a 
en State 

Please attach a letter stating your age, employer’ s name and address, and that of at least one business man as a reference. 



Turns Out the Work! 

8 full-sized machines in this combination, 
each independently operated, sturdy, com- 
pact, and built for many years’ hard service. 

NEW MODEL “A” 
PLANING MILL 

SPECIAL 

Does complete job 
from rough lum- 
ber to finest trim 
and finish. Low 
in cost and oper- 
ating expense. 

Complete line of individual and combination machines 
. Good Woodworking Machines Since 1887 

THE PARKS WOODWORKING MACHINE CO. 
Dept. BL-10 1524 Knowlton St. Cincinnati, Ohio 

COMPOUND 

It is necessary to seal Nail Holes, Corners and 
ings around Windows and Doors in order to provide 
a really Waterproof Job—Use Calbar Caulking Com- 

und. 
Asbestos Shingle Siding usually requires a Brilliant 
White color or Brilliant Light Gray, other colors can 
also be furnished. Made in several Grades, easily applied with 
Calbar Pressure Gun. 
Send for information or order thru your Jobber. 

CALBAR PAINT & VARNISH CO. 
Manufacturers of Technical Products 

2612-26 N. MARTHA ST. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

For ASBESTOS SHINGLE SIDING 

CALBAR 

CAULKING | 

. -hom venience, e - to new ho 1 
appeal instantly. visible fern” and * 
1's that labels fie *Builders can Preduces 

nelps 0 SErecial featyne Ae 

sales co. ay Rochester. N.Y. 

GAS WATER HEATER 
PUSH-BUTTON CONTROL 

| reous porcelain. Send now for details 
} 
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Cabinet Showers 

BUILD added sales appeal into every 
home you construct—large or small, 

simple or luxurious—by using these 
modern, leak proof cabinet showers. Ex- 
tra baths easily possible in small space. 
Patented Foot-Grip. No-Slip floor of vit- 

and specification data, without obligation. 

HENRY WEIS MFG. COMPANY, INC. 
1101 OAK STREET, ELKHART, INDIANA 

IRON: RAILING ¥ 

BEAUTY © PROTECTION 

To suit your specifications or 
will gladly furnish suitable 
designs and suggestions. 

Iron Grilles, Window 

Guards, Folding Gates, 

Cellar Doors, Area 

Gratings, etc. 

Write for our latest Folder 

Send measurements. 

CINCINNATI IRON FENCE CO., INC. 

3411 SPRING GROVE AVE. CINCINNATI, OHIO 

End leaky, messy, di 
breaks between tub, wall 
and floor. Quick, simple. 
Seman spat 

BA TH T 7] than constant, atti 

NUISANCE}Ay B32 © 3 sre of 

SEND FOR 
> FREE 

CATALOG 
‘ODAY 

“Hit isa’t a Lucke 

W. B. LUCKE, Inc. 
WILMETTE ILLINOIS 

SAVE TIME 
in making layouts and in 
giving lines and grades 

SAVE MONEY 
by reducing labor costs 

by using a 

WARREN-KNIGHT 

TRANSIT-LEVEL 
This instrument is made for the Contractor 
who knows that he can work more efficiently 
with up-to-date equipment. 
This instrument gives you what you have al- 
ways wanted in a low priced instrument— 
high power telescope—close focus—vertical 
are with clamp and tangent—sensitive level 
—compass—plite leyvel—protected circle— 
vernier reading to one minute—extra large 
shift—-sturdy construction—low maintenance 
costs. 

10 Day Free Trial—No obligation to purchase 
For complete details write for ae Bulletin F-510 ate also without compass 

Liberal allowance for your old instrument. and are at lower prices. 

WARREN-KNIGHT CO. bitavecena 

KIMBALL 

LIGHT ELECTRIC 

ELEVATORS 

A line of powerful light electric 
elevators built for eve urpose. 
Sawed, drilled and fitted for rapid 
assembly — strong — efficient and 
easy to install. Cost little to oper- 
ate. 

FREE Engineering Data 
Present your elevator problem to us 
and let our engineers help. Descrip- 
tive literature on request. 

KIMBALL BROS. CO. 
915-989 Ninth St. Council Bluffs, ta. 


